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The findings that men and women participate differently 
in political activities of all kinds - from voting to member-
ship of parties, to interest in politics and political 
attitudes is one of the most thoroughly substantiated in 
political science. Women have been found to vote less than 
men, to have less interest in politics than men, and to be 
more conservative than men. (1) 
An Evanston study found women significantly less likely 
than men to be party actives. A comparative study between 
Norway and the United States found th:!!:, for both countries 
the sex differences in participation was especially pronounc-
ed in lower socio-economic areas, but that at the upper levels, 
of politics (running for and holding party office, and public 
office) in both countries, men are more likely to particip-
ate than women, even where both sexes are from a high socio-
economic status.(2) 
A number of explanations of these findings have been suggested. 
The structural explanation stresses that most adult females 
experience more or less structural impediments to political 
involvement and interest. 
Ca:pmpbell et al,, for example, emphasise the structural 
restrain, ,ts ( like childrearriing and maintaining a home) which 
militate against women's participation. These restraints, 
they contend, account for the lower political participation 
and knowledge amongst women, since women, compared to men, 
are prevented from linking up with the wide network of 
social contacts which helps maintain male political involve-, 
ment. (3) 
Another explanation offered is based on the idea of differen-
tial sex roles in societies where the dominant cultural 
norm stresses that politics is eminently a male preserve. 
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Robert Lane argues that: 
' ' a major feature of our cultures typing of the sexes is the assignment of the ascendant, p:ower possessing role to the 
man and the dependent, receptive role to the woment,4.-) The 
American culture emphasises moral, dependent, and politically 
less competent images of women which reduce their partisanship 
and sense of political effectiveness t and defin.<a· ; a less 
active political role for them.' (5J 
Rose, in 'Politics in England', claims that: 
'In national political activity a woman finds that 
is a handicap because national P_ olitical activity 
considered, a womans role.' ('6) 
Maurice Duverger, in his UNESCO study of 1958 found 




'The political role of women is extremely small and grows still 
smaller as we approach the 'centre' of' political leadership, 
There are few women as candidates, few selected, fewer still 
elected, fewer still appointed as Ministers and so on. The 
progressive decline in women~ influence as the higher levels 
of leadership are reached is noticeable in the structure of 
the state and its political organs, as well as in political 
parties, trade unions, private enterprise and public service'. (7) 
Thomas and Jennings, in their study of M:.:m and w:omen in ;?arty 
elites conclude that, as a result of negative public attitudes 
toward women in politics, women remain at a considerable dis-
advantage even in the upper strata of politics. 'Given the 
widespread cultural norms and practices distinguishing the 
social behaviour of men andwomen in America, the sex related 
differences will persist even in party elites. Especially 
when one moves into the more serious de.mains, the (sex) 
disparities become obvious. In both the Democratic and 
Republican parties men clearly dominate the powerful and 
prestigous activities. (8) 
More recently, in America, Presidential candidate Shirley 
Chisam announcedo 'I have been in politics for twenty years 
and in that time I have learned a few things about the role of 
women in politics. The major thing I have learned is that 
women are the backbone of America's political organisations. 




the telephone answerers; they are the speech writers and the 
standard bearers of' elected of'f'icials. Perhaps it is in the 
.America more than any other country that the inherent truth of 
the old bromide 'the power behind the throne is women' is most 
readily apparent. ' ( -{t;) 
': , -- .• J ' -· -· ... ~.:-
Poli ti cal Sociologists have argued that a key reason for sexual 
'· 
disparities in adult political behaviour lies in the early 
learning experiences of' the individual. Hyman, in his study 
of Pol:btical Socialisation, suggests, that already at early 
ages, boys are directed towards politics, and here lie the 
seeds of' adult dif'ferentiations every where found in studies 
of political participation. (10) 
Dowes and Hughes in their study of G-i·irls,.13oys and :,,Ioli tics, 
point out that the fact that women have been taught that 
politics is not really their concern and that they are more 
confined to the home (where their opportunities for meeting 
people and receiving political messages are less) means that 
'the likelihood is that men's political socialisations is a 
continuing process, whilst for most women for aperiod of time 
operate in aamore apolitical environment.' (11) 
Certainly, on the surface of it, these overseas findings would 
seem to apply in the New Zealand context, despite the dearth 
of research in this field. (12) 
Historically, female _participation in New Zealand politics has 
lagged far behin our pioneering male forebears. In 1983 women 
in New Zealand were given the vote, and in 1919 the women's 
Parliamentary Rights' Act of 1919 entitled women to stand for 
Parliament. Since then, eleven women have 
become Members of Parliament, and two (Hon. Mabel Howard and 
Dame Hilda Ross), have been appointed,albeit briefly, to a 
Cabinet position. This very minimal level of female parliamf, 
entary representation has not significantly altered in the 




itself at a very low level, with only four women in parliament 
in 1972 despite the fact that women comprise some 51% of 
the voting constituency. 
Within political parties, women have remained a definite political 
minority. Graeme Eng. in his research, (13) found women com-
prised 36% of the active National party members in his sample 
and 19% of the active Labour sample. 
All of which surface signs suggest that there are significant 
variations in female and male political participation patterns 
in New Zealand. Yet these apparently far reaching differnces 
between male and female political behaviour have, in the New 
Zealand context, been neither researched nor-analysed; Graeme 
Eng, for example, failed to examine the reasons for women'~ 
minority participation rates that he himseJ.funcovered in his 
research. Indeed, although women comprise approximately one 
quarter of his sample, he devoted only three paragraphs to 
the participation of women in his sample, concluding that 
'Part of the explanation for the greater numbers of women 
being active in the National party is undoubtedly the fact that 
middle class women in a middle class party are better educated 
and more individualistic than working women, tradibnally 
ho~se centred •••• Overall the National party has a much 
larger minority of women members than does the Labour party.[14/. 
Austin Mitchell, using Eng's, statistics for the numbers of 
men and women in political parties (15) either ignores. women 
as political actors althogher, or assumes that their politieal 
behaviour is identical to male party activists:· in his sample. 
Discussing selection for Parliamentary candidates, he concludes 
'the real weakness of the selections are implicit in the 
social backgrounds rather than particular process. Since 
political office lacks political prestige, status, or sub-
stantial rewards, it does not attract ability! This analysis 
is far too simplistic· to explain why there have been only 
eleven women Members of Parliament in our New Zealand Parliament. 
.J 
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Similarly, discussing the partisan patterns of New Zealand 
activists, Mr Mitchell concludes, somewhat facilely, that 
'Women are more inclined to be 'strong' supporters than men, 
a testimony to the fierceness of the Lady Kiwi bird.(16) 
Otherwise, women are rarely mentioned in this and other texts 
(17) written by New Zealnd political scientists. 
Clearly, then, political scientists have not been motivated by 
an interest in women in politics, largely because, one presumes, 
women have played such a minimal and undistinctive role in 
New Zearand's p~litical history. 
Given the interest in the woman's movement in New Zealand 
and overseas, and the systematic overseas evidence of widespread 
differences in the political behaviour of' men and women, I 
decided in my research to look more closely at the role women 
played in the two major New Zealand parties - the New teaaand 
National party and the New Zealand Labour party. 
To do so, I interviewed a group of fifty women actvists -
I 
twenty five women from the Auckland Womens branch(the only 
,' 
functioning womans branch in the Auckland city area) and 
twenty five women-from the National Party's Remuera Electorate, 
i 
where activists were selected from the five womens branches 
in the Elelctorate. 
G-. iven the scope of the material I wished to discuss with these 
women, I felt it essential to use extended personal interviews, 
rather than rely upon the more structured i itemised QUestionnaiJ 
style interview. Although all respondents were asked the 




ranged in length from three quarters of an hour to four 
hours. All interviews were anonymous and confidential. 
Separate women's structures existed in both the National 
and Labour Parties, although they varied considerably in 
the two parties. 
The National Party constitution makes provision for a 
considerable degree of feminine representation and autonomy 
in the National party hierarchy. 
Usually there is only one woman's branch in a National 
Party Electorate although some of the stronger Electorates 
like Remuera (and most rural Electorates) have more. Remuera, 
for example, has five women's branches associated with its 
six main branches, but the number and structure of the 
women's sections vary considerably according to the strength 
of a particular Electorate organisation. 
In the Remuera Electorate a Remuera Women's Executive exists, 
comprised of delegates from the five women's branches. This 
body would roughly be equivalent to the sole woman's branch 
committee that exists in the Auckland Central Electorate. 
There is also a Divisional Women's Organisation in the National 
Party, with a Divisional Woman's Chairman who leads a Divis-
ional Women's Executive. This bQdy normally takes responsibility 
for ensuring that women's organisations are established and 
maintained in all Electorates and will actively assist any 
Electorate which is involved in setting one up. 
The Divisional Woman's organisation has an annual meeting 
where remits are considered, and which is a mini version of 
the Main Divisional Annual Meeting, and follows something of 
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its format: it elects its own officers, votes on remits 
and generally has speakers. 
Each Electorate,the Constitution recommends, should have at 
least one delegate to the Divisional and Annual Conference 
who is a woman. Some Electorates ignore this constitutional 
recommendation, but in general it is honoured. 
Provision is made on the Dominion Council for at least one 
woman from each Division. This guarantees women a minimum of 
one representative, but it would.,in fact, be possible for 
all seven Divisional Representativer to be women, (and there 
is no e~uivalent constitutional guarantee for any other section). 
Therefore, in addition to their separate women's structures, 
women merge very much into the overall structure. 
In the Labour Party, no such formal women's organisational 
hierarchy exists. Provision is made in the Party Constitution 
for women's branches, which have the same constitutional rights 
as ordinary branches - that is, the right to send remits direct 
to the .Annual Party Conference; the right to send a delegate 
to the Annual Party Conference; the right to representation 
on the local Representation Committee or Regional Council. 
Only one woman's branch survives in the Auckland City area, 
and they seem to be dying out in most areas of New Zealand. 
Certainly, in contrast to the National party, women's branches 
do not exist in most Electorates. 
A Woman's Conference is held on the day preceding the Annual 
Party Conference where speakers are arranged, specific areas 
of concern are discussed, and from which a Woman's Report is 
drawn up and presented iD the Annual Conference. 
In 1969 a Woman's Advisory Council was established, comprised 
of seven members elected at the Women's Conference, empowered 
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to send in reports to the National Executive, to arrange 
the annual Women's Conference and so forth. 
In addition, two women's representatives, elected at the 
Annual Conference, ~~e constitutionally entitled to 
representation on the National Executive. Since, however, 
there is no structure linking these different representatives, 
the Annual Women's Conference is really the only area where 
Labour party women amalgamated together - for a day. 
Constitutionally speaking, then, the National party 
provides greater opportunities for its women members 
than does the Labour party,although in both political 
parties women have the 2otential for organised political 
activity. 
One of the objectfuves of this thesis.given its comparative 
basis, was to ascertain to what extent th%. political 
behaviour of women party activists was shaped by the 
different party structures, and different constitutional 
procedures within which women party activists operated1 and 
to what extent their political behaviour was shaped by factors 
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Age, or rather old age, was found to be a common feature of 
activists from both the National and Labour parti-es. 
As indicated by Table 1.1, eighteen women in the Labour 
sample and sixteen in the National Party sample were over 
the age of fifty five. Of those in the over-fifty-five 
age bracket, eleven Labour and eight National Party women 
had been active in the party for thirty or more years. In 
the National Party sample,, just under half - 48% - had been 
active in the party for twenty or more years. 
Members of both parties appeared very conscious of the oid age 
of the majority of women activists, and many lamented the 
fact that more young ones were not coming forward. Three 
Labour and two National Party women actually stated in their 
interviews an intention to become less active in the future 
because they felt it was time for younger persons to take 
over. Six of the younger respondents in the National 
Party commented on how old many of the women in their branches 
were. 'They're old dears, but old bores,' said one. 'Nice 
old ducks,' said another. 'Old f'uddy-duddies,' said a 
third. A Vice-President of a Women's Section explained 
that there were twenty or thirty members in her branch but 
that they were mainly 'old women who enjoy an outing and 
putting on their best hat and that sort of thing', adding, 
as an afterthought, 'they do have the interests of the party 





In a similar vein, another National Party Branch President 
explained to me, 'We do have some very old members in 
their eighties, but they're terribly keen and they always 
come along and pay their dues and it's terribly important 
in their lives.' 
In the Labour Party, similar criticisms regarding the age 
of members were expressed. One young member, recently 
recruited, said she wished there were more young people 
in the party because 'It's a granny party really, isn't it?' 
Another Labour respondent recently returned from overseas 
was thoroughly despondent: 'The Women's Branch seems to 
get older and older,' she sighed. 'For many members it's 
become just a habit - rather like going to Church in fact. 
A habit with some vague goodness' in it. Look at those who 
make the tea each week - they come along each month just to 
participate in the tea-making ceremony, and they just sit 
around there, each month, without saying a word.' 
between 
Not surprisingly, tensions/older party members and the 
younger, more recent recruits, were evident in both parties. 
In the Labour Party these tensions focused around the differ-
ing viewpoints of the older party stalwarts, strongly 
identified with the party, fiecely loyal, and desirous, above 
all, of just 'doing their bit' for the party by such routine 
activities as raising money and selling raffle books, and 
those more issue-oriented or ideologically-motivated members 
(as many of the more recent recruits were), concerned above 
all with 'influencing the party's policy' or 'moving the 





Three members, for example, recruited by a former Branch 
President and active peace worker were predominantly 
concerned with 'pushing the cause of peace within the party'" 
Four others r whoo·.,· had recently joined the branch were 
primarily concerned with 'women's problems.' 
This tension was typified on the one hand by the attitude 
of a recently recruited member who expressed despair 
because 'some of the older women can't see past trading 
tables and Christmas parties', and on the other hand by one 
of the older women who voiced her discontent at the 'money 
being wasted on seminars and things, and the general 
complaints being made by some of the members about the party1 
(which she vigorously defended on every possible occasion). 
Differing points of view between older and younger members 
were similarly voiced in the National Party. One fairly 
young member complained that 'they're all so set in their 
ways - I get so frustrated•••• They turn up with a plate 
to a Committee meeting and think they've done their bit.' 
Another bemoaned the fact that 'the older women just can't 
see past their coffee and cakes ••• they don't seem to 
achieve anything. There seems to be a dreadful amount of 
expended time and energy. I feel like joining a more 
constructive branch.' 
The age factor did not seem to be a new one, however. One 
act.ive, seventy eight year old Labour respondent, reminisc-
ing about her entry into the Labour Party in her early 
twenties, described how she 'rapidly found it was full of 
dear old ladies who turned up for cups of tea and socials 
and who never opened their mouths. 
• •••• /18 
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We used to call them the backbenchers of the party in those 
days and they're still with us today.' 
She justifiably excluded herself from this 'backbencher' 
category, being herself one of the most vigorous and radical 
members of the Auckland Women's branch. She was, however, 
very much the exception that proved the rule. For the 
remainder, a distinct generation gap was present between 
the older and younger members in both parties - a gap that 
was exacerbated by the diverse motivations and aspirations 
of individual members~ven) the different age groups. 
Tensions such as these would, however, inevitably characterise 
all large heterogeneous organisations with 'open' memberships 
and broadly based goals. Indeed, the heterogeneity and 
and age disparities of memberships would inevitably be a 
problem common to most branches in both political parties, 
not merely the women's sections, although, as will later be 
elaborated, personal jealousies and animosities did seem to 
be particularly characteristic of women in groups. 
••••• /19 
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TABLE 1.1 
AGE OF RESPONDENTS 
NATIONAL LABOUR 
' _) Over 75 5 3 
Over 65 8 7 
Over 55 4 8 
-, 
_! Over 45 6 3 
Over 35 1 2 








Occupation affects political participation in at least two 
significant ways. Firstly, it is used as one of the three 
major criteria (along with education and income) by which a 
person's socio-economic status is determined, and which 
political scientists consider to be an important variable 
affecting political.participation. (t) 
Secondly, the nature of an individual's occupation will~ 
facilitate or impede an individual's potential political 
participation. Robert Lane has constructed a typology of 
.... 
occupational characteristics facilitating political partic-
ipation which provides a useful framework for analysis. (2) 
He suggests that those occupational characteristics which 
facilitate political participation are the development and 
use of social and intellectual skills that might carry over 
into politics: the opportunity on the job to interact with 
likemindei others; · higher than average stakes in govern-
ment policy, and roles on the job which carry over to what 
he broadly terms 'public service.' (3) 
Businessmen, accoraing to Lane's typology, are likely to 
develop political skills, since the frequencies of their 
contact with politically-minded persons, their exposure to 
politicised meiia anlii their stake in governmental decisions 
are generally high. By contrast, working men, he concludes, 
in general neither develop skills on the job nor are chosen 










Political decisions are normally remot@__fre>m the immed.iate 
needs of their lives, he contends, and while persons in 
this occupational group may be enlistee. in union work which 
does develop political skills and interests, in the main they 
avoid the impact of civic pressures which surround those 
higher in the occupational hierarchy. (4) 
From Lane's typology Milbrath has ievisei a model by which 
to measure the political propensity of various occupations. 
(5). Specific occupations are rated as medium, low or 
high in terms of political propensities according to scores 
in the following criteria: 
1. 
Does the job provide an opportunity (flexibility of hours 
and blocks of time) for political action? 
2. 
Does the job require or develop skills (largely verbal) 
that can be transferrei to politics? 
3. 
Is the job sufficiently affectea. by political decisions 
that job occupants would feel it important to become active 
in politics to protect or enhance their position? 
4. 
Would the position become vulnerable if the occupant engagea 
in politics? 
Measured by these criteria respondents from both parties in 
my sample would ~ain significantly low scores, regarGlless 
of the number of points accorded to each criteria • 





In applying these criteria to the occupations of respondents 
I divides. occupation categories into pre-marital and post-
marital employments (see table 1.2 and 1.3), since only one 
respondent in the whole sample had not abanaonea her occupa-
tion on marriage. The post-marital employment pattern was 
further broken down into categories of those who had worked 
full time, part-time or not at all at the time of the inter-
view. (See table 1.4). 
Looking first at the pre-marital employment patterns, there 
is a striking similarity in the occupations of both National 
and Labour Party respondents. (See table 1.2). None of 
these occupations, with the possible exception of teaching, 
could be described as having characteristics which would 
facilitate political participation. Teaching alone could 
be said to potentially develop and use skills which could 
be transferred to polities, but on the other hand the fairly 
demanding teaching schedules could scarcely be said to 
proviie time opportunities for political action. 
All three teachers in my sample." haci., in fact, participateGI. 
only minimally in their respective political parties - largely 
because of the time-consuming nature of their profession. 
One teacher explained that teaching was very demanding and 
said 'I simply Gl.on't have time to be active in politics.' 
Another that, having stopped teaching, she had now 'reached 
a stage' where she could 'fit in these little frills like 
politics quite well'. The time demands of teaching seemed 
to negate to a large extent the other politically facilit-
ating characteristics of the occupation. 






Although none of the pre-marital occupations were liable to 
have become vulnerable in a political sense if the individual 
had engaged actively in politics, equally none of the occu-
pations in table 1.2 could be said to have been sufficiently 
affected by political decisions that job occupants would 
have :felt it necessary to become active in poli.tics to 
protect or enhance their positions. Nor had they: ln stat-
r'IA!··r4~~t ing reasons for joining a political party,,maae any reference 
to occupation as a factor precipitating entry, although one 
respondent who had joinea the Labour Party :four years 
previously mentioned a sense of injustice arising f'rom the 
low wages she had receivea in her youth as one of' the reasons 
for her initial interest in politics. 
In other words, none o:f the sample can be said to have 
chosen consciously occupations that would enhance or 
f'acilitate a political career. On the contrary, respondents 
:from both parties.: seem to have :fi ttea. into conventional 
culture-bound female employment patterns - a few years o:f 
temporary employment requiring minimal levels of skill or 
expe_rtise before settling down to a career of marri.age and 
:fulltime childrearing. Unlike many politically-mind.ea. 
males who deliberately choose occupational careers that will 
provide a base :for a :future political career, respondents 
in my sample appeared never to have contem_platea at this 
stage of their lives the political implications of their 
respective occupations. 






According to cultural norms and expectations, or a lack of 
opportunities, respondents haa obviously at this stage 
preoccupied themselves with marriage as their future career 
ani focused their energies in that direction. As a conse-
quence, respondents from both parties haQ failed at this 
crucial stage of their lives to develop eiucational and 
occupational skills that would provide important resources 
for a future ~nlitical career. 
Once marriea, as table ;t..3 indicates, all but one respondent 
had abandonei their occupations for a varying length of time. 
(Again, the inter-party similarities are striking). The 
one exception, a 70 year oli Labour Party stalwart, had only 
four months before ceased working, but she had an extremely 
high job turnover in unskilled occupations like waitressing 
ani cleaning and had failed to use her working career in 
any political sense. Work for her had been a matter of 
economic necessity an<i had!. meant, she complained, that she 
had never had time for any really active role in the Labour 
Party. 
The remainder (all except two unmarried respondents) ha<i 
either abanaonei their pre-marital occupations entirely and 
become fulltime housewives, or they had worked for varying 
perioas of time in a part-time or fulltime capacity. All 
those responients who had worked intermittently in a part-
time capacity hai ione so for some specifie reason; for 
example, to pay for a daughters' wedl.<iing or a chi-la's 
education or even 'to get out of the house'. 




Five married women, now working full time had had gaps 
'while the children were young'. Two of these Labour 
Party women had definite political aspirations and were 
consciously building up a trade union career to enhance 
their chances of political office. One had been a 
parliamentary candidate, both had stood for Executive 
office within the Labour Party, and both held Executive 
positions within their respective trade unions. In other 
words, these last two had deliberately chosen occupations 
that facilitated political activity, but both had chosen 
them too late in life to be able to use them as bases for 
a political career. 
Since 88% of respondents had been fulltime housewives for 
all or at least part of their careers, I shall briefly 
measure the political propensities of this occu:i;,ation 
according to the Milbrath model. The first criterion -
does the job provide opportunities in terms of the avail-
ability of time ·- varied according to the age and family 
of the occupant. Thus, while only three women said time 
w~s a factor inhibiting their current level of political 
activity, seven explained that their family 'always came 
first.' Political activity was always abandoned if 
'children were sick'· or family demands were made. It 
was significant too that none of the respondents had 
ehildren under the age of five, while all but three had 
late teenage or adult families. Four of those women who 
had experienced gaps in their political activity attributed 
these to 'family commitments' when their children were 
young, and fifteen women excused their own daughters' lack 
of political activity on the grounds that they were 'all 






Page 26 · 
The theme 'most mothers just want to devote themselves to 
their children and do as good a job as possible' was echoed, 
directly or indirectly, by the majority of women in both 
the Labour and National parties. Most seemed to agree 
that it was dli.ffiault to combine the occupation of housewife 
'while the children were young'. with a career of any sort. 
'T.'o combine the two jobs you've got to be smart and intell-
igent - and there's not many of those sort of women arouna.,' 
one National Party respondent observed wryly. 
The strongest comment on the political consequences of family 
commitments came from a National Party woman who had st<i)od 
as a candidate herself when she still had a relatively young 
family. 'Whereas it is an asset for a man to project a 
'family image', she explained, 'it's a real detrement to a 
woman seeking a political career. The attitude when I stood 
was all the time "get home to your kids", or "a woman's 
place is in the home." And apart from these prejudices, 
having a family is extremely time consuming.' From her own 
experiences she had arrived at the very definite conclusion 
that a political career and a career as a housewife were 
mutually exclusive. 'I just don't believe its possible to 
balance up a family of any sort with a l)Olitical career. 
For a woman to have a political career she must be completely 
free from family responsibilities~, She should give up 
children and marriage and go right out for it. 
A rather categoric view, but it did seem to be supported by 
the facts. All respondents with families had given up 
their occupations when their children were young, and those 
women who had pursued a political career after their family 
had grown up appeared to have left their run too late • 






What emerges from respondents' comments then, is that 
while, for a short period of their lives, most housewives 
are thoroughly tied up with their families, for the rest 
of their lives they appear relatively underworked and free 
to involve themselves in ~olitieal activities on a fairly 
major scale. Indeed, a number of older women in both 
parties explained how their political activity 'helped 
fill up their days' or, 'gave them something to think about.' 
(See chapter tW~; below). But while time is not a penal-
ising factor once children are grown up, other limitations 
built into the occupation of housewife prevent most women 
from taking advantage of their increasing amounts of free 
time to involve themselves actively in political careers: 
for judged by the second criterion - does the job re~uire 
skills, largely verbal, that can be transferred to politics 
- the occupation of housewife falls down badly. Inter-
action with others is obviously limited by the isolated 
nature of 'house' work, conducted as it is within the con-
fines of an individual's home. Contact with likeminded 
individuals tends to be other housewives, a group that would 
neither encourage political awareness and 'useful' political 
eontacts, nor the development of verbal or decision making 
skills. The low level of political discussion and political 
contact among respon4ents' peers is illustrated in section 
(v) below. 
Respondents from both parties seemed generally aware of the 
political limitations of their occupation, and many blamed 
their isolation outside the political hub of the nation 
for their generaflaok of confidence or feelings of comp-
etence. One National Party woman, describing how she was 




meeting, referred directly to this. 'That's where men have 
the advantage over us. We've been at home and not done 
much deep thinking - therefore, we laek the confidence, 
whereas men have been out in offices and they have the 
ability to express themselves. They learn to talk in 
business and employment but when you're shut up in the home 
all day long you just don't develop any confidence in your-
self. ' 
As for the third criterion - is the job sufficiently affected 
by political decisions that job occupants would feel it 
important to become active in politics to protect or enhance 
their positions - occupation housewife again fares badly. 
The _problems arising from a housewife's work are usually 
of a personal and domestic nature, which have not normally 
been considered appropriate for political redress. It is 
only occasionally, in exceptional periods of economic strain 
that housewives in New Zealand have emerged as a sort of 
political pressure group - CARP, concerned with rising food 
prices, is an example of this sort of pressure group. 
That political decisions seemed remote from the immediate 
needs of most respondents' lives was reflected in the 
absence of remits and political ideas coming from all those 
respondents who were specifically issue-oriented in their 
political activity(as a small group of Labour respondents 
werel Amongst National Party women, two of the five remits 
mentioned as having emanated directly from a Remuera Woman's 
section dealt with immediate domestic concerns, rather 
remote from the mainstream of political life. 






One remit requested that dates be put on food packages, 
the other that bread be compulsorily wrapped when retailed. 
The only persons motivated into politics directly because 
of their 'occupation' were five respondents - two National 
Party, three Labour - who explained that they had initially 
become interested in politics to learn a bit more about what 
their politically active husbands were doing. As one of 
the respondents expressed it 'I hoped it would give us some-
thing in common really.' 
The reverse side of the coin applied for some respondents, 
whose 'occupations' would obviously become vulnerable if 
they actively engaged themselves in politics. Because of 
a housewifes' economic dependence on her husband, his 
support for her political activity (or lack of it) emerged 
as one of the crucial variables determining the degree to 
which a respondent was able to participate politically. 
Four respondents (three National, one Labour) specifically 
mentioned that they did not want to become further involved 
in politics for fear of competing with their husbands. 
Another Labour Party woman stressed 'you've got to have the 
full ba,cking of your husband to be free from home tensions,' 
and explained the reason fo:i;kot becoming further involved in 
politics herself was because of 'family tensions, and my 
husband's lack of support.' 
Seven respondents (four Labour, three National), did not 
have their husband's support for their political activity, 
and all regarded this as a major factor, impeding their 
further involvement in politics. 






Two politically active Labour Party women cited direct 
antagonism to their political activity from their husbands 
as a major cause for separating from them. In other words, ct 
major 'occupational hazard',politically speaking, for the 
housewife was her husband, since housewives, by definition, 
are dependent economically on their husbands. 
Indeed the very fact that our cultural definitions of 'work' 
are such that the housewife is not paid for her labours, 
would significantly affect, in itself, the political propen-
sity of occupation housewire. 
The work of the housewif'e is not explicitly defined and 
totalled either as an hour product or a dollar product in 
the fiational Gensus or in the public mind. Whereas workers 
in a plant who finish their day's production goal in three 
hours and take the rest of the day off are designated as 
eight hour-a-day workers by themselves, their wives and 
the National Census, the work of a housewife is not defined 
or paid as 'work'. The housewife has no security of tenure 
in her occupation, no fixed or minimum wage, no statutory 
holiday leave, or 40 hour restriction on her work. She 
is, in fact, uncovered by any industrial award or agreement, 
although she has certain legal rights, like alimony. 
This obviously has immense phychological significance for 
persons in this occupation. The lack of financial independ-
ence of the fulltime housewife renders her dependent for 
economic survival on her husband, or the state. Once 





economic status is determined not by her own efforts but 
by her husband's occupation and income. Such a dependent 
status would have obvious phychological ramifications on 
individual feelings of confidence, and personal competence, 
as demonstrated in chapter five below. 
As Kate Millett has observed: 
"It is important to understand that as with any groups 
whose existence is parasitical to its rulers, women are a 
dependency class who live on surplus and their marginal 
life frequently renders them conservative, for like all 
persons in their situation (slaves are a classic example 
here) they identify their own social survival with the 
pros]}eri ty of those who feed them." ( 6) 
Housewife as an occupation then, tends to impede rather than 
facilitate political participation. It neither requires 
nor develops social and intellectual skills on the job that 
might carry over into politics, nor does it facilitate 
opportunities for continuing and intensive interaction with 
'politically minded' persons. Political decisions seem, 
in the main, remote from the immediate needs of the home 
and interaction with others is generally lower than in most 
occupations owing to the isolation of their work. In addition, 
the dependence of occupation housewife means that socio-
economic status measured in terms of general income and 
occupational levels has less significance in attitudinal and 
other resources for women than it has for the majority of 
men. 
Occupation as a com~onent of socio-economic status was 
a.etermined in all but four cases in my sample by the hus-
banas' or ex-husbands' of respondents, Of the four who 
did not derive their socio-economic status from their 





was divorced and supporting herself (!labour respondent), and 
a fourth - Labour woman - supported an 'ailing husband.' 
Table 1.4 and 1.5 therefore indicates the occupations of 
respondents' husbands - and a fairly clear socio-economic 
distinction between Labour and National Party respondents is 
evident. 
Included in ta~le 1:•4 and 1.5 is the occupation of respondents' 
fathers. This, provides some indication as to whether respond-
ents married into an approximately equivalent socio-economic 
group from the one they had been brought up in or whether 
on marriage they had become upwardly or downwardly mobile. 
88% of my sample had married into a broadly similar socio-
economic grouping. ~wo Labour respondents, both from 
wealthy Tory families in England had left their homes, 
'rebelled', came to New Zealand and married persons of a 
considerably lower socio-economic status. On the upwardly 
mobile side was one National Party respondent whose act of 
rebellion against her working class parents included marry-
ing a wealthy businessman and becoming an active member of 
the/N,tional Party. Her sister, herself a Labour Party 
activist (as were all other members of their family) 
expla.inec1l the transition quite simply : 'She ma:rried a boss. ' 
And indeed the most clear differentiation in the occu~ation 
of husbands between the two parties ,is the number of 
employers and professional people in the National Party 
sample, compared to the number of employees - skilled an& 
unskilled - in the Labour Party sample. Many respondents 
when askeQ later who they thought were the main supporters 
of the two different parties saw the differences clearly 
in terms of an employer-employee confrontation, with no 
common ground between them, and each side defending to the 
grave their own class interests. 
• ••.• /33 
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However, it must be pointed out at this stage that National 
Party activists, even in the high status suburb of Remuera, 
were not, with one or two exceptions, from a wealthy 'upper 
middle class' socio-economic status. One respondent, 
married to a surveyor and residing in a very 'average' New 
Zealand home, was adament: 'If you think we're
1 
all wealthy 
doctors' and lawyers' wives, you're quite wrong. We've 
got women here from all walks of live - and some of them are 
not at all well off.' 
The Chairwoman of the Electorate Wometis Section confirmed 
this : 'They're not all wealthy by any means - you'll see 
for yourself. (I did). We have some very active workers 
who are far from wealthy.' 
For two socially conscious women, this was a source of 
grievance. 1In Remuera, without exception, you don't find 
'trenay' or 'social' peo.ple belonging to the National Party. 
They might vote National but you can't get them to come along 
to committees or join phe Party,' one of these complained. 
The other pointed out -~the rabbid National Party supporters 
are mainly labour people who've done quite well for themselves 
- the nouveau riche. You don't get the very wealthy part-
icipating because we don't have the old aristocratic idea 
here about contributing. So many of those with money in 
New Zealand are not prepare& to make any sacrifices at all 
•••• we don't have any of the really wealthy people in our 









A final comment along these lines came from a young National 
Party male activist with whom I discussed some of the find-
ings of my survey. He confirmed: 
nyou don't find. the wives of men who are high up in the 
Party being active in the branch level doing the catering 
or raising the funds. They would consider that rather 
infra dig. The average National Party woman activist 
is very much middle class and is therefore very impressed 
by the cocktail parties and the social side of the National 
Party activity." 
At the head of the Women's Division in Remuera was the wife 
of a former Cabinet Minister, Lady Algie,to whom many 
respondents referred in respectful or deferring tones. She 
appeared to many respond.ents to signify the status of the 
Remuera National Party women's branches. All of which is 
cmmiatible with the hypothesis that persons striving for 
upward mobility may eecome active in a party because of 
its upwardly mobile symbols and status. 
Partly, presumably, because the majority of National Party 
respondents in my sample were not in the upper socio-economic 
bracket in New Zealand society, and partly because respond-
ents' socio-economic status was only vicariously determined 
(via their husbands), a number of well tested hypotheses 
relating to the participation levels of persons of higher 
socio-economic status were not fully substantiated by my 
sample. These hypotheses suggest that persons of higher 
socio-economic status are likely to be more highly educated 
(7), to participate more actively in politics (8), to become 
more involvee. psychologically in politics ( ~'r), to develop 
efficacious feelings (10), feelings of citizen duty (1 I) 
and less likely to develop cynical attitudes towards 
politics (12), than persons of higher socio-economic status • 






The first hy~othesis -- that persons of higher socio-economic 
status are more likely to participate in ~olitics were 
largely borne out. The numbers of women active in the 
National Party is strikingly in excess of the numbers 
active in the Labour Party. It is difficult tcjbe preci~e, 
but National Party women were estimated to comprise about 
50% of the membership of the Remuera Electorate. There were 
five women's sections compared to six main branches in the 
Remuera Electorate alone. In addition, women made up 
between one quarter and one half of the membershiJS on the 
main committees in the Electorate. This is in direct 
i . contrast. to the Labour Party, where only one womans· b"ranch 
remains in existence in the entire city of Auckland, and 
this branch comprised only approximately twenty six members, 
twelve of whom could be classifiea as 'regular attenders'. 
In participation rates then, the first hypothesis is well 
confirmed. All other hypotheses, parti?ularly those 
relating to the develo~ment of efficacious feelings, greater 
understanding and knowledge about politics etcetera, were 
not confirmed in my sample. Marked differentiations were 
NOT found, as will be seen below, between National and 
Labour Party women in education levels, in their phychological 
involvement in politics, in feelings of citizen duty, in 
interaction with persons active in politics, or in feelings 
of political efficacy, despite significant variationrin the 
socio-economic level of respondents as determined by their 
husbands' income and occupation. 
A major reason for this apparent discrepancy, I concluded, 
was the occupational status of individual respondents. 
Occupation housewife, a f'ulltime occupation for varying 







lines. With its built-in occupational limitations out-
lined above, this occupation seemed to negate to a large 
extent the normal political advantages accruing from 
higher socio-economic status. 
An additional factor, tending to reduce the importance of 
the socio-economic.status of respondents was the generally 
low level of education characterising respondents from 

















































POST-MARITAL EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS 
) 
NATIONAL LABOUR 
Never workea 12 s 
Worked part time/ 
worked. odd times '~ 14 
Worked full time 
(with gaps) 3 4 






SHOWING OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF FATHER & HUSBAND OF 
NATION.AL PARTY RESPONDENTS 
FATHER HUSBAND 
Army O:t'f-ieer Sales Manager 
Public Servant Grocer 
Builder Surveyor 
Customs Clerk .-
Stone Mason Businessman 





Saall Businesa:, Accountant 
Farmer Sales Manager 
Doctor Farmer 
Doctor Businessman 
Lawyer Business Executive 
Businessman Businessman 
Engineer Engineer 
Accountant Public Servant 
Public Servant Politician 
Teacher Manager 
Public Servant Accountant 
Teacher 
Bussinessman Real Estate Agent 
Farmer Salesman 





SHOWING OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF FATHER & HUSBAND OF 
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There were, in my sample, no clear-cut differences in 
the comparative e<iucational levels of Labour and National 
Party respondents despite wide variations in the socio-
economic ~osition of respondents. (See table 1.6) (1) 
Seven of the National Party sample had achieved matricul-
ation (2) or had some form of technical education, compared 
t.o four Lab.our respon<ients. Only four Labour and three 
National Party respondents had acquired a University degree, 
while at the other en<i of the scale, three National ana 
eight Labour respondents had received proficiency (3) or 
less education. 
The reason for the generally low levels of formal education 
among respondents (4), irres}.':)ective of their socio-economic 
status, al?peared to be primarily a consequence of the 
general cultural environment and individual circumstances of 
respondents. (5) Several women, for example, had been 
forced to leave school during the Depression. Two had 
been made to leave school by fathers. Only a 79 yearold 
National Party respondent still nurturea a grievance against 
her father who had made her leave school because 'I was the 
only aaughter on the farm, even though I sat for Matriculation 
after only two years of secondary school and to~ped my clas& 






Another Labour respondent who had had two years of technical 
eaucation explained how she was one of a very poor family of 
six children and how she, being the youngest, was the only 
child her parents could afford to give any secondary school-
ing at all. 
Four respondents referred to cultural factors which had 
deterred them from achieving a higher level of secondary 
eGlucation. One National Party respondent explained that 
'Of course, girls just didn't get educated in our day. We 
sat around at home giving afternoon tea parties and playing 
tennis •••• I think that's why our generation are so timid 
and shy whereas you're all so much more confident and 
articulate.' 
.Another National Party respondent from Canada was 'appalled' 
by the generally low standard of education amongst New 
Zealand women. 'The lack of education amongst New Zealand 
women has never ceased to astonish me,' she explained. 
'It's only now that New Zealanders are even thinking of 
educating women. I suppose most women are so busy in their 
homes they haven't had the time or inclination to educate 
themselves.' 
Certainly, very few respondents, especially those in the 
over sixty age bracket, hai been encouraged to continue 
their education by their parents, who presumably shared the 
low cultural expectations regarding the importance of educ-
ation for women prevalent among previous generations and 
still lingering today. 
• •••• /45 
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Most respondents, as tables 1.6, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 indicate, 
proceeded from a minimal formal education into an unskillea 
occupation for a few years before taking on, for a period at 
least, the fulltime, unskilled occupation of housewife. 
In my sample, however, the amount of informal education 
acquired by an individual - through her reading, organisatio~r 
al and other employment experiences - appeared to have had 
a greater effect on political behaviour than had the level 
of formal education (6). This is clearly demonstrated by 
an examination of the educational levels of those six 
respondents who demonstrated highest levels of political 
information and interest in politics. Five of the six 
respondents in this category had experienced only one or 
two years of secondary education, and had gained their 
political knowledge and understanding through alternative 
avenues. One Labour woman who had been a key organiser in 
an Election campaign said she had 'learned' most of her 
considerable political knowledge by working closely with an 
MP during three election campaigns, before embarking on 
her own campaign. Two more Labour Party respondents who 
had been 'activists' all their lives, had developed through 
their activity organisational skills which were obviously 
invaluable political resources. One of these women said 
said she had 'woked her nose into all sorts of things 
during her life,' and this, she felt, had given her a wide 
range of organisational experiences. Another National 
Party woman in this category who described herself as a 
'voracious' reader, and who had attended 'innumeramle' 
adult education courses, attributed most of her political 
understanding to these sources,. 








By contrast, the seven women in my sample with the highest · 
levels of formal education (a University degree) were, with 
two exceptions, those who were most cynical about their 
political activity and its efficacy. These women were, as 
a consequence, only minimally active in their respective 
political parties. 
One National Party women with an MA degree considered politics 
to be 'one of life's frills', which she had time to indulge 
in now that she was both retired and widowed. Two other 
degreed Labour Party women, while certainly manifesting 
relatively high levels of political understanding, were 
constantly plagued by doubts and frustrations about the 
limitations they saw in their party, and these doubts app-
... 
eared to have reduced the actual level of their political 
activity. 
'I-feel too confined in the Labour Party', one of these 
women complained, 'The narrowness of views, particularly 
at the top, and the apathy and ineffectiveness of the rank 
and file really get me down.' 
'The Party is just a talking machine at the top, and an 
accepting machine at the bottom. The rank and file aren't 
part of the machine - they're the SJ,')ectators ••• I feel 
absolutely no sense of' involvement or participation in 
this Party. " ' , .another Labour woman complained. 










The most educated in my sample, contrary to overseas f'ind-
ings,were not the most psycnologically involved in politics, 
the most politically ef'f'icacious or the most active. The 
most educated were, in the main, unable to accept (as the 
strong partisan was) the ready-made interpretations of 
political events o:r:rered by tne Party. They tended tqbe 
more critical, and although demonstrating a reasonable level 
of political understanding, they lacked the strong partisan 
feelings and therefore psychological involvement essential to 
sustain high levels of political activity. Two National 
Party women with degrees were 'passive' members only 
(taking no active part in their branch, merely turning up 
for meetings) as were two of the University - educated 
Labour Party women. High levels of education did not 
therefore, according to my sample, lead to political involve-
ment unless sustained and reinforced by that most important 
attitudinal resource facilitating political participation -
partisanship.. ( See section (iv) below.) 
At the other end of the education contin¥U.m were ranged three 
Labour Party and one National Party respondent with prof'ic-
iency or less education, whose strong partisan beliefs had 
lead to high levels of political involvement. The National 
Party respondent in this category had been active in her 
party for more than thirty years, had held many Executive 
positions in the National Party, even attaining the position 
of Divisional Vice President in the Party hierarchy. Two 
Labour women with proficiency --education had also been active 
in their party for thirty odd years. These respondents' 
lack of formal education appeared to have been compensated, 
to some extent, by their partisan beliefs, which had provided 






to learn and participate in, party politics. 
Twelve of the National Party sample and nine of the Labour 
sample had had one or two years of secondary education. 
Such wide variations in the political attitudes and ~artic-
ipation rates amongst these respondents however, meant that 
education could not be singled out as a common factor 
affecting their political behaviour. Five women in the 
National Party sample with two years of secondary education 
were 'passive' members of their party only, whereas. four 
were very active branch members. Equivalent variations 
found between respondents of exactly the same level of 
education in the Labour Party left me with no choice but to 
conclude that education was not the single most important 
demographic variable determining the political behaviour of 
women activists in my sample. Sex seemed to be a more 
important demographic variable affecting political behaviour 
in my sample, than di<i education.(7) Im -~cl:,iit·von, other 
factors - particularly the degree of individual self confid-
ence, and the extent of primary reinforcement from family 
and peer group (see sections (iv) and (v) below), the level 
of informal education and the strength of partisan feelings 
obviously had a more important effect on respondents' 
attitudes than did education per se. This would not be 
unusual in a culture such as ours where more intangible 
expectations, norms and pref'erred behaviou.r patterns (see 
chapter.$eyen below) still encourage even the most educated 
women in N~w Zealand to believe that Womanly status is 
gained through marriage and motherhood rather than political 
involvement and ~ersonal success. These negative cultural 
pressures, (outlined in more detail in chapter seven below) 
dissuading women from active political involvement are 






amongst the most crucial factors affecting the political 










This contrasts with overseas research where it has been 
consistently found that persons of higher socio-economic 
status tend to be better educated. 
Milbrath. L. W. Op. Cit. Pages 114 - 1:20 
(2) 
Matriculation was an examination sat after approximately 
four years of secondary school education to enaele a 
student to enter University. It was replaced, in 1937, by 
the existing University Entrance examination. 
( 3) 
Proficiency was an examination sat at the end of a primary 
school education in standard six to enable a student to 
enter secondary school. It was abolished, as an examina-
tion in 1936. 
(4) 
The percentage of respondents leaving school without qualifi-
cations (78%) is greater than the 62% of the women inter-
viewed by the Society:fbr Research on Women in their Urban 
Survey who had left school without qualifications. 
(5) 
The Urban Survey, carried out by the New Zealand Society 





of the 1930's had a disruptive effect on both Secondary 
and later education in that first of all family circumstances 
more frequently required girls to cut short their education 
and seek employment and secondly, ePonomic measures closed 
some institutions temporarily forcing people to enter certain 
occupations without the usual }?reliminary qualifications." 
Page 33. 
Urban Women. Society for Research on Women. 1972 
( 6) 
This contrasts with overseas research, wnere it has been 
consistently found that persons with higher education tend 
to be more interested and involved in politics, to become 
more psychologically involved in politics, to consider 
themselves more capable of influencing political decisions 
and to have more political information than }?ersons of lower 
education. 
Milbrath. L.W. Op.Cit. Pages 379 - 387 
Almod G. A. and Verba s. Op. Cit., pp. 379 - 387 
'.(7~ 
Ibid. 
This contrasts with the findings of Almond and Verba who 
conclude that 'Among the Demographic variables usually 
investigated - sex, place of residence, occupation, income, 
age, and so on, - non compares with the educational variable 
in the extent to which it seems to determine poli~ical attitudes • 




























Partisanship is a term used to ciescrH>e the strength of an 
individual's identification with, and preference for, a 
particular poli tieal party. At leasJ; nine studies in 
three different countries have shown that persons, who 
identify strongly with, or intensely prefer, a particular 
party are more likely to participate actively in the political 
processes than those less partisan. (1). 
Not supprisingly therefore, partisanship emerged from my 
research as an important component of the political 'behaviour 
of activists in my sample, providing respondents with 
important political resources such as psychological involve-
ment and interest in politics, a motivation to attent to 
political information, and a frame of reference to help 
give meaning to political events. Understandably, the 
more meaning an individual can find from the constant flood 
of information in his;fb.er environment, the more likely it 
is that the individual will maintain an interest in. politics. 
Strong partisanship not only inclines a person to pay more 
attention to politics (2), it also inclines an individual to 
accept the party interpretation of political events. It is 
easier for the partisan, having a ready-made interpretation 
of 1olitical events, to cast doubts aside and to plunge into 
and sustain political activity than it is for the less 
strongly partisan. ( 3). 





(The extent to which evaluation of political events in a 
strongly partisan fashion can lead to misperception, rational-
isation and the development of an immensely distorting 
perceptual screen is examined in some detail in chapter four 
selow). 
In addition, strong party preferences and loyalties provide 
the partisan with an emotional reference group, a sense of 
soliaarity with persons reinforcing to an individual's beliefs 
and attitudes - hence, strong group identification. (4) • 
., 
When accompanied by strong disidentification with the 'other 
side' it can provide for the legitimation of aggression with 
other classes or groups. (5). 
It has been consistently shown that persons with strong party 
preferences are more likely to proselytise others, to partic-
ipate actively in the political processes, and to sustain 
political activity. (6) Partisan feelings, in other words, 
can act to some extent as a surrogate for education in 
motivating political activity since persons with strong 
partisan feelings are more likely to be interested in 
politics, to feel more efficacious about their political 
activity ana so forth, (as are persons with higher education), 
than are weaker partisans. 
Older persons tend to have stronger party preferencea than 
younger persons (7), since long identification with a party 
encourages strong partisans pref'erence for that party. 
Certainly, in my sample, women who haQ been party members 
for twenty or more years all demonstrated a loyalty to and 
identification with their respective parties that ·.;was not 
share~ with theic respective party's more recent recruits. 









This was particularly evident in the Labour party, although, 
one suspectea, the circumstances of the recruitment of most 
of these older women - during the Depression or in the early 
years of the first Labour government was partly the reason 
for their very strong feelings of partisan loyalty. 
All respondents who had been party members for twenty or 
more years aescribea their political views as being 'very 
strong' or 'as strong as they could be' - nothing could 
change themt These were the women who insisted 'It~ the 
PARTY you're voting for, not the person.' 'I'?tvote for 
the PARTY no matter who stood as a candiaate,' and for whom 
politics could justifiably be described as a 'secular 
religion.' 
How are these partisan preferences acquired? It seems that 
most~. individuals tend to locate themselves in a political 
party at an early stage in their adult life, and this ident-
ification typically gains strength throughout life. The 
party that 'gains favour' at the adult stage appears to 
depend predominantly on family socialisation and early 
reference groups. 
Thus, one of the most common findings of politica:yf.esearch 
is the high degree of correspondence "between the partisan 
preferences of parents and their children. (8). This 
correspondence is generally higher among individuals where 
one or both parents were actively concerned with politics 
than among those1iR~~nts were not so concernea. or active. 
Persons reared in homes with a high incidence of political 
discussion, therefore, are more likely to maintain an inter-
est in politics when adult. (9) In addition, the family 





of attitudes - feelings of importance, worthiness, self 
confidence and competence - that provide the basis for that 
most important political resource, broadly referred to by 
political scientists as 'feelings of political efficacy'. 
It is difficult to guage, especially among 65 year olas, 
just how much influence their parents' views and their own 
childhood socialisation patterns had in shaping their 
current political attitudes and orientaions. Aware of the 
likelihood of distortion over time, I nevertheless attempted 
to determine broadly_ the extent to which party preferences 
and ~trong partisan feelings were the product of family 
socialisation experience. Respondents were asked if they 
could remember whether either of their parents supported a 
political party, and if so, had they joined one? Could they 
recall how active their parents had been politically, and 
whether there had been much political discussion in their 
home? At a later stage of interviewing, respondents were 
asked what person or group of persons they felt had most 
influenced the way they felt about politics? 
Table 1.7 indicates how many parents had supported a political 
party, how many had been 'active' in a political party, and 
whether there had been 'considerable' or 'minimal' or 'no' 
political discussion in their respective families. I did 
not distinguish here between those parents who had actually 
joined a political party and those who had merely supported 
one since, as some respondents pointed out, party structures 
as we know them today did not exist in most respondents' 
parents days. (The National Party constitution did not come 
into effect until 1936, the Labour Party constitution until 
1916, and branch structures as we know them today took even 
longer to develop). 
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Table 1. 7 reveals that only one Nationa .. l Party and three 
Labour Party respondents had changed from the party allegiance 
of their parents. All respondents who had switched alleg-
iances described this switch in rebellious terms. One 
National Party respondent explained that she had 'never' 
agreed with her families' ideas - even as a child. 'My 
r mother was a very forceful woman an~to start with I think 
my voting National was a way of rebelling.' 
Another Labour Party respondent who had been for a brief 
spell a 'junat' in the National Party, said her 'volte 
face' had taken place over a number of years and was part of 
a general reaction against the middle class apathy and lack 
of humanity of her parents and peer group. Both other 
Labourites who had rebelled against their 'Tory• backgrounds 
had come to New Zealand from Britain where their radicalism, 
they laid, had remained undiminished over the decades. One 
other Labour respondent who came from a totally apolitical 
but middle dass home explained how she had rebelled against 
her parents to the point where they were 'thoroughly 
ashamed of me.' Part of this woman's rebellion had been 
to join the Labour Party, and she had subseg_uently become 
a 'very strong partisan. ' 
Party allegiance in my sample then, with these few exceptions, 
corresponded strikingly between party activists and their 
parents. Relatively high numbers of 'active' parents anci 
respondents from homes with 'considerable' poli "!iicaJ i\:f scuss-
ion taking place in their respective home's~~~di::1ve 
Labour Party and eleven National Party respondents had one 
or more politically active parents - particularly active 
fathers. 




Seven Labour and six National Party respondents specifically 
referred to the influence of their fathers and either failed 
to mention their mother's political attitudes or said 
their mothers had simply 'not been interested' or 'had just 
supported their father.' 
'Dad and I were very close,' one Labour respondent, whose 
father had been an MP recalled. 'We were like twins really, 
we used to go everywhere together when my mother was ill and 
couldn't go out. I used to answer all his correspondence 
and hel:p him with his campaigns.' 
Another National Party res~ondent whose father had 'definitely' 
been the most influential figure in her political life, 
talked of her closeness with her father 'who was a great 
friend of Massey and Coates.' 'I found it so interesting 
when my father was involved in th&party •••• I met all his 
~riends and followed it all very closely.' 
Such high levels of family activity are consistent with 
the hypothesis that 'persons reared in homes with a high 
incidence of political activity and discussion will tend 
to maintain interest inpolitics when adult. Parental 
activity certainly seemed to have shaped, in varying degrees, 
the political predispositions of activists from both 
parties, so that when approached to join a party (only 
twelve were self-motivated) they were favourably disposed 
towards political a.cti vi ty; . 
However, when considering the retention of partisan feelings, 
and the translation of these feelings into actual political 
activity, the degree of support from the husband seemed to 
be far and away the most important influence among activists 
in my sample. 





Thus, when asked which person or group of persons re~pond-
ents felt had most influenced the way they felt about politics, 
only eleven respondents named their parents, (despite the 
high percentage of politically active parents), T.he majority 
accorded their husbands with the most influence. Two 
mentioned friends who had been 'examplary figures' for them, 
and three stated that 'nobody' had influenced them - their 
activity was entirely self-motivated and self-sustaining. 
So I shall pause at this stage to briefly examine the role of 
the husbands in the reinforcing of the partisan preferences 
and political activity of respondents. In the course of 
their interviews, respondents were asked whether their 
husbands supported or belonged to a political party, (whether 
their lm.obanas s~ppoPted ~ belonged tea ~olitieal ~Y1 
whether they were active in a political party and if so, 
were they more or less active than they were? Respondents 
were then asked if they tended to share political views with 
their husbands, and later on, how their husband and children 
'viewed' their political activity. From these lastt.vo 
questions, the level of support from individual husbands W'a~ 
broadly guaged, and d.i-vided, in ta.oje 1.8, into 'active' 
support, 'passive' supporters, 'indifferent' and 'negative' 
supporters. 
Not surprisingly, only one husband supported another party, 
and in this instance the National party activist who was, 
married to a 'great Labour sympathiser from the West Coast' 
reported that :;he had'changed his mind through his own 




The remainder reported that their husbands all supported the 
same party as themselves, and that, with varying degrees 
of intensity, they tended to share political views. All 
res]?.ondents who described their husbands as being mbre active 
politically than they were (seven Labour and five National 
Party husbands fell into this category), stated that their 
husband had been the person who had most influenced the way 
they felt about politics. Indeed, for five (three Labour, 
two National), of these respondents, their activity seemed 
to have been carried out, at least initially, almost entirely 
for his benefit. One Labour Party responaent with an active 
political and trade unionist husband reported, for example, 
that she had taken U]!l politics 'to give us something in 
common really'. .Another Labour woman stated frankly that 
she had always 'just sort of tagged along' behind her 
husband. 't 1ve never taken an active part, I've just sort 
of gone along with Jack', she explained. 
The most pronounced examples of wives performing 'appendage' 
political roles to their husbands came from four women, 
a~crl" 
recently widowed, who had lost1all interest in their political 
activity since their husbands' deaths. All four (two 
National, two Labour) had remained strongly partisan supporters 
but ceased any longer to be politically active. Their 
motivation to be politically active, had clearly stemmed not 
so much from their own views, but from the reinforcement and 
encouragement they had received from their husbands. 
One woman whose husband seemed to have been the sole inspir-
ation for her past political action explained why her activity 
had more or less stopped when her 'hubby' died. She had 
joined the Labour Party when she had married her husmand 




her husband, 'I used to go to everything - meetings and 
all,' she reminisced, 'but I just haven't had the interest 
since he's died, so I've almost stopped now. Besides', 
she added, 'once your husband has gone they [that is, the 
party), don't care two hoots about you. When you can no 
longer be of use to them they will drop you instantly ••• 
it makes you feel a bit hurt really.' 
.An interview wit4~nother of these widows who had more or 
less ceased all political activity on herhusband's death 
had to be repeated when the first two hours were taken up 
my a eulogy of her late politically active hus'band. This 
respondent expressed a similar bitterness at the way the 
Labour.Party had 'dropped' her after her husband had died_,, 
Although subsequent probing revealed that it was more her 
own lack of motivation that the Party's negligence that had 
been responsible for her cessation of party activity. 
(~hese women were branch members, but attended only infrequ-
ently branch meetings and other activities} .. 
Two more National Party respondents, recently widowed, had 
sim]!ily 'lost interest' in politics since the death of their 
husbands. Even where, in one instance, the husband had 
been less active than the respondent, he had clearly been 
a powerful reinforcing agent sustaining her activity, 
which was slowly grinding to a halt. 'I suppose I did have 
a sense of duty,' she wondered out loud, 'but I've got past 










Ranged on the other end of the scale were seven husbands 
who had exercised a definitely negative influence on their 
wives' political orientations and activity, deterring these 
women from becoming more politically active. (See table 1.8). 
One Labour respondent who_was emphatic - 'A woman's polit-
ical participation depends very much on the encouragement of 
her husband, and his cooperation in family affairs: later 
stated that she would not contemplate standing for higher 
office (although she considered herself competent to) 
because of her personal situation at home. She did not have 
her husband's support and therefore would not consider going 
any t:urther in the Labour Party. 
Another ~abour Party woman who decided during her inter-
view that she had 'wasted her life really', and that she 
< wouldn't have minded going to Parliament! had been deterred 
from doing so by a husband who continually discouraged her 
political activity. 'You're wasting yout time that could be 
spent in better ways' - 'You're being a martyr to the cause,' 
he was always saying,' she explained, 'So I didn't join the 
party until ten years ago and even now he doesn't support 
me. He pulls me back all the time, really,' she concluded. 
A National Party woman who had been 'extremely interested' 
in Jolitics in Canada, where she had been reared in a 
highly politicised family had not 'bothered' to become 
active in New Zealand because her husband 'just wasn't 
interested'. I just sort of stopped and lost interest 
when I had the ki.ds., ' she explained ... 




Another £abour Party respondent discussing the difficulties 
faced ~y women in politics generally remarked that 'A woman 
in politics is handicapped by not having the 'littl-e-woman-
behind-the-sceneG., as most men do. Politicians, like 
clergymen,' she went on, 'get two f'or the price of one: a 
woman at home to be secretary, to answer 'phones, to open 
jumble sales, to be a partner at socials and so on, as well 
as a wife... One of women's greatest political disadvantages 
is the absence of this little woman - behind-the-scenes. 
Even if he does support her, he's rarely able to give her 
fulltime support,' she pointed out. 
T~o Labour Party women, whose husbands had been overtly 
antagonistic to their political activity, partially atiributed 
their separations from their respective husbands to the 
resentment.a that had arisen over their political activity. 
(Both were extremely politically active.) 'It was a constant 
source of friction - he really resented it,' one of these 
women explained. 'The 'phone kept going fo]1fue all the time, 
people called in all the time, and he just couldn't take it.' 
The majority of activists, however, had enjoyed varying 
degrees of support from their husbands, ranging in intensity 
from 'smiling tolerance' (as one National Party respondent 
described her husband's attitude) to 'tolerant cooperation' 
and 'active support.• 'lie just loves me to be active,' 
one woman enthused. 'He's behind me all the way.' The 
majority said their husbands were eitner 'very pleased' or 
'quite happy' or 'encouraging,' or 'didn't mind.' 





Amongst the sixteen National Party and sixteen £abour Party 
respondents who described their husbands as being less 
politically active than themselves, twenty women nevertheless 
described them as being the most influential person shaping 
their own political views. Three ~ational Party husbands 
who, though keenly interested in politics,had been unable 
'for business reasons' to be overtly political, were 
'enthusiastic' about their wives' activity. Their wives 
were ap~arently doing what they would like to have done 
themselves, had their occupational interests not precluded 
them. 
In the Labour Party, one 'rabidly Labourite• husband, whose 
physical clisability prevented him from participating 
politically, was manifestly the prime motivation behind his 
wife's activity. 'He eggs me on all the time - he'd like 
me to be more active,' she explained. 
In most cases then, the husband played a key role, either 
positively or negatively, in determining the degree of a 
woman's political involvement, leading me to conclude that 
while partisan belief's are generally inherited from parents, 
the husband plays a key part in determining whether or not 
partisan feelings are translated into political activity. 
Significantly, when answering the g_uestion at a later stage 
of the interview --why do you think women comprise such a 
high percentage of the non-v.ote in ~ew Zealand?, sixteen 
respondents replied that it was because most New Zealand 
women just leave politics U:P to their husbands, and were 








It could be that a strong element of projection pervaded 
these sorts of answers since the majority of respondents 
quite clearly were extremely dependent on the approval, 
support and encouragement of their hus"bands :f'or their· own 
political behaviour. 
In other words, while partisanship did appear in a number 
of cases to have acted as a surrogate for education, increas-
ing -respondent's interest and participation iryi>olitics, 
(particularly among long-standing party members), partisan 
feelings seemed rarely by themselves sufficient motivation 
to sustain political actjyit~ Primary reinforcement from 
the :ramily (in particular from a husband) seemed almost as 
important a factor in retaining levels of political activity 
as iid an individual's own political orientations and 
attitudes. That vhis was found among women activists is 
not surprising, when one considers the general Jack of 
self con:f'idence and reiiance on men manifested among 
respondents in chapter five below. These women patently 
required considerable psychological support in all their 
activities, not only their political activities. 
The only clear exception to the hypothesis that the degree 
o:r husband support is a key factor determining the level of 
respondents' political participation (much more important 
tllan the degree of parental political activity) was the 
widow who join.a{ a __ political party in what has been described 
as a compensating role. l10) She wants to fill up her 
time,r-to take her mind off her worries, and she sees political 
activity as a means to this end. There were three of these 
widows in my sample, two belonging to the National Party 
arid one to the Labour Party. 







LABOUR PARTY CHILDREN 
As a further test of the extent to which partisan beliefs 
and attitudes facilitating political participation are 
passed on from one generation to another, I asked respondents 
whether their children supported a political party and 
whether they had joined a party? If so, were they active 
members? 
The high correspondence between the partisan preferences 
of respondents and their parents was reiterateci with respect 
to partisan beliefs, but as between activisis'and their 
children, correspondingly high levels of political activity 
were not found. (See table 1.9). 
Children of respondents from both parties had either retained 
their parents' partisan preferences or become, at least 
temporarily, 'non political.' None had swi tchec;l their 
])arty allegiance to the 'other side'. Although many women 
seemed a trifle disap])oin:l;:eti that their children had not 
taken a more active interest in politics, all seemed comfort-
ed that they had at least 'stayed on the right side' - as 
one Labour respondent expressed it. 
- 'Well, they're not interested very much, but they all 
vote tctb:01,d'." .L of course because they've been brought U]v 
that way.' 
- 'My daughter is not at all active but of course she's a 
National Party supporter - she'd never change her allegiance 
•••• Once a Nationali te, always a Nationali te,' a :National 
respondent explainea, 'You inherit your party allegiance -







T~ this woman it seemed there was no ~uestion of changing 
allegiances - you just believed what you had been brought 
up to believe. 
Only four National Party respondents' children could be 
described as being 'active', that is - a party member-and, 
of these, three had merely been 'junats' for a short time. 
Only one daughter was currently an active member of the 
Party. The remainder of the National Party respondents' 
children, even those where both parents were politically 
active, were either 'not keenly interested' or 'interested, 
but not a member.' 
The same low level of interest among children was evident 
among Labour children. Only six children were active 
members of the Labour Party, the remainder either being 
I 
'not interested' or 'only slightly so', or 'too busy with 
other things.' One Labour respondent explained that her 
daughters had all married up a higher strata. 'They're 
more educated, with homes and property and so f'orth, and they 
all think, poor old mum, where's her politics gotten her. 
She's as poor as a church mouse ••• but they will help me 
with canvassing and giving oun leaflets if I ask them, and 
they've all remained Labour voters.' 
The children of three Laaour respondents, who were in their 
late teens or early twenties, had rejected party politics 
altogether. 'They've dropped all our ideas altogether -
I don't know if it's just a stage or what it is,' one 
rather resigned Labour responded explained. Her children 
had 'dropped out' to use conventional jargon, and she no 








mentioned that they had no idea what their children thought 
aeout politics, while the children of two respondents 
(one Labour and one, National Party) were too young to vote. 
It is worth noting here that these low levels of interest 
ocurred even where respondents had acquired significantly 
higher levels of education than had their parents, thereby 
presenting exceptions to the hypothesis that the higher 
the level of education atained by an individual, the more 
likely it is that that individual will be interested in 
politics. 
The first and most obvious explanation forthe low levels of 
participation among respondents' children is to be found 
in the comparatively young ages:. Given that many respond-
ents had themselves not joinedtheir respective parties 
until they were in their forties or even sixties, i~is hardly 
astonishing that sons and daughters in their twenties and 
thirties had not yet turned their attention to active involve-
ment in a political party. Presumaely, some of these 
children who were currently only 'tacit supporters' of a 
particular party would become 'politicised' and actually 
join a political party at a later stage in theirlives, with 
their children off their hands and increasing amounts of 
free time, as their mothers had done. This assumption is 
compatible with the hypothesis that political participation 
rises gradually with age, and that the most politically 
apathetic members of a community are the young unmarried 
citizens who are only marginally integrated with their 
community. (11). 
The significance of the 'age factor' was underlined by the 
number of respondents who explained tnat their children 







Fifteen respondents altogether mentioned 'young families' 
as a reason for tneir children's lack of political partici-
pation. 'My married daughter came on tne committee for 
a while,' one National Party respondent explained, 'but she 
dropped out for other things - kindergarten mainly,' adding, 
'She might come back at a later stage when her children are 
off her hands.' 
The second, less expected,reason for the low levels of activity 
among respondents' children was that according to their 
mothers, a number of children seemed to have 'rebelled* or 
at least 'reacted' against their activity and to have 
deliberately chosen, as a consequence, to avoi<il any active 
involvement in a political party. 
These'rebellious' children transcended age groups and party 
lines - they were not just the conventional University 'drop 
outs'. One of the two National Party women whose children 
(in their mid-thirties) had rebelled, explained cheerfully, 
'They've had ifrarnmei down their throats and they've reacted 
against it ••• You could hear them saying "Oh, oh, here she 
goes again - do shut her up"'• 
Another Labour respondent explained that her daughters, to 
her chagrin, had reacted against their political upbringing 
to the extent of becoming 'simply domestics' - 'To think 
of how I worked to send them to University,' this woman 






'I think the kids got browned off with me,' a National Party 
respondent explained. 'They feeJ/S- spend too much time and 
energy on political anghther activities - and it certainly 
does make up an awful lot of my energy.' 
or.ly 
The/really active children were found amongst the Labour 
sample. One woman, married to an MP, whose father had 
been an MP, had one son who was already an MP and another 
one 'extremely active'. This respondent saw politics as 
part of a strong 'family tradition' and said she would 'break 
her heart' if her children had not been interested in politics • 
.And although she confided 'we discuss politics alot - well, 
all the time really - too much perhaps,' her children had 
certainly not reacted against thisintensely political up-
bringing and all remained 'extremely interested' and active 
in politics. 
Another woman had one daughter who had. 'stood for Parliament', 
and three others who were all party members. These, however 
were exceptions to the general pattern, namely that while 
children had inherited their parents' party allegiance, 
they had not become sufficiently motivated to actually join 
a political party, as· their mothers had Glone. Clearly, to :re11:te.:M,.te 
while childhood socialisation patterns have an obvious 
effect on ~olitical orientations, only rarely is family 
socialisation sufficient, by itself, to motivate individuals 
to actually join a political party. Other factors, part-
icularly other indiviiuals, like the husband in the case of 
women, can have powerful effects. on adult socialisation, 
which brings me to a third and final general explanation 
for the lower participation rates among respondents' children 












Twelve Labour respondents and fourteen National Party 
respon~ents had been recrui teci in the 1930 depression years, 
or the world war two years. Circumstances such as these 
-had a powerful effect on large sectors of the population, 
sufficient to mobilise large sections of the population into 
political action. The absence of such equivalently strong 
environmental forces, the increasing number and variety of 
competing leisure time activities, the alternative modes of 
political participation (in particular the pressure groups 
and the d~monstration)cornpeting forms.of ref'erence groups 
from the hippies to the yippies to the women's liberationists, 
(reducing the need for psychological identification with a 
political party), all tend to distract persons of this 
generation away from direct party political activity and 
therefore, to negate, to some extent, the presumed political 
benefits of this generation's higher educational attainment. 
••••• /72 
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LEVEL OF ACTIVITY (nod vis respondent) 
More Active 5-
Less, active 16 
The same 1 



















+ One Labour ana one National Party responaent were not 
married, and are therefore excluded from this sample, 
as were three widows who joined their parties after 
the aeath of their husbands. 
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TABLE 1 .. 9 
PARTISAN PATTERNS AMONG RESPONDENTS' CHILDREN 
RESPONDENTS' CHILDREN NATIONAL LABOUR 
l Voters+ 17 12 
Non Voters 1i 4 
Party Mem'bers-1+ 4 6 
Don't know 2 3 
) 







PEER GROUP SUPPORT 
Section. (v) 
Another primary reference group that can be important to an 
activist in reinforcing and even shaping political attitudes 
and behaviour is the peer group. Accordingly, I examined, 
in my research, respondents' immediate peer group, circle 
of close female friends, in an attempt to ascertain the 
extent to which women, who generally lack the entire range 
of 'business' and other contacts gained through e.mployment 
experiences, were supported in their political activity by 
politically-oriented friends and contacts. 
Respondents were asked what their female friends thought of 
their political activity, how many friends had they who were 
politically active, whether they discussed politics much 
with their friends, whether they had any friends who belonged 
to the 'other' party (National in the case of Laoour and 
vice versa) and whether there were any persons they avoided 
talking about their;political activities with? If there 
were, what sort of persons were these? 
The first three questions were intended to disclose how many 
friends were interested. in politics and approximately how 
much political discussion respondents experience,1-n their 
immediate environment. This is important, since of all 
political stimuli, those coming through direct personal 
discussion have been found to be. the most important(1). 
The purpose of question four was to establish broadly the 
extent to which respondents' worlds were comprised of 
~ersons reinforcing to their own political values and beliefs • 







In other words, to what extent did respondents surround 
themselves with 'like-minded' socially homogeneous groups 
whtfe 'consensual discussion' or what Berelson and !ssociates 
referrs to as the 'reciprocal expression of agreed-upon 
Cl'.iches and stereotypes' is most likely to oceur. (2) 
The purpose ofquestion five was to discover what sorts of 
persons tended to avoid politics as a subject of discussion, 
and what sorts of persons tended to actively seek out 
~olitical discussion. It has been hypothesised that 
'~ersons with weak egos will tend to shun the clash of 
political argument because of the threat of deflation to 
their ego(3) or because of a socially engendered fear of 
disagreement. (4). The fear of disagreement, or strain 
towards agreement is strongest amongst persons with a 
powerful need to 'get along' with others in a superfic-ially 
harmonious fashion. David RuEt.sman' s 'other directed 
person', high in facile competence in inter~ersonal 
relations and low in affect' provides an exemplary model of 
this type of person(5). The adjustment of opinions to 
avoid, disagreements and the avoidance of potentially 
disruptive argumenta'. are characteristics of these 'other 
directed', socially oriented persons, according to R«!.sman.(6). 
Striking similarities were found between National and Labour 
Party respondents in the extentof their peer group support 
and influence. Among the fifty women interviewed, only 
five Labour and four National Party respondents reported 
that they had 'q~ite a few friends who were active in 
politics.' Only one National Party woman reported that she 
had a number of friends who were 'more active than herself.' 
tMost of my friends are politically active,' this woman 
explained, 'because I simply cannot be bothered with humdrum 
people.' 




Fifteen women (eight Labour and seven National Party women) 
reported that they had 'no other political friends' or 
that their friends didn't take any interest in politics. 
'My friends prefer social activities' or 'We have too many 
other things to talk about' were typical responses given. 
One Labour Party woman reported that she had 'no close 
friends who are active. Most of them are just so lazy 
that I can't even get my best friends to do anything else 
but vote every three years.' 
Another Labour respondent, living in a state house area, said 
that apart from the people she met in the party she couldn't 
tell her friends what she did. 'They just don't know the 
first thing about politics and so it's just not worth dis-
cussing it.' 
Thirty women (fourteen Labour and sixteen National), reported 
that they had 'a few' friends who were interested but not 
active.' 
Even fewer women said they discussed politics with their 
friends. Apart from seven 'persuaders' described below, 
most women explained that in general 'politics doesn't 
seem to come into it really,' or 'We don't worry about it 
very much - there are so many other things to talk about.' 
One National Party woman stated, significantly: 'We take 
it for granted that we all think the same way.' One woman 
who said she had many politically active friends, explained 
that they didn't discuss politics beyond the level of, for 
example, 'arn't those strj_kes awful?' thus supporting the 
view that political discussion is often no more 'reciprocal 







.Another Labour respondent said she had only one close friend 
she could talk politics with because 'I f'ind I have to talk 
down to most women. It's so nice to talk to an equal.' 
National Party women appeared to move in slightly more 
honogeneous social environments than did Labour respondents: 
Eleven National respondents said they did not have any 
Labour Party friends, nine said they had one or two acquaint-
ances, and four that they had one or two Labour friends. By 
contrast, in the Labour sample, ten respondents said they 
did have National Party friends, . ·· twelve that they had 
'one or two acquaintances', and only six said they didn't 
have any National Party friends at all. 
But perhaps most revealing of all were the responses to the 
question - are there any people you avoid talking about your 
political ~ctivities with? Eighteen National and sixteen 
Labour Party respondents replied affirmatively. Politics 
was frequently lumped with religion as a totally 'tabus' 
subject. 'I try to avoid politics, a National Party woman 
explained, 'because it's like religion - it only makes for 
trouble and bad feelings.' Others explained that they 
avoided discussing it when :4?ersons from the ,.other side" 
were present/tlnless it's something really worth del::>ating I 
don't discuss politics with National Party people r know,' 
one old Labourite said, adding philosophically, 'I always 
think, least said, soonest mended.' 
Four respondents said they didn't exactly avoid discussing 
politics, and they did try to answer a question if it came 
up, but they certainly didn't bring it up themselves. 'I 
think it's better to avoid it if you can, but I will answer 
a question if I am asked specifically', one National Party 
woman explained rather cautiously. 






Eight National Party respondents avoided discussing politics 
for 'social' reasons or etiquette. 'It depends on where I 
am', said one, 'I'll drop it immediately if it comes up 
socially. I'll never get into an argument about it.' 
Another 0 socialite" explained that she would avoid politics 
with those persons whose judgements she didn't respect 
greatly. 'And that's most of my friends really. They're 
all very social and quite nice socially, but they're nitwits 
really, so by and large I avoid the subject.' One other 
National Party respondent with many 'social' friends said 
she would talk politics with those of her friends/i8R1d be 
able to assimilate it. 'But most ofthem are just not up 
to the same level of information and understanding.' If 
she disagreed with anything, this particular respondent 
added, 'I would just be quiet about it. I would never get 
into an argument about it.' 
None of the above could be described as being 'persuaders' 
or 'proselytisers.' Their sense of etiquette and 'social 
acceptability' seemed to deter them from active efforts to 
'convert' their friends, or to actively stimulate the 
political interest of others. Two National Party respond-
ents did mention that their friends were all very cooperative 
and would come along to socials, bu-_yh.ost appeared to accept 
their friends' lack of political interest as just a 1 fact of 
life'. Certainly, any friends displaying 'interest' in 
the party were rapidly invited to 'do's' and some to join the 
local committee, but most left the task of recruiting members 
to paid canvassers. Indeed, the only aspect of party 
activity that a number of National Party respondents mentioned 
they would actively dislike was knocking on doors, asking 





To the obvious relief of National Party members they did not 
have to perform these 'unladylike' duties themselves, as 
one of the older National Party respondents described these 
more 'unsavoury' tasksffor the National Party in Remuera 
had paid canvassers to perform these duties. 
A rather different picture emerged from the Labour sample, 
where seven women could definitely be described as 'persuaders' 
in that they deliberately sought out political argument and 
discussion and tried to persuade people to aeceptfu.ew point 
of view. One longstanding Labour Party member, for example 
explained that she didn't try to avoid talking politics -
rather the reverse. 'I try to talk politics to everyone, 
if I can possibly bring politics into a discussion I will -
even to grocers in shops or people sitting next to me in the 
bus, because I think this sort of personal contact is much 
more effective than just straight propaganda. We were all 
evangelists like that in the old d~ys, talking polities to 
everyone we possibly could, but no one bothers to do it , 
anymore. 
Another strong partisan Labour respondent who had personally 
recruited three members to the women's branch (she' hounded 
them along': one of the new recruits explained) seemed to 
positively delight in political discussion and argument. 
'I was always being told by my mother - don't start another 
argument, and I used to reply, it's not an argument mother, 
its just a discussion,' she explained with visible pride. 
! 
The audacity and argumentatiyeness of this particular respond-
ent had remained with her, ~~ov@P, along with her strong 
' -partisan feelings. She said she had been dropped left,· 
right and centre'in Titirangi, when she moved there, as 
people found out she was a strong Labourite. 









'One woman, President of the Country Woman's Club, warned me, 
you'll never get anywhere in Titirangi or the Club if 
people find out you're a Labour supporter - I'd advise you 
to keep quiet about that. I never did, of course: and even 
though she had been called a 'commie', it worriec¥ier 'not a 
scrap.' 
She had many National Party friends but they all knew 'exactly 
where she stood.' 'I make no mistake about it.' This 
woman, who had been the main organiser of a successful woman 
MP's campaign, and continued to work hard for the party 
despite her 78 years of age, would most decidedly be described 
as a 'proselytiser.' Three other Labour women, two of them 
active trade unionists, could be described as 'proselytisers', 
although the strong partisan feelings of one of these women 
had been rather dissipated of late because of lack of support 
from within the party for her projects and ideas. Despite 
this lack of encouragement, however, this respondent was 
constantly 'talking politics' and trying to get people -
especially women - to join the party. 
It is significant that the seven women in this 'proselytis-
ing' category all displayed relatively high feelings of personal 
and political efficacy. (See chapter five below). The 
hypothesis that 'persons with high self esteem will tend to 
welcome political discussion and expose themselves readily 
to stimuli (7) appeared to be borne out by my sample therefore. 
Women who 'avoided' politics because 'it always causes 
trouble and ill feeling' were among those who subsequently 
revealed a profound lack of confidence in themselves and their 







In some cases, however, their avoidance of politics seemed 
to have more to do with notions of 'etiquette' and the 'strain 
for agreement among other directed persons' than it did with 
the fear of ego-deflation. 
In general, women party activists from both parties, suffered 
from a lack of immediate peer group support for their 
political activities. Only one younger Labour respondent 
said she had a 'great many' politically active friends, 
although most of these were men. None of my sample could be 
said to have deliberately surrounded themselves with a group 
of politically active friends, a factor which would probably 
distinguish them from the average male party member, and which 
would obviously contribute to the low levels of political 
attainment reached by respondents in my sample. 
) 
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Before analysing the effect of organisational memberships 
on the political participation of resl)ondents, a few 
striking inter-party comparisons deserve special mention. 
Most obvious is the higher degree of organisational member-
ship found among National Party respondents (see table 1.10) 
Fourteen National Party respondents belonged .to three or 
more organisations, compared to on:}.y five of the Labour 
Party sample. Only two National Party women did not belong 
to any organisations other than the National Party, compared 
to ten Labour respondents. These findings certainly 
endorse the hypothesis that organisational membership 
increases with higher socio-economic status. (1). 
Another clear inter-party comparison that emerges from table 
1.10 is the variation in the~ of organisation belonged 
to b~ National and Labour party women. National Party 
respondents belonged to predominantly social organisations. 
Clubs like the Victoria League, the Royal Commonwealth 
Society, the Lyceum Club and the English Speaking Union 
exist for essentially social reasons, while the Aorangi 
Club, (belonged to by three respondents) with its high 
membership fees, its monthly meetings at the White Heron 
Lodge, and its 200 odd 'waiting l!ist' -t:ould only be classif-
ied as an 'elite' and social women's organisation. Even 
those more politically-oriented organisations that National 
Party respondents had joined were, with the possible exception 
of the Maori Woman's Welfare League, decidely respecnbte1 





These characteristics are particularly a feature of the 
Women's Division of the Federated Farmers' Club, the 
Civic Trust, and the Business and Professional Woman's 
Club, (otherwise known as Zonta) Obviously even these 
politically oriented organisations would provide important 
and positively reinforcing reference groups for National 
Party respondents. 
No Labour Party respondents belonged to any of these more 
prestigious organisations. The 'social' organisations 
belonged to by Labour Party women - the Townswoman's Guild, 
for example, - would probably have been studiously avoided 
by most National Party women, eince the membership and 
activities<F this sort of woman's club would probably render 
it more of a negative than mutually reinforcing reference 
group for them. 
A higher membership of 'politically-oriented' organisations 
characterised the Labour Party sample. Significantly, the 
five Labour women who belonged to three or more politically 
oriented groups (and were 'active' members of at least 
two of them (2) }were all issue-oriented in the Labour 
Party activity - thatAs, they were particularly concerned 
with trying to promote a _particular policy or set of pol-
icies within the Labour Party. These women appeared all 
t'O have joined : ... a network or organisations that focused on 
their particular policy preoccupations. One conservation-
ist belonged to four related group, two peace workers were 
members of all the local peace organisations, and two women 
concerned~articularly the problems ~f women had built 
up a series of relevant memberships in the local women 1 s 
organisations. 





That no National Party woman belonged to a similar number 
of politically oriented organisations was not surprising 
since only one of the National Party women revealed in 
their interviews any strong ideological concern or issue-
orientation as a motivation for their political activity. 
National Party women seemed either to have chosen to join 
organisations, as the majority hadlchosen to join the National 
Party (see chapter 'flvV:6: below) primarily to satisfy social 
needs and to build up .social contacts, or to have involved 
themselves in what one respondent described at one time as 
'doing good works in the community'. Indeed, the philan-
thropic tradition among middle class women, originally a 
Victorian tradition, appeared from my sam]Ple, to have surv-
ived distance and time, and to continue to flourish today. 
In addition to what one respondent termed the 'kindergarten-
playcentre-school committee syndromet a distinct voluntary 
activity syndrome was evident in the National Party sampe, 
with three members belonging to the Plunket Society, six 
d~iving for Meals on Wheels, and four working for Hospital 
Auxiliaries. Women working in these areas displayed a high 
sense of citizen auty and a feeling of 'community responsib-
ility'. Four mentioned specifically in their interviews 
the importance they attached to community service. 
Lionel Tiger, in his polemical 000k 'Men in Groups', observed 
that 'Those female organisations which do exist Dear much 
less direct relationship than do men's organisation to the 
political structures of their communities and the establish-
ment of the domance hierarchy •••• The relative obscurity 
of f'elllale organisations and their unimportance to macro-
life of the community is strilling and provocative. (3) 
••••• /88 
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K<a.te Millett concurrs :. 'Nearly every powerful circle in 
contemporary patriarchy is a men's group.~. Women's groups 
are typically auxiliary in character, imitative of male 
efforts, and methods on a generally trivial or ephemeral 
plane.' (4) 
Certainly, compared to Law Societies, Jaycees, Rotarians, 
and the plethora of powerful male organisations in our 
community, even the more pPlitically oriented organisations 
belonged to by respondents of both parties. could be e.escribed 
as being only tenuously linlmd to political structure of 
our community. That organisation mentioned by respondents 
that is most closely reiated to the 'dominance hierarchy' 
in New Zealand - The National Council of Women -with its 
protracted decision making structure, its very limited 
success in getting its recommendations adopted by relevant 
governmental bodies (5), could scar~cely be described as 
being 'intimately related to the pmver structure of New 
Zealand society', despite its description as the 'Women's 
Par'/ liament' of New Zealand ( 6). 
In terms of developing political contacts, then, the majority 
of organisations can not have been very useful. Indeed a 
considerable number of' women mentioned S])ecif'ically that they 
did not discus.a politics or religion in their groups. Many 
organisations, particularly 'philanthropic! groups li:H?e the 
the Hospital Auxiliaries or the Plunket Society were 
explicitly non-political and non-sectarian in their orient-
ation. 




Several women saw the absence of a female equivalent to the 
'old boy network' as one of the many factors making it more 
difficult for a woman to become a politician than for a man. 
I cannot, however, ~ccept Lionel Tiger's contention that 
women's grou1s are unimportant to the macro-life of 01 :c' 
community as valid in the New Zealand context. As one 
National Party respondent,herself a member of innumerable 
women's organisations observed, 'All women's organisations, 
no matter how apparently trivial their aims, are important. 
Women are learning to live with one another. They're 
coming out of their isolation and beginning to work together 
in collective situations - this is a vepY important develop-
ment I think.' Given the lack of ~olitical contacts 
forged within the immediate peer group circle of respondents 
(see section v above), the importance of women's organisa-
tions for the political development of women is obvious. 
ORGANISATION.AL MEMBERSHIP 
:Part 2 
Many studies have demonstrated a close relationship between 
-,!" 
organisational membership and political participation (7)~ 
Almona and Verba (8) in their five nation study of 'Political 
Attitudes .and Democracy', arrive from their cross cul turat. 
research at a number of conclusioBs which strongly support 
' the hywothesis that organisational membership increases the 
likelihood of political activism. 
The organisational member, they contend, com1ared to the non-
member,, is more likely to consider himself competent as 
a citizen, to be a more active participant in politics, and 




they reason, members receive training for ~articipation in 
their organisations and this training is then 'transferable' 
to the political sphere. (10) The opportunity to partic-
ipate in the decisions of the organisation and the general broad-
ening of perspectives that occurs in any sort of ~~dC.'vil4~~"tti'oV'l.O. I 
activity, they argue, will increase an individual's potential 
for political involvement and activity. In addition, 
groups themselves can be im:i;:,ortant mobilisers of political 
action on the part of their members. 
Although Almond and Verba are adamant that any organisational 
membership has an impact on political competence, certain 
types of mem"bership they found had a greater impact on 
political participation than others. 
1. 
Active membership in an organisation was found to have 
greater impact on political competence than passive member-
ship. 
2. 
Membership of a politically-oriented organisation was found 
to have greater effects on the political perspectives of 
members, to lead to greater political competence than member-
ship in a non-political organisation. 
3. 
The number of' organisations to which an individual belonged 
was found to have an accumulative political effect - that 
is,membership in one organisation was found to increase 
an individual's sense of competence, mem't>ership in more 
than one organisation to further increase competence and so 
on. (11). 






To apply these hypotheses to my sample, I divided the 
organisations melonged to my respondents into four broad 
categories -political, social, philanthropic and miscell-
aneous. (See Table 1.11). In addition, respondents were 
divided up according to the number of organisations they 
belonged to. (See table 1.10) 
The clear-cut patterns described by Almond and Verba above 
failed to emerge. The number and type of organisations to 
whmch an individual belonged did not necessarily affect 
political behaviour in the fashion outlined above, as was 
indicated by the wide variety of organisational experiences 
of individual activists. 
The five Labour Party respondents earlier referred to, who 
belonged to thre~r more politically oriented organisations 
were all currently active in the Labour Party, although four 
of them were fairly recent recruits, having joined the 
party within the last decade. One of these women was 
extremely cynical about the efficacy of her political 
activity, and continued t~hannel most of her energy into 
other 'more effective' organisations. Two others said 
their activity mn other groups prevented them from plt,tying 
a more active part in the Labour Party. One woman was 
President of the Labour Party Auckland Woman's Branch and 
the fifth was intending to give up her party political 
activity altoga:her in the near future, because of her advanc-
ing age and her 'other interests' which she also appeared 
to accord a higher priority in terms of her time and 
energy resources., than the Labour Party. These five women rever-
theless displayed high levels of political efficacy and understanding 
(see Chapter Five below) which they had :presumably acg_uired partly 
through their involvement in political organisations. 
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In contrast to these five organisationally active women, 
one of the most active of the Labour res)?ondents belonged 
to no organisations at all. This particular woman had 
consciously avoided joining any organisations outside the 
Labour Party. 'I give money to some of them,' she explained 
'But I don:t belong to any because I find it$ too frustrating 
- They're far too sociaJfond don't have enough action.' She 
<?.Onsidered there was far too much to do in her busy life to 
want to 'sit around and talk about it.' 'I get really 
annoyed with groups like the Socialist Forum who just sit 
around talking. They were sitting around talking when I 
was a girl and they're still doine¢hat now ••• it makes me 
mad.' 
Clearly, in this instance, it was her desire to be effective 
that had prevented her from joining organisations, rather 
than the other way around. Also in the 'no membership' 
group in the Labour Party sample were five 'party faithfuls' 
all highly partisan and active for thirty or more years 
in the party, for whom the Labour Party had been their 'all 
absorbing interest' as one of them expressed it. 
The political activity of these women, at least in terms of 
quantity, had probably been increased by the absence of 
competing group membershi:ps enabling them to devote '-them-
selves to their party unres~rvedly. It is significant, 
however, that only one of these women1 in all their years of 
party service,had ever held any executive position in the 
party, and this one exception had only been a branch 
secretary for two years. These women lacked the confidence 
to speak in public, to chair meetings or to make political 
decisions and generally comprised the '~ackbencher category' 




T_his confidence could possibly have been fostered in other 
organisation&: - as Almond ana Verloa hyJi):othesise, through 
'learning situations.' 
Another exception to the grou~ membership-political activity 
hypothesis was a Laeour Party respondent who was undoubt-
edly the most politically active respondent in my sample, 
l!lut was only a 'passive' member of one non-political organ-
isation. This respondent's lack of organisational activity 
was due predominantly to lack of time: Working fulltime, 
with a teenage family, and living a considerable distance 
from the city·, this woman ( who was active in her trade 
union and had stood as a Labour candidate in the 1969 
elections), simply did not have the time to belong to 
other organisations, although she said, she would like to 
have been able to. 
The availability of time and energy, in short,can signific-
antly determine the degree of a person's occupational and 
political involvement. This is especially the case in the 
National Party, which can be very demanding on an activist's 
time. Women who were on the Executive of the Remuera 
Electorate Committee, as well as the Remuera Women's Exec-
utive, their local branch as well as its women's section, 
had four meetings to attend each month, quite apart from the 
great variety of National Party fundraising activities. 
For those women who had a busy social life, a family at 
home or a full-time job, the single factor of time seemed 
to have had more effect on their political participation 
than had the number and type of organisations to which 
they belonged. 
• •••• /94 
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On the other hand, four of the five National Party women 
who belonged to five or six organisations were also very 
active in their party. It is pmssible that the organisational 
skills they had 'learned' through their organisational 
activity ha!i increased their potential for political activity, 
as Almond and Verma hygothesise. Certainly, two of these 
'organisational' women had in a short space of time risen 
to Executive positions within their party. 
/One · I· of these women ex1lained with visil>le pride: 'I 
always seem to have worked myself up to the position of 
Chairman in the organisations I've joined, because I've 
always had a lot to say.' Her 'rapid rise' ability 
possiely had more to do with her accumulated organisational 
skills, ena0ling her to competently chair meetings and org-
anise functions, than with her ability to talk per se. 
Also,of course, ]>articipation is related to individual 
self confidence, ani this confidence is not necessarily 
developed my organisational membership. One woman, in 
particular, who had been active in her Sunday School, her 
Church and in the Plunket Society for more than thirty years 
(she had recently been made a life member of Plunket) and 
who had been an active member of the National Party for 
approximately the same length of time, explained how she 
simply could not take the chair at a meeting, even though 
she said she knew the rules of committees and chairmanship 
more than most people. The reason was simple - she was too 
shy to speak in public at all, despite her organisational 
experiences. Another National Party woman who said she 
really wanted to play a more active part in her branch, and 





committee explained how she had felt quite unable to do so. 
'I'm not ready for it yet (she had been an active member of 
her branch fo~ine years), and although she was a delegate 
to the main Remuera Executive, she was still 'too :petrified' 
to say a word. 
Sit5I1ificant, too, was the fact that although National Party 
women on average belonged to considerably more organisations 
than did Labour respondents, they dia not aisplay commensurately 
higher degrees of political competence. 
In conclusion then, it is evident that, according to my 
sample, although membership of organisations did appear to 
have generally increased an individual's potential for 
political activity, in some cases competing group memberships 
had reduced the actual degree of political activity of 
individual respondents. 
Membership in :politically-oriented organisations die. a])pear 
to have increased the political understanding and compet-
ence of members, with those memmers in my saIIl])le who belonged 
three or more politically-oriented organisations being amongst 
the most politically efficacious in my sample. 
The num"ber of organisations. to which an individual belon~,ed 
did seem to have some sort of accumulative political effeQt, 
-· 
with those members who belongea to three or more organisations 
frequently possessing organisational skills which were 
valuable political resources. 





Some significant exceptions tothis last Almond and Verba 
hypothesis were found, however, since some of the most 
active respondents in both parties belonged to only one 
~ or no organisations. In four instances, time had been 
the major factor deterring greater organisational activity, 
and for women such as these with limited time resources, 
their potential political activity had presumably been 
increased by their avoidance of alternative organisational 
committments. 
On the other hand, although the political activity of a num©er 
of respondents, especially Labour Party stalwarts, had 
&een considerable despite their absence of organisational 
memmerships, these women, with only one exception, had not 
developed the organisational and social (particularly verbal) 
skills to enable them to participate more actively in 
decision making or leadership roles. The majority had 
instead preferred to remain in the background, doing the 
'behing the scenes' work. This preference for background 





NUMBER OF ORGANISATIONS BELONGED TO: 
NAT.ION.AL LABOUR 
0 2- 10 
1 3 6 
2 6 4 
3 5 0 
4 4 0 
5 4 4 









Aroangi Clu& (3) 
Lyceum Clul!l 
Royal Commonwealth Soc. 
English Speaking Union 
Victoria Lea~ue (6) 





Maori Woman's Welfare League 
Zonta 
National Council of Women 
Civic Trust 
Society for the F~otection of 
the Unborn Child 
PHILANTHROPIC 
Plunket Society CJ·) 
Red Cross 
League for the Hard of Hearing 
St. John's Aml!lulance (2) 
Hospital Auxiliary Committee (4-) 
Meals on Wheels (6) 
Miscellaneous 




st. John's Bowls Club 
Remuera Squash Club 





Country Woman's Institute 
Conservationist Society (2) 
Abortion Law Reform Society 
National Council of Women(2) 
Equal Pay & Opportunity Council (3 
Women's International League for 
Peace and Freedom (3) 
Oitizen's Assoc. for Racial 
Eg_uali ty ( 3) 
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
(4) 
Civilian Maimed Association 
Tongan Woman's Club 
Ponsonby Community Centre 
Women Writer's Club 
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RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
The manner in which an activist is recruited into a party 
and the reasons for his/her continuing participation in 
that party are important factors affecting the political 
orientations, motivations and satisfactions of individual 
activists. 
In dertermining, for example, to what extent an activist is 
interested in politics before he/she enters a party, or 
conve~sely, to what extent the individual becomes politicised 
through partici)ation, it is use:f'ul to estaolish whether an 
activist joined of his}her own accord, or whether he/she 
was encouraged and persuaded to join by another activist. 
Joining a party because of persuasion is a more passive 
form of political behaviour than self-selection, and woul~ 
therefore probably require fewer political resources (such 
as interest in politics, a feeling of political effective-
ness) than would the self motivated activist. 
Indeed it has been hypothesised that persons brought into 
a party by another individual or group can become active 
,arty members without first acquiring any of the attitudinal 
resources normally regardea as necessary for effective 
political behaviour. Having joined, it is also ~ossible 
for such persons to be sufficiently rewar~eQ by the social 
rewarQS of involvement to remain active without~ 
acquiring those attituaes normally thought to distinguish 





Rewards received by individuals for their political activity 
often become so habitual that incentive patterns are not 
recognised as such. This does not in any way reduce the 
importance of such incentives to sustain political activity. 
Dennis, in his study 'Support for the Party System by the 
Mass Public' concludes that the support of an individual 
for a party is specific to the :Ceturns he obtains from it. 
'So long as the supporter perceives himself to be benefiting 
from the exchange, he is likely to continue his activity, 
but when the quid pro quo is no longer available, he is 
likely to withdraw his activity~ (2) 
In examining the rewards received by individuals for their 
political activity it is necessary to distinguish between 
continuous and 'episodic' participation. Continuous activity 
generally has higher costs in terms of outputs of time and 
energy than episodic action and therefore requires a 
"Significant reward structure, preferably built-in (like a 
salary), to ensure performanc~ of the action.u (3) 
To analyse the satisfactions derived from participation by 
activists, I shall use Clark and Wilson's conceptual 
categories of 'material', 'solidary' and 'purposive' satis-
factions. (4). Purposive actiyity is directed towards 
the achievement of specific goals, and satisfactions are 
derived from the achievement of these goals. Solidary 
satisfactions on the other hand derive from the act of 
participation itself. (Group identification, socialising, 
social contacts, stimulation, egchange of ideas and the 
acquisition of in~ormation are all examples of these sorts 






Among those recruited in response to soliciation, the 
status of the recruitee is frequently a significant indicator 
of the perceived value of the potential recruit. Persons 
highly regarded as potential new recruits are frequently 
solicited by a high party official, whereas rank and file 
are commonly pulled into party activity by friends or 
a_Qg_uaintances already active. 
The extent of the initial impersonal motivation for political 
activity is another significant factor affecting the motiv-
ation patterns of activists. Very low levels of retention 
of initial motivation have been found by political analysts 
i ~-., particularly among those persons who entered politics 
for 'purposive' reasons, (that is, those who have joined a 
party for specific political objectives - out of concern for 
a particular issue for example).- Generally these purposive 
rewards are reinforced or even replaced by 'solidary' rewards 
gained from the act of participation itself, and where they 
are not disillusionment with the party activity frequently 
ensues. 
Eldersveld, for example, found in his study of Detroit 
pnecinct leaders that 69% of Democratic leaders and 57% of 
Republicans in his study who entered political activity with 
impersonal motives changed to personal motivations through 
participation, while 20% Democrats and 21% Republicans be-
came disillusioned with political activity and indic-atetil. 
no current satisfactions receiveQ from their ~arty work. (S,) 
Wilson, in his study of the Amateur Democrat similarly found 
that those activists who entered the party for purposive 
reasons generally experienced a decline in this incentive and 
an increase in the importance of solidary and material 







satisfaction resulted. (6) 
RECRUITMENT 
In an attempt to guage broadly the circumstances of indiv-
idual entry into the respective parties - particularly 
whether respondents were self-motivated or brought in 
through persuasion, a series of questions were posed to 
activists about the reasons for their initial entry into a 
:political party. When did they first become interested in 
politics? When did they actually join the party (that is, 
become a branch member) and why did they join when they did? 
Only six Labour and three National Party respondents were 
strongly predisposed (that is politically active and inter-
ested) towards ~olitical action before they joined a 
political party. One Labouri te 1:B.d been a Communist League 
member since she was fifteen and declared herself to be a 
'political animal'. 1I couldn't imagine life without political 
activity' she explained, and she had been politically active 
for some thirty one years before she joined the Labour Party • 
.Another Labour member had acquired 'special dispensation' 
to join the party at the age of fourteen, and had been 
active ever since. She also described herself as a political 
animal. 'It's my life. I'm a fourth generation socialist.' 
Both these women had extremely active 1arents from whom 
they had inherited a strong interest in politics at a very 
early age. Both,for example, recall giving out pamphlets 
and assisting on Election days as far back as they can 
r~member. 
• •••• /104 
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Another Labour party woman described how she had been 'right 
in any movement or cause' when she was young. 1The revolution 
was just around the corner in those days, and I joined the Young 
Labour League when I was sixteen.' This woman said she had 
been'radical' all her life, although she hadn't actually 
joined the Labour Party until she was in her late forties. Two 
others said they had joined the Labour Party because they were 
'radical in their thinking,' which presumably meant they were 
interested in politics before they joined the party. 
'The main reason I joined was because of my radical beliefs', 
said one woman in her late sixties who had been an active 
peace worker all her adult life. She was obviously politic-
ally involved well before she entered the Labour Party, and 
displayed a high degree of understanding and knowledge of 
politics which I assumed she had acquired before she became 
a Labour Party member since she had remained a 'fringe' 
member of the Labour Party only, preferring to channel most 
of her energy into causes outside the Party. 
Five other women, three National and two Labour Party 
women, had come from active homes where they recalled 
giving out pamphlets when they were children. While; 
three of these women had continued their parents' active 
tradition, two Labour women had reacted against their 
highl~olitical upbringing, and remained 'passive' party 
members only as a consequence. 
The remainder however, had not been politically active 
prior to recruitment, nor were they 'politically predisposed' 
in terms of attitudinal resources. Most adhered to the 
political values and beliefs of their parents and some 
had had relatively ac.ti ve parents to provide some sort 
of political model; two had been junats at s-0me distant 




the :party whose objectives they agreed with, however" 
vaguely, in re~onse to some form of :persuasion. 
Most respondents could recall the circumstances of the 
recruitment. Indeed only three members of the Labour party 
could not precisely recall the actual date of entry. 
'In 1938, when we moved to Auckland.' 
- 'In 1933, the depression got us involved', were typically 
:precise answers given. Two recalled that they had joined 
'when they had married', without specifying a date, and one 
could indicate only that she had joined 'about a decade ago'. 
National :party respondents were rather more vague about 
the time of their entry into the party. (Seventeen could 
be specific) 
- 'About--20 years. ago - something like that.' 
- 'In the early days, before I was married.' 
- 'When I was a junat, I couldn't tell you exactly when 
that was.' 
'Oh, when Ilived in Mangere,' were some of the reponses 
given. 
This vagueness freg_uently appeared to reflect a low level 
of commitment on the :part of the activist, especially those 
activists who had been':pulled'in by some other person. 
All respondents, however, could recall whether they had 
been asked to join, or whether they had just gone along of 
their own intiative. There were seven self motivated Labour 
:party members and five in the National party. Only four of 
these women were not already interested in and involwed in 
politics before deciding to join a political partyl One 
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woman who had joined because 'in those days there was 
nothing to do and going to party meetings was one of the 
few ways of having fun!, an~ four widows who had gone 
• tYlatV\Lv 
along main:by to the party/to/give them something to do 
in their old age. 
The rest of the activists in my sample were persuaded to 
join a political party at varying periods of their lives: 
(generally in their late forties or fifties) by other 
activists. · Three had been recruited by politically active 
husbands, sixteen by the persuasions of an already active 
friend. (Within the Labour party Women's, branch five 
self-motivated activists had been responsible for the 
recruitment of eleven new party members.>. Individual 
recruitment via personal contact with an activist was 
particularly important in the Labour party which had 
neither a paid canvasser, as the National party women had, 
to do the task of recruiting for thetri,nor the various 'socials.' 
staged by the National partu to attract large numbers of 
people into a potential recruiting environment. 
Tw~ National party respondents who had expressed some 
interest to a National party friend, had been recruited 'like 
a shot'. Two more women, who had gone along to a meeting 
of their own initiative had been similarly 'snapped up' 
instantly. 
- 'You've only got to show your nose and you're caught' 
one of these women complained. Nine women had been taken 
along by a friend, and only one respondent had been 
recruited by a canvasser. Two wamen had been rung up by 
the local branch when they moved into the Remuera Electorate, 
because,it seems, when activists move from one area to 
another in the National party, their move is notified by 
local committee members, so they can be contacted again 
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in their new area of residence. Only one woman had been drawn 
in to 'help a candidate' and. no respondents, signif'icantly, 
had been recruited by a 'high' party official. The local 
branch President was the most elevated rank of any of 
the respondents' 'solicitors,' a fact which underlines 
the'rank and file' status of the respondents in my sample. 
The reasons those members who had joined. in response to 
solicitation initially became active, would broadly be 
described as solidary. 
- 'I went along and f'ound many of' my friends on the 
eommittee - it was like a big happy f'amily', one 
National party respondent enthused. 
Most explained how they had 'quite enjoyed it', or 'found 
it quite interesting', so they had continued to go along. 
In the National party Women's sections new recruits were 
normally placed smartly onto the local committee, which 
often seemed to give new members a sense of status and 
purpose at this important early stage, which inevitably 
increased their motivation to continue membership. 
'I f'ound myself on the committee, I'm not quite sure 
how I got there', one woman explained, 'but they're very 
nice women and we're kept pretty busy.' 
Eleven National respondents altogether had been 'put onto 
the committee' as soon as they had jo~ned. 
Five Labour respondents had joined for 'purposive' reasons. 
- 'I joined ten years ago. I was induced to join by an 
enthusiastic pacif'ist I knew and I joined the Labour 
party because it was more inclined to accept peace 
policies and to be more radical in its thinking.' 
Another woman who had joined because of the solicitations of 
) 
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this same 'enthusiastic pacifist', .e.-x:p\~i~e.ol: 
- 'She was always talking about how the branch needed new 
members, so I went along to one meeting and was immediately 
made Secretary. I went hoping to push for peace policies 
and that's the main reason I'm still in now'. (She was 
extremely cynical about her involvement,however.) 
One woman who had gone in with the same idealistic motiva-
tions with which she had joined 'causes' in her youth (she 
hoped 'to liberate mankind' somehow), was, needless to say, 
profoundly disenchanted with the 'liberating' propensities 
of the Labour party. Two other women had joined the Aub~and 
Women's branch hoping thereby to elevate the status of 
women in the Labour party by raising their awareness of 
womeris: special problems and by pushing forward relevant 
remits. F'or all these women, remits were regarded as one 
of the most importanrvehicles through ~~h they could 
influence their party and its policy. 
Significantly, two of these women who had entered the 
party for 'purposive' reasons and had not had their initial 
committment reinforced by 'soliday' rewards, were the most 
cynical and disillusioned of all the activists in the 
Labour party sample. 
Only one woman (a National party respondent) had joined a 
political party for what could be termed 'material' reasons. 
This woman wanted to gain 'business contacts' for a specific 
e:irn.d, and thought the best way of acquiring such contacts 
would be via the National party. Having achieved this 
specific material objective, she was on the verge of dropping 
out of the party, from which she said she, did not derive any 
real satisfactions but just a 'lot of hard work.' Compared 
.) 
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to other overseas studies - the Eldersveld study for 
example (7) the number of respondents entering political 
parties for purposive or material rewards is comparatively 
low. 
Women respondents, with few exceptions,, were 'party oriented' 
in that their activism was oriented towards performing tasks 
'for the party,' although considerable 'solidary' rewards 
were received in the process. 
With the one exception of the 'materially' motivated 
responden1yrone of the activists in my sample said they were 
motivated by personal ambition or a 'desire to get into 
powerp' Six women (four Labour and two National party 
respondentsl nevertheless, could be described as personally 
&mbitious in the sense that they were actively aspiring 
to higher office in their respective parties. 
No activist however, mentioned personal ambition or a 
desire for power as being a factor inducing their party 
activity, whieG is again in marked contrast to most studies 
of male party activists. (S) Indeed there seemed to be a 
pronounced feeling among activists that w(omen who were 
'personally ambitious' were, 'using the party' for their own 
ends, and were, therefore, to be contemptuously frowned upon 
as heretics rather than smiled upon as budding leaders. One 
Labour woman told me she 'knew' there were some people in 
the party who were personally ambitious, but she hoped 
there weren't too many of those sort of people in the party. 
Wijen asked if they thought the Women's branch was an avenue 
for a woman's personal advancement, most women - particularly 
National party women - answered the question as though it 
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were an indecent suggestion, - something distasteful that 
had never entered their heads. 
- 'I would never be in the party for personal advancement 
or personal gain,'two women were adamant and most made 
it quite clear that they didn't think along those lines, 
conceding rather coldly that they supposed there were 
some people who saw their activity in that way, but they 
most decidedly did not. E.ight women even went so far as to 
deny vigorously that they received any rewards for their 
party activity - {I never look for rewards - I just do it 
for the party,') and these women seemed genuinely convinced 
of their own untainted altruism. 
The political naivitl of these women, their inability 
to appreciate the positive value of politicall~mbitious 
persons for the continuing recruitment of party leaders, 
together with the simplistic notion express.ed by some that all 
politically ambitious persons were using the party for their 
own ends, and couJ.a not have the 'interests of the party' at 
heart, are indicators of a generally low level of political 
s~phistication among respondents. 
In part this naivitl undou::tedly stemmed from the prevailing 
cultural nor that 'ambitious' women are unfeminine and 
'pushy'. Passivity, altruism, philanthropic good works, and 
a background role was obviously viewed as eminently more 
'femintrl.e:' and, therefore,' appropriate' than the more' aggress:ive' 
role of 'women who were trying to get ahead.'(see chapter 8 
below) .. 
The greater numbers recruited into the National party 
suggest they possessed a more effective recruiting mechanism 





canvassers (who had solicited only one respondent in 
my sample) National party socials - cocktail parties, 
fashion parades and their ilk - were the major ( and most 
successful) recruiting methods employed by the National 
party. Friendf"of respondents were invited to these various 
social activities, especially those where politicians 
and other notables were to be present. Several respondents 
mentioned in their intervie'IJl6how these socials, as well 
as providing considerable finances for ~u.ndraising purposes 
nnd 'Keeping the party's image before the public', had in 
fact proved'Jsuccessful way of recruiting people into the 
party. It is possible that those activists who were 
recruited by friends after expressing some interest might 
well have shown interest after hearing of (or attending) 
one of these functions. Certainly attracting hundreds of 
women to a National party fashion parade would provide 
nearly ideal surroundings for the recruitment of women -
l;)articttlarly into the party. 
No such effective mass recruiting machine existed amongst 
the Labour party women~ One social function, held three 
years previously at which Mrs. Kirk was present, had recruied 
three of the interviewed activists into the party, but such 
socials had not been repeated on a similar scale since then. 
In lieu of these methods of contacting large numbers of 
women at one occasion, Labour women had to rely on personal 
contact and persuasion, a method that was obviously far 
more limited in its application and conse~uently less 
effective in attracting large number of new recruits, 
although it is worm pointing out that the image of 
the 'afternoon ladies', as previously observed,was such 
as to attract only a limited sort of activist who would 
enjoy socials and bridge parties and fashion parades and 
their ilk. More politically oriented women would probably 
J 
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stay away from the women's sections and join the main-
that is, mixed- branches of the National party. 
To summarise then, in the whole sample only nine women 
( six Labour and three National party) were s,trongly 
predisposed politically before joining a political party: 
only twelve (seven Babour and five National party members) 
had joined a political party of their own initiative. 
The remainder had joined after being persuaded to do so 
by an already active friend or husband. There were, in 
short, no major inter-party dist:.'inctions in the recruiting 
of individual respondents. The recruiting processes, and 
the numbers recruited into their respective parties;, 
however, varied considerably. Whereas the National party 
h~d large numbers of social activities which acted as 
recruiting arenas (as well as paid canvassers - although 
these had recruited only one respondent in my sample) 
Labour Women had to rely solely on their own individual 
efforts. This difference would explain in large measure 
the reason for the vastly more women active in the National 
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B:efore examining the multiplicity of satisfactions derived 
from )Political :[Darticipation,, I sought to discover how many 
respondents hai eeen continuously active memaers of their 
party, and how many could recall 'gaps' in1their party 
membership, ay examining responses to an earlier ~uestion, 
namely, have you been a memmer of your party continuously, 
or have there been gaps in your membership? If a respondent 
admitted there had been gaps~ the reasons for the interruption 
to her party activities were pro0ed. 
ID-le majority of the sample had been continuous members - only 
five Lamour ana six National party respondents said there haa 
been gaps in their activity. Of these, four women mentioned 
they had been 'less active' or 'not active' while their 
children were young: two women had experienced a lull in 
activity uetween moving frolill one area and joining up in the 
next; one Laliour res:pondent had. 'drift ea off'' for a while out 
of lack of interest. Four widows, as earlier noted, had more 
or less ceasea activity since the death of their husbands, 
although oRe of these women said she might become 'active' 
again some time im.the future. 
For the remainder, high continuity of activity was reported •. 
Many staunch members of both_parties had allowed themselves 
no respite from their activity for thirty or more years, 
although it must be pointed out that for some respondents 
being 'active' meant no more than attending women's oranch 
meetings, helping on Election day, and distributing pamphlets 
in Election year. 
_) 
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Eight members described themselves as 'infrequent' 
attenders, which on further probing appeared to mean anything 
from attendance at a branch meeting every cou~le of months to 
going along to a few functions each year. Nevertheless, 
even to sustain this level of' activity for twenty or more 
years would require considerable built-in rewards and 
incentives. 
Most women, in rel)lying to the ne:f.tv.a'1f set of questions, (J J 
mentioned a variety of satisfactions derivei from their 
activity. In an attempt to ascertain where possible the 
combination of' satisfactions keeping the women interested 
in their activity, I broke the different sources of' 
-· 
satisfactions mentioned by respondents into thirteen 
categories, as summarised in table 2.1 below. 
In table 2.2 the number of individual sources of satisfactions 
by respondents from both parties were recordei. This made 
it possible to discover what were the most common satisfactions 
derived by the women from political participation. 
TABLE 2.1 
SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
1. Satisfactions derived from contact with likeminded 
persons, mutually reinforcing to a respondent's own 
values and ideas, as well as from being part of' a 
group anlil thereey having a positive reference groull) 
to identify with. 
) 
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2. Satisfactions derived from making new friends and 
acquaintances, from meeting ])eople and thereby 
extending one's range of social contacts •. 
3. Satisfactions derived fronr:social status achieved 
through a respondent's position ima peer or higher 
group, as well as from knowing 'im])ortant' :people -
Members of Parliament, for example, and from socialising. 
These three social rewards satisfy an im~ortant, basic 
need for individual social contact and social adjustment. 
4. Satisfactions derived fronn being educated, from 
"broadening one's mind from the stimulus of iiscussion 
and debate. This would be ]>articularly important 
satisfaction for those ])ersons living in environments 
that were limited in stimulus. 
5. S:atisfactions derived from being in the know or 
'being on the inside'. Both of these rewards help 
to satisfy a need to understand and to find meaning 
6. 
in one's life, in addition to the status and satisfactions 
sometimes obtained from having a monopoly ow inside news,. 
secrets and. gossip., 
Satisfactions derived from1feeling that one is doing 
something useful and worthwhile, that one's activity 
is ultimately achievement-oriented. This satisfaction 
would be particularly important for those :persons 
having doubts about the value of their own lives. 
7. S.'a.tisfactions. d.eri ved from actual activity itself, 
simply from having something to do. This satisfaction 




older persons - for whom activity is seen as a way 
of filling up the time they have on their hands., 
8. Satisfactions derived when politics has "become a way 
9. 
of life - when activity has become so habitual that 
it gives a built-in meaning and sense of purpose to 
life which, if taken away, would leave an individual 
feeling adrift and lacking direction. ~his sort of 
habitual satisfaction is very similar to the vocational 
satisfactions, which are sometimes derived from1 
individual occupations •. 
Satisfactions derived from fulfilling a sense of duty,. 
from satisfying a need to be a 'good citizen', by 
participating actively in one's community .. 
All these satisfactions are solidary, iw. that they are derived 
by the actual act or :partici])ation itself.. Participation to 
obtain these satisfactions is an end in itself. Only the 
remaining three are 'purposive' satisfactions in that they 
are derived not from participation per se, but from movement 
in the direction of a specific end. Party activity to obtain 
these satisfactions is only a means towards the advancement 
of a specific end. 
10. Satisfactions derived when party goals and actions 
correspond to and reinforce one's ideological view 
of life. Such satisfactions can be derived simply 
from the act or participating in a party that aims 
ultimately to reform the status quo, or conversely 
to ])reserve intact the existing status quo. Those 




or alternatively conservative, will derive 
satisfactions when these propensities are 
satisfied and reinforced by participation 
in a reform-oriented party, or in: a party 
oriented to the retention of the status quo •. 
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11. Satisfactions derived from participation in a party 
that acts as a vehicle or catalyst to bring about a 
specific policy change. 
12. Satisfactions derived from attempting to get one's 
party into power (particularly from the feeling of 
involvement and participation in a party victory), 
as well as from knowing that the party that is most 
likely to govern in one's general economic self interest 
is in power. 
Only those satisfactions explicitly mentioned by women in 
response to questioning were recorded. rt is likely that 
far more satisfactions would have been added to individual 
scores had respondents actually been confronted with the 
above summary and asked to indicate which items they felt 
applied to them. Undoubtedly almost all respondents would 
have agreed, for example, that they derived satisfaction 
from mixing with persons broadly reinforcing to their own 
beliefs and views, or from the interest and stimulation 
engendered by discussion and the exchange of ideas which 
accompanies even that most basic of all political activities -












SOURCES OF SATISFACTION BY PARTY 
Category of Satisfaction Mentioned. by Mentioned by National Respondents Labour Respond-
ents 
1. (likeminded people) 13 9 
2. (friends & acquaintances) 20 15 
3. (social status) 13 5 
4. (stimulus) 16 17 
5. (being in the know) 11 8 
6. (doing something worthwhile) 7 7 
7. (from activity itself') 10 10 
8. (politics a wa:y of' life) 3 6 
9. (civic duty) 5 4 
10. (ideological) 0 1 
11 • (single issue) 1 5 
12. (1arty into power) 2 4 
< Thirteen National Party and nine Labour Party women referred 
explicitly to the satisfactions derived from this sort of 
contact with compatible and reinforcing persons: 
- "r do like the women in our b1Panch - they're all so 
agreeable", or "They're all such nice women in our 
branch and we do get along very well", were typical 
expressions of this sort of satisfaction. 





who were 'alive and well read and who had made up their 
minds on things'. 'They're interested in life' she explained, 
'and in the special problems of women'. Another Labour 
respondent put it more simply. 'T:hey' re my kind of people'. 
2wo more Labour women mentioned how much they enjoyed the 
contact with people in the party (that is, likeminded 
persons), and ])articularly the discussions they had. with them. 
One was adamant however that it was not the 'socialising' she 
enjoyed - which she found immensely frustrating - but the 
exchange of ia.eas. In other words, reinforcement from, 
likeminded persons was both social and intellectual, and 
although many did not refer specifically to the reinforcing 
effects of this sort of contact, it was probably,, as earlier 
suggested, an important reinforcing satisfaction enjoyed in 
varying degrees by most respondents. Only one Labour and 
two National party respondents specifically mentioned that 
they derived satisfaction from belonging to a group. It is 
likely that many more did in fact, whether or not they 
perceived the accompanying feelings of belonging,and of 
identification with a group as being an explicit 'satisfaction'. 
One woman said she would miss 'being :wart of her women's 
group' while another, older, National Party respondent said 
she haa been in her branch for nearly twenty years and she 
couldn't imagine not going along each month. 'They're a 
really nice bunch of women and I've grown really fond of 
them', she e:q,lained. 
'Jfile second category of satisfactions were those most 
frequently mentioned. by National Party respondents. Fifteen 
Labour Party and twenty National Party respondents spoke of 
~) 
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the satisfactions they derived from mixing with their 
friends and acquaintances in the party, as well as the new 
people they had met through their continued political 
activity. 
Two National Party women who had recently moved to Remuera 
admitte~ to having initially joined the party specifically 
in order to meet people and make friends. 
'When I first came up here]'. didn't know a soul, one of 
these women eX])lained. I would have gone anywhere I could 
to meet people so when someone asked me to join naturally 
enough I jumped, and it's grown fromi there. They're all so 
friendly and everyboe.y is so pleasant, she added. 
Another National Party respondent who denied vigorously that 
she had sought any rewards or satisfactions from her thirty-
year stint in,the National Party later said she would miss 
her political activity 0ecause 'I have so many friends in 
the Party and people have always been so kind to me' •. ( In 
other words, despite her assertions to the contrary, it was 
probably the personal satisfactions even more than the 
eX]}licitly political rewards of assisting her party into 
power that had kept her active all those years.) Many 
respondents thought they would miss most 'meeting other 
i,eople' ,;, 'the colll])any of other women' or 'friends I have 
made over the years' •. Five National Party women mentionea 
that it was the 'social life' they enjoyed most about their 
political activity, and most, at some stage of their 
interviews, indicated that the social side of things -
cocktail ])arties, fashion parades,. etc, were important anti 
rewarding aspects of party activity~ the importance of which 
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they rationalised in varying ways: they ke1t the Party's 
image in the public eye, or created a 'friendly spirit in 
the electorate! ..w-e-Pe-'t~l--Pat.i.onid:±-sa-'b:i:&n~e.d. 
Significantly, those women - two National and three Labour 
party women - who felt they 'woulcm't miss much at all if 
they had to give up all their ~olitical activity tomorrow1 
were all women who said they did not receive social gratifi-
cations from their party activity: - 'I don't go for the 
social side of it', one National Party woman was adamant. 
•r have stacks of' friends~ and I really go only because I 
think I am making some sort of contribution by going along'. 
(This woman had a strong sense of citizen iuty.) 
.Another woman insisted she wasn't at all keen om the social 
side of her National Party activity. She explained that she 
couldn't be bothered with socialising because 'I could belong 
to any number of clubs if that was all I wanted'. She 
therefore refused to attend most social :functions, and sent 
along donations instead. 
'Well, I'm not at all keen on, the tea party aspect of the 
National Party',:, another National Party woman explained. 'All 
these little afternoon teas are all right, but I personally 
feel they achieve nothing.' 
None of' these seven women thought they would miss much at all 
if they had to give up all their party ~olitical activity, 
since, three of' them reasoned, they could still listen to 
Parliament or keep up to date with politics outside the Party,. 
Conversely, all those women who could not bear to contemplate 
a life devoid of all ]'Olitical activity were those for whom 





and agreeable persons were specifically mentioned as 
important sources of continuing satisfactions. 
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In the third category of satisfactions derived from1 social 
status were included thirteen National and five Labour 
res1ondents who said they enjoyed (or would miss most) the 
'social' side of their political activity, as well as the 
acquaintance of 'important' or ~restigious members of the 
community. .A:gain the greater numl>ers of National Party 
respondents deriving this sort of 'social gratification' 
satisfaction is significant. 
'Well, I: do think it's very niee to know your MP,'one National 
Party woman pointed out. 'I have such a lot of contact with 
Mr Highet it's marvellous really'. This woman, married to a 
surveyor ana living in comparatively modest surrounds, 
appearea to derive considerable social satisfactions fro~ 
her close contact with her MP. 
In the La sour Party,., one woman said quite li>luntly that she 
was in it 9ecause in her position as a branch President, 
'people take notice of me because they think I might be able 
to help them politically. r. can even write to Mr Kirk if I 
like, while I've got the status of being a branch President, 
and he will take notice of me ••• that's why I'm in it really -
]: woulcftn 1t get all the '~ower and glory' if I was on1the 
outside'. 
Another Labour Party respondent said she had never had a 
social life before she became a member of the Party, and that 
she did enjoy all the going out and the parties - something 
she'd never known before. (This woman was the only one who 
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specifically referred to the socialising satisfactions of 
Labour Party activity.) Two other Labour respondents 
mentioned their friendships with two different MPs which 
seemed to be extremely important to both of them, and 
unaoubtedly a factor that sustained their intense loyalty 
to the Labour Party. 
Satisfactions derived from the 'stimulus of ideas 9 and the 
broadening of the mind through discussions and the exchange 
of ideas and so forth, comprised the other major source of 
satisfactions for activists. Seventeen Lal)our respondents 
and sixteen National Party respondents said they enjoyed 
(frequently 'most of all') the 'stimulus of ideas' or 'the 
discussions we have' as well as the 'debates and visiting 
speakers'. 'I'm learning all the time - that's what I enjoy 
most', one woman explained. 'It broadens the mind and opens 
up your eyes a bit, as you hear different points of view.' 
'It makes you think', another added with great emphasis. 
'It makes you a more interesting person - I'm sure of that., 
You learn a lot front. the pooling of ideas, and you feel 
you're discussing really worthwhile things.' 
Another woman explained it even more simply. 'I'm just 
interested in the doings of the day. I like to know something 
about things.' Two women - one National and one Labour -
said they had joined their respective ])arties largely in 
order to learn about :politics. (Both were married to 
politically active man,. and :possibly felt they should make 
an effort to understand their husbands' enthusiasm.) 'I went 
along to the women's branch to see if I could learn a bit 
a"!Jout the Party,' one explained. •r don't know much about 







understand what people are talking about.• T.he stimulating 
aspect of party political activity was probably one of the 
features that distinguished it frollll the activities of other 
social clubs. For some women - particularly older women, 
who did not belong to other social clubs - it sometimes 
seemed to be the only stimulus and real interest they enjoyed 
outside their immediate home environment. 
Being im the know was another evident source of satisfaction 
for many activists. Eight Labour respondents and eleven 
National Party res:pondents mentioned that they woula miss 
'not eeing on the inside - not knowing what was going on.' 
~I'd hate to have everything going on and not knowing or 
taking part in it. I should think it would be very unsatis-
factory to be continually saying 'I don't know'.' Others 
mentioned. that the only thing they would really miss was the 
fact that being in a political party meant you were kept up 
to date about what was going on. 
~he most explicit comment along these lines came from a 
National Party respondent who explained that she really 
enjoyed being on the inside of a party. 'You really seem 
close to it, somehow, ~hen you're in a political party. 
When I was overseas last year I felt isolated and ignorant 
and cut off. I just didn't know what was going on. - You 
seem so much closer in the National Party.' (To what was 
neve~ specified.) 
The same num~er of National and Labour ~arty respondents 
(seven) derived satisfactions from feeling that they were 





party when we get something worthwhile done - as we did at 
the last branch meeting,' one woman explained. 
- 'Well, I like to feel we're trying to get somewhere, you 
know,' another decided. 'I enjoy most being on the Remuera 
Executive and feeling that something more directly useful 
is coming from my activity'. 
- 'Well, I would miss being in contact with something that 
is very important for our nation,' another respondent 
confirmed. Another respondent, feeling dissatisfied by the 
apparent ineffectiveness of political activity in Remuera, 
was considering trying to work for another area 'to do 
something more worthwhile' • 'There trs not a lot you can do 
in Remuera. We' 11 never lose the seat. I'd rather work in: 
a branch where you can feel you're really achieving something.' 
Ten Labour and ten National res])ondents derived satisfactions 
from activity itself. 'It's something to think about other 
than your introverted little life', one Labour Party 
respondent pointed out,. 'ani it helps to fill up the days' • 
Another National Party woman said it 'kept her from thinking 
about her ailments and. kept her busy'. - 'Well,. I always 
enjoy doing things and being active - I would miss the work. 
I enjoy most helping on Election day and doing the sick votes', 
she added. 'I'm elderly and I want to remain active as long 
as I'm able to because you've got to have interests'. 
This rather negative satisfaction derived merely from 
'filling U]> time' was mentioned by seven elderly respondents. 
'It is important as you get older that you have interests so 
you don't become a burden on your ramily', one woman told me. 
Another explained how she had joined the branch when she was 




myself with'. -'I think I'll go along more now as it helps 
to fill up my days', another decided, while yet another 
National Party respondent went into slightly more detail 
about how f'illing up her time was one of the main reasons 
she initially joined the Party. 'Well, this friend came 
along at an opportune time really. I was wondering what I 
would do as I had more time on my hands with the children 
grown up and I felt I was getting a bit stale. I jumped at 
joining the National Party and it certainly does give you an 
interest and it gets you out of the house.' 
Politics had become so habitual, so much a part of the lives 
of three National and si~ Labour respondents that they 
could not bear to contemplate a life devoid of political 
activity. Some of them simply could not imagine~ giving 
it all up. - 'If I had to give up all my Labour Party 
activity I'd feel I would give up everything I enjoy in life,' 
one Labour woman was insistent. -'I just could..n't imagine 
life without activity,'another Labour respondent explained. 
'I love organising things successfully and being active. I 
would miss this sort of activity immensely ••• in fact I fear 
my old age when I'm no longer able to be active'. -'It's 
sort of in my blood - it's part of my life and I enjoy it all,' 
a National Party woman explained., - 'I've never joined 
anything else in my life other than the Labour Party', one 
Labourite pointed out. ''I've never felt I neeaed to - I'm sm 
happy in the Labour Party.' For this latter respondent, and 
others in this category, politics eould indeed be described 
as a 'secul.ar religion' in that it gave them a built-in sense 
of purpose, and achievement as well as the habitual social 
and educational satisfactions outlined above. One other 





adamant that she would never give her political activity 
up~ 'I can't ever see myself giving it up. Even if I 
couldn't creep out of the house I could always write letters 
to peo1le and listen to Parliament and annoy Johnathan Hunt'. 
A::J.though several studies in New Zealand show National Party 
members as possessing a strong sense of citizen duty, and 
deriving considerable satisfaction from being a good citizen, 
only five m:itional Party respondents and four Labour Party 
respondents mentioned that fulfilling a sense of civic duty 
was one of the satisfactions they derived from their party 
activity. This possibly is related to the fact that previous 
studies (like Graeme Eng's 1)'_ asked res:pondents if they 
felt they had any duty to participate in politics, frequently 
prompting a positive response. The nine respondents in my 
sample who mentioned their feelings of citizen duty did, in 
some instances, however, display a very strong sense of 
citizen duty. -'I don't enjoy any of' it at all,' one National 
Party respondent stated. 'I do it more out of a sense of 
duty - the desire to be a good citizen - than anything else. 
That is what drives me.' -'Well I definitely feel a duty to 
participate', another confirmed. 'That was one of the 
strongest reasons for my going in. I feel everyone should 
contribute something to the community, although I do feel as 
though I've done my whack now'. 
One woman in the Labour Party explained that she was mainly 
in the party because she felt she should be in it. 'I feel 
I should take a part in it because I feel everyone should 
participate in our community.' Another Labour respondent 
who admitted that for 'a long time I went to the women's 
branch simply out of a sense of duty' was now really starting 
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to enjoy going. 1 ']:t' s becoming more interesting all the 
time', she told me. 
Edeological satisfactions derived when a party moved in a 
certain ideological direction were explicitly referred to 
by only one Labour respondent (although it is likely that 
this sort of self interest 'reform' or 'counter-reform' 
satisfaction would be experienced consciously or unconsciously 
by many more respondents from1both parties.) The one Labou~ 
respondent in this category who had pledged herself to the 
'liberation of mankind' and had joined the New Zealand Labour 
Party only because of the absence of alternatives, was 
immensely frustrated. 'Sometimes when we get a remit throumi 
I feel the Labour Party can £2. something, but normally I 
feel so frustrated. I. feel the Labour Party is useless.' 
The only satisfaction this woman said she derived from her 
party activity was a reeling of being 'kept in touch'. 'I 
feel as if I would be there if anything happened', she 
explained. Apart from this, she was thoroughly dissatisfied 
and disillusioned. 
One National and five Labour party respondents derived 
satisfactions from:pushing for a single issue or policy. 
The National Party respondent in this category was pressing 
for the full adoptio:mi. of the Carpenter Nursing report, 
although when asked how she was going about ensuring its 
implementation, she seemed only to have made a few overtures 
to her local Member of Parliament. Nevea?theless, she said 
she liked to think she was 'getting something done' in this 
direction. 





'chuck the whole thing in' explained that one of the only 
reasons she stayed irr..the party was because 'occasionally 
you get a remit through Conference and you think you might 
be. helping to influence party policy and move the party to 
the left.' 
~wo other women derived satisfactions from getting remits 
on areas of particular concern to them passed through 
Conferences.. (']hese women were particularly concerned 
with international relations and peace), and three more said 
they enjoyed 'making the Labour party sit up and realise the 
51% of the voting constituency are women'. Alll these women:. 
derived some satisfactiomfrom. the feeling that they were 
having some measure of success im pushing particular policies 
of concern to them,. but as many frustrations and disappoint-
ments were experienced by three of these women. One woman 
in particular,. not knowing how to push her particular policy 
through the party experienced1as a conse~uence.of her 
uncertainty, an extremely high degree of frustration. 
Only two National and four Labour party women mentioned 
'helping their party into power' as being one of the 
satisfactions they derived from:political participation~ 
although here again it is likely, particularly in the National 
Party where so many respondents saw their ,1ection day 
contribution as the climax of their party activity (see 
Chapter six below) that this was a source of satisfaction 
for many more women., One National Party woman states. 
specifically in her interview, for example, that 'most 
members are just so determined that the National Party must 
stay in - that seems to be their ultimate aim. They'1re 
satisfied if they feel they're doing something to keep the 
J 
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party in power.' Since, however, this woman did not herself 
belong to a National Party Women's Section, it is possible 
that members of her main - that is, mixed - branch were more 
politically oriented than members o:ft the specifically women's 
section, who seemed more concerned with the personal than 
the political benefits of participation. Indeed, it appears 
from table 2.2 that for some respondents explicitly political 
satisfactions - like assisting a party into power - were only 
the 'incidental' reasons for their party participation. 
What emerges strikingly from these tables is the multiplicity 
of satisfactions derived by respondents from their political 
activity, even where these rewards were not perceived as 
such, or where an individual strenuously denied looking for, 
or receiving, any satisfactions fro:rmher political particip-
ation. The multiplicity of satisfactions referred to above 
hell)s explain the phenomenomof ap])arently altruistic 'party 
identifiers' (women who strongly identify with and support a 
party for thirty or more years for example) insisting they do 
so only for 'the party' with not a thought for themselves or 
their own satisfactions to taint their altruistic efforts. 
The importance of personal reasons for their participation 
cannot be overestimated, despite altruistic protestations to 
the contrary. 
IJfue frequency with which the 'exchange of ideas' and the 
'learning' aspect of party activity was mentioned by 
respondents frormboth parties explains im large measure why 
many women, who seemed to belong to a party primarily to 
play bridge and attend socials, looked to a political party 
for these satisfactions instead of to the innumerable social 
clubs to which many of the~ belonged. The answer emerging 
from my sample was that most members derived fronn their 
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political participation additional 'solidary' satisfactions -
particularly from. the stimulus of discussion and debate, the 
feeling of being 'in the know' and of participating in 
something worthwhile. 
Et is obviously no coincidence that those activists who had 
been active for twenty or more years all derived considerable 
satisfactions of a solidary nature from their participation. 
T.hese satisfactions had in most cases taken om an habitual 
character, particularly for those activists who felt 
politics to be 'part of their lives'. By contrast, those 
women who recorded only one or two satisfactions were, 
without exception, those who were contemplating 'dropping 
out',who were the most 'infrequent attenders' and who saii 
they did not think they would miss much if they gave up all 
their party activity the next day. In this category were 
three 'purposively orientea• Labour Party members, two women 
who participated in politics primarily to satisfy a sense of 
duty, one 'materially oriented' National Party respondent, 
and one Labour respondent who said she went along to meetings 
only to'learn a little bit about politics'. 
Tne imminent withdrawal of support of these women gives 
credence to the hypothesis that 'support is specific to the 
returns obtained from it' .J, Sustained party sup])ort, it 
seems, requires habitual rewards of a solidary nature which 
these last-mentioned women did not enjoy. Indeed, three of 
these women seemed to feel little more than contemp'tfor their 
party peers, which meant that they did not even derive 




ln other words, the more satisfactions received from 
participation, the greater the likelihood that an individua~ 
will continue to participate. In addition, the greater the 
number of solidary - particularly social gratification -
satisfactions, the more likely an individual will participate 
actively, since purposive satisfactions - particularly single 
issue or ideological satisfactions, are without doubt the 
most difficult to fulfill from political participation and 
therefore the most likely to be blocked and frustrated. 
National Party respondents, as table 2.2 indicates, derived 
considerably more social satisfactions from their party 
activity than; did their Labour Party counterparts. While 
approximately the same number of women from;both parties 
derived satisfactions froim 'being in the know', 'doing 
something useful' and from the activity itself, Labour Party 
women referred to slightly more 'purposive' satisfactions 
than did the National Party women, only one of whom mentioned 
any purJl)osive satisfaction received from::party activity other 
than a vague desire to keep their party im power.. The general 
lack of perceived purposive satisfactions, and the infrequent 
references made to political as compared to personal rewards 
underlines the fact that for many women in my sample 
(.especially in the National Party sample) their su!)port was 
basically social and only incidentally political. 
Tensions and dissatisfactions expressed by activists often 
stemmed directly from the sharp variations in satisfactionffi 
sought and received by members in,the same branch. While 
some members were 'just loving' the social functions and the 
activity that went into making them successful, others iD 
the same branch were frustrated by these functions and the 
.) 
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'expended energy and effort' they felt these required for 
such apparently 'minimal' returns. While some members were 
motivated by a desire to fill u~ their time and do something 
vaguely useful in, their declining years, others in the same 
branch were strongly partisan and dedicated to working 
vigorously to keep their party - or assist their party 
into power •. 
~he multiplicity of satisfactions derived from political 
participation, irn other words, would lead to heterogeneous 
memberships when quite different persons with quite different 
sets of motivations and seeking quite different sorts of 
satisfactions, found themselves working side by side in the 
same branch. Greater homogeneity characterised the outlook 
of the National Party women, because of the greater number 
of women seeking explicitly social rewards, but this, one 
suspected, arose largely because of the 'social' image of the 
•··afternoon ladies'. Women opting to joim the National Party 
Women's Section would know in advance - or rapidly discover -
the narrow bounds of political activity in these branches. 
'I!his observation is borne out by the comments of three women 
interviewed in Remuera who had consciously chosen not to join 
the Women's Sectiom im their party:. 'I prefer a more 
intelligent approach myself' one announced rather scathingly. 
-'I think it would be dreadful to belong to a women's section 
because all they ever do is to fluff around and think about 
food and fundraising - that's not the part I want to play in 
the National Party.' The other woman said she wasn't in the 
slightest bit interested in the Women's Sections because they 
were so ''dreary and domestic'., 'All they do is to provide 




Political activity in the National Party Women's Sections 
took place within such narrow bounds, and was so socially 
oriented, that one would sus])ect, contrary to the Wilson and 
Clark and Eldersveld findings ?fr a high retention of initial 
motivation~ by women in these branches,. since most purposively 
oriented women would tend, like the three above, to shy away 
from joining the socially-oriented women's sections of the 
National Party. 
But undoubtedly the clearest conclusiolil.1. to emerge from:. the 
responses reported in this sectiom is the fact that it is quite 
possible to partici~ate actively in a political party for 
'social gratification' reasons~ without ever acquiring a more 
significant political consciousness than was manifested before 
joining. 
This explains why a considerable number of respondents who 
had been continuously active i~ their respective parties for 
twenty or more years, were still only very minimally equipped 
in terms of attitudinal resources for effective political 
action. The majority of res:pondents, as has been demonstrated, 
were brought into their respective parties on solicitation, 
and before that had not been politically active. That so 
many respondents had been continuously active in their party 
for so long without-having acquired these attitudinal 
resources - information, political knowledge and understanding 
for exam]llle - underlines the primacy of social gratifications 
derived by activists from their political activity. 
Obviously, many women, particularly those who desired above 
all to 'fill up their days' with something vaguely worthwhile 
and interesting, had been regularly attending meetings and 
functions for many years without really having much idea about 
their party, its policies or its leaders, let alone the Oppos-
itions's. Fre~uently such women( who would be described as 
active if judged by their outputs of time and energy for their 
parties) could not, one suspected, be distinguished from a 
group of their friends of similar political leanings who were 
not in any way formally connected with a political partyj 
FOOTNOTES 
1see Appendix, page 269, numbers 83-88. 
2see Eng, G.A op cit., 
3 Dennis, R. op cit., p 600. 
4Wison, J.Q. op cit., pp 4-5, 




POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AS A FUNCTION 
OF POLITICAL INFORMATIO:Nf 
Page 138 
Before an individual can aspire to influence the political 
decision-making processes,she must have a level of inform-
ation and understanding of the channels through whichshe 
can work to promote hts political objectives. Only once 
this elemental knowledge and understanding is acquired can 
an individual hope to translate h~s ideas into effective 
political influence. 
~\ party activist, for example, asp1.r1.ng to influence a 
National or Labour party Conference im a particular direction, 
would need to know how to most effectively discuss a topic at 
a Conference, where best to present certain information 
(in a nommi ttee or in: a Pull>lic session, for exam1le) who to 
aim the information at (the Press or the Party leaders or 
delegates},. and how best to deliver that information (.verbally 
or in written form):. In short, information and understanding 
of the basic political processes is a fundamental resource 
for any form of effective politica1 participation. 
'fhe amount of information about politics picked up by an 
individual will depend upon a number of factors:: the amount 
of political information to which an individual is exposed 
in any given environment; the interest and attentivenesa of 
an individual to that informatiom which will increase in 
relation to firstly, his motivatiom to absorll> this information, 






meaning to this information, and thirdly, his ability to 
translate this information into practical action. 
Looking first at the amount of political information present 
in an individual's environment, this may come fromi the mass 
media, from personal contact and political discussion, from 
political activity (participation in a political party~ 
pressure group or voluntary organisation, for example) or 
individual reading. Although most New Zealanders, regardless 
of their socio-economic position,have an opportunity to 
follow politics in. the various mass media,(television, radio 
and newspapers being owned or ~ead by the majority,~ 
information coming fron other sources mentioned above would 
obviously vary considerably, according to an individual's 
particular environment. To test the extent of individual 
exposure and attentiveness to political information, 
respondents were asked whether they followed politics and 
political debates, whether they read metropolitan newspapers, 
whether they listened to the radio and/or watchecl. television. 
Did they listen to current affairs programmes on television 
and radio? ]:f so, which programmes were these? Did they 
subscribe to any magazines, and did they read much in their 
spare time? Finally, where did they think they acquired most 
of their political information from - newspapers, television, 
personal discussion, radio, or attendance at party political 
meetings? 
Before analysing individual responses to these questions, 
however, I divided respondents into categories of strong 
partisans, moderate partisans and weak partisans, according 
to their responses to the question - how strong would you 





a striking correspondence was found between those respondents 
most strongly :partisan (ten Labour and seven National) and 
those who affirmed that they followed politics closely 
(eight Labour and six N·ational party women).. S,trong partisans,. 
interested and therefore motivated to deliberately seek out 
political information,. did so in a markedly different 
fashion fronn those weak partisans who only incidentally picked 
up poli tica], informatiom im their environment. 
:Et is this motivational difference that accounts, I concluded,-
for the quite extreme variations im the levels of political 
information and understanding among activists, (see next 
section) despite the fact that most of them were ex1oseti to 
a broadly similar communications media. /l:11 respondents 
said they read their daily Auckland metropolitan newspapers; 
all but three Labour respondents and one National party 
respondent had television; and all those with television 
said they watchea. Gallery. (see table 3.2)) 
Despite these similar reading and viewing habits, wide 
variations in attentiveness and therefore in information:; 
abso!'])tion were evident among respondents im both parties. 
Whereas four weak partisans said they would watch 'Gallery' 
only if they happened to be at home, three other strong 
partisans (two Labour and one National party respondent) said 
it was their favourite programme which they just 'wouldn't 
miss'. Similarly, one National Party woman explained how 
she read her newspapers 11a.,,.,ssi,duously' morning and night, 
while six others said they just 'glanced at them when they 
had time'~ Another newsJaper reader said she formed her 
opinions from 'reading between the lines' of the daily 
) 
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newspapers, while others obviously followed and believed more 
or less everything they read. One Labour respondent who said 
she didn't always get around to reading her newspaper or 
watching television 'because she didn't have time', later 
explained how when an im~ortant social issue came up in the 
media, she would follow it closely inLthe papers and on 
television. Interest, and therefore motivation, in this 
instance, seemed to be more important than her stated 'lack 
of time'. 
~he most significant differences im individual attentiveness 
and interest in politics, however, were revealed by 
~IIVU-£.. 
respondents wherv~sked whether they listened to radio current 
affairs programmes or whether they listened to Parliament. 
(see tables 3.3,, 3.4, 3.5) Seven Labour respondents and 
five National Party respondents listened to Parliament 
'frequently': four Labour and five National respondents 
'on occasion'. All but one of the Labour Party 'frequent 
listeners' were old 'party faithfuls', strongly loyal to their 
party, who tuned in to Parliament most days, and who had been 
doing so for many years. Four of the five National Party 
'frequent listeners' were also highly partisan, describing 
their views as 'extremely strong' or 'as strong aS3 they could 
be'. :n::t would appear from. my sample then, that Parliament 
speaks primarily to the converted, since only those strong 
partisans, who consciously exposed themselves to political 
information, seemed to bother making the effort to listen to 
Parliament at all. Three of these Parliamentary listeners 
displayed strong partisan biases and even distortions in their 
political evaluations. Thus, while their information levels 
were clearly superior to non-listeners, their partisan beliefs 
) 
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seemed more inflexible than most. Presumably, for these 
women, listening to Parliament served mainly to reinforce 
their a.,lready strong partisan views (and biases) and to 
give f'uel to their already strong antagonistic feelings to 
the t other side t •. (see seetion ( a.ii..}~£ t-h.;;i;a:-·:r:ha:p:t:e:r::-below1 
Of those who said they 'never listened to Parliament', four 
said they couldn't listen in because they found it 'unbearable r: 
or 'appalling'. Several women explained that Parliament 
irritated or annoyed them, while one National Party 
respondent expressed horror at the 'voices they talk in' 
and the way they 'continually abuse one another'. 
Five party activists, busy in fulltime occupations or time-
consuming organisational activities, who followed political 
debates closely and who tried to keep themselves politically 
informed and up to date, but who did not have the time to 
listen to Parliament, compensated for this to some extent 
by following closely as many radio current affairs programmes 
as they could. {see tables 3.5,, 3 •. 6 and 3. 7) 
!Irhe remainder of the non-listeners just 'couldn't be bothered' 
to listen to the radio or 'just weren't interested'. 
S,ignificantly, most of those who said they didn't listen to 
the radio at all were also those respondents who said they 
'didn't follow politics much' or they 'couldn't be bothered' 
or 'hadn't taken much interest lately'. These respondents 
who did not have the motivation to seek out political 
information, instead 'picked it up incidentally fromiwatching 
Gallery, the television news, reading (or scanning) the 




Only three women in my sample mentioned reading as one of 
their major sources of political information. (see table 
3. 8) Two Labour and one National party respondent explained 
that they were voracious readers, and gained much of their 
considerable political information from this medium. However, 
two thirds of my sample said they didn't read much at all, 
which I generally took to mean they didn't read,anything 
political at all. One woman, for example, said she read 
light fiction only, and another that she subscribed to four 
women's magazines~ but these would hardly be held up as 
vessels of political insight and information. On the other 
hand, one strongly partisan Labour respondent said she read 
only the Labour Party 'Statesman' frollll. one year to the next. 
S'ixteen. respondents - eight National .and eight Labour - said 
they acquired much of their informatiomfrom political 
discussion - imparty branches and through personal contacts. 
(see table 3.9) Like Parliament, however, this medium of 
information appeared to be reinforcing and partisan -
particularly for those respondents whose circle of close 
friends did not extend beyond the realnnof' their own party. 
(see Chapter 1, Section V above) Those persons relying on 
political discussion for most of their political information, 
did tend to dis:r,lay subsequently a high degree o'ft'bias, giving 
credence to the view that political discussion frequently 
serves to mutually reinforce already established points of 
view. 
A~ number of conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing: 
firstly, my sample does substantiate the hypothesis that 
those most psychologically involved im politics will be those 
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most highly motivated to seek out and remain attentive to 
political information. The strongest partisans irr,both 
parties were those who listened. to Parliament and radio 
current affairs programmes, in addition to watching Gallery~ 
television news and reading newspapers. Such women appeared 
to place a premium on' 'being ini the know' and 'keeping up to 
date' - a habit which assured them of a basic level of political 
understanding and knowledge. 
'l!he majority of women, however, were not highly motivated 
to seek out political information or to keep themselves up 
to date. Although Labour Party women tended to listen to 
the radio more than their National Party counterparts, no 
strong inter-party comparisons can be drawn from the above. 
Reading as a source of political information was uncommon for 
women in both parties - most respondents did no more than scan 
the daily newspapers and read magazines. (see table.3.8) 
Political discussion and radio listenership were major sources 
of political information for a minority of women frorrr.both 
parties while Gallery and the television news were undoubtedly 
the most important source of political information for 
respondents from1 both parties in my sample, and this 
inevitably shaped the political orientations of these women. 
Many respondents, when assessing individual politicians, for 
example, had strong emotional responses to those political 
leaders who featured most prominently on their screens -
Messrs Kirk, Muldoon, Marshall and Sir Keith Holyoake. On 
the other hand, those political leaders - Mr Rowling and 
Mr Watt, for example, who only infre~uently appeared om 
television,. were unknown to the majority of respondents ( see 
next section), despite the fact that they are both leaders of 
the Labour Party, and that Mr Watt represents an Auckland 
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electorate adjacent to Remuera. 
JI..\ further common characteristic of those who relied on 
television for most of their political information (see 
cftcipf-er,r- three below) was the ignorance of policy differences 
between the National and Labour parties, or of party stands 
on issues generally, despite the fact that most women were 
strongly identified with one or other party. This 'personal-
ised' conception of party politics, in other words, fostered 
by television, meant that those respondents who were not 
sufficiently motivated to seek out political information (all 
but ten respondents irr my sample) appeared to base their 
political attitudes and partisan stands on a shallow structure 
of slogans, stereotypes and images derived from, or reinforced 
by, the transient television appearances of a small collection 
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TABLE 3.7 
Number S'.aying 'Very Interested' in Poli tics 
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MOST IMPORTANT SOURCES OF POLITICAL INFORMATION 
National Labour 
Radio 8 11 = 19 
Television - Gallery/tv news 21 19) = 4(J: 
Newspaper 16 18 = 34 
Reading (books) 1 2 = 3 
Political discussion 8 8 = 16 








The last section demonstrated that few women were sufficient-
ly motivated to deliberately seek out political information. 
In this section I attempted to discover whether this lack of 
fl'ie(ff 
motivation among/respondents was reflected in a low level of 
political information • 
As two crude indicators of elementary political information, 
respondents were asked their opinions on Mr Marshall, Mr Watt, 
Mr Muldoon, Mr Rowling and Sir Keith Holyoake, the intention 
being here to ascertain firstly whether women could~ 
leaders, and secondly, whether \fhe-y.:1 knew enough about these 
men to make some assessment of them. Secondly, respondents 
were asked their opinions of the women Members of Parliament; 
(I deliberately avoided stating how many there were, or what 
were their names), and how respondents thought they compared 
with other Members of Parliament •. 
Eleven Labour Party women admitted they didn't know much about 
Mr Rowling, which in at least nine cases appeared on further 
probing to mean they had never heard of the gentleman. Six 
similarly did not know anything about Mr Watt other than 
that he was a Member of Parliament. F'ifteen~~n,. ini order 
to reply to the question about the women Members of ParliamentJ 
had first to ask who these women were. Eight of the fifteem 
had heard of one or two - particularly the 'maori lady', but 
only nine Labour respondents altogether had heard of Mrs 
MacMillan and only six were able to make any comments at all 
about her Parliamentary performance. Seventeen Labour 
respondents vaguely remembered Mrs Stevenson, and eleven had 
definite opinions about her. ('She's a total disaster - says 
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not a word in Parliament and cowtows to the men' was one 
example). Most, however, confined their assessments of 
the women MP's to a general remark along the lines - 'you 
don't hear much about them do you?' or 'they don't seem very 
impressive to me'. Only four women who listened to Parliament 
regularly and two others who consciously kept themselves 
politically up to date were able to express some definite 
opinion about all four of them. In the National Party sample~ 
Mr Rowling and Mr Watt had scarcely been heard of at all. 
Eighteen of the twenty-five respondents did not know who 
Mr Rowling was, and of those seven who did, five commented 
only in some very general fashion like 'I admire Mr Rowling 
more than Mr Watt'. Eight women said they had never heard 
of Mr Watt ei:t:her., Only four women knew that Mr Watt was 
the Deputy Leader of the Labour Party, and most did not seem 
very interested. Three women stated frankly: 'I don't seem 
to take much notice of the Opposition, to tell the truth'. 
Twenty-three National Party women when asked to comment on 
the women MP's had first to question me as to who these women 
were. After prompting, all but two had heard of Mrs Stevenson 
and either strongly defended or castigated her. Only~ 
women who listened to Parliament frequently was able to recall 
who Mrs :MacMillan was. Nineteen, when prompted, had heard of 
Mrs Tirikatene-Sullivan. Twelve women said they never seemed 
to hear of Mrs Tomblesom much - she didn't come to Auckland 
so they had never heard her speak. Six felt she had 'rather 
faded' over the years~ and three suggested she had been 'sat 
upon' by the men in the Party. 
Like the Labour Party respondents, most made only general, 
tentative comments about the women MP's like 'I haven't really 
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followed them very much but they do see:rmto be quite good' 
or 'they haven't risen to any great heights, have they?' or 
'I'm not sure they've really been very successful', demonstrat-
ing that they had given the matter little or no thought. 
Considering that all respondents were women 'party activists', 
the ignorance and lack of interest in the women Members of 
Farliament is obviously significant. (One would assume that 
most Maoris active in the respective political parties would 
have informed themselves as to who their Maori MP's were,. 
and indeed the one Maori woman in my sample who had only heard 
of Mrs Tirikatene-Sullivan and Mrs Stevenson was thoroughly 
familiar with all the Maori Ml?'' s). 
Undoubtedly, part of the reason for the lack of interest an~ 
information about our women Members of Parliament is the lack 
or prominence and generally 'low profile' images of these 
women, despite the fact that one would have expected them, 
to 'stand out' as 'exceptions' in a predominantly male 
Parliament. The low level of information about MP's also 
reflects the minimal educational function of both political 
parties. McClosky et a11 point out that American political 
parties make only a feeble effort to educate their rank and 
file, and the same could most definitely be said for both 
political parties in New Zealand - particularly the Labour 
Party. For while six National Party women cited their party 
its meetings and propaganda - as important sources of their 
political information,, only three Labour women attributed the 
Labour Party with this function. 
Primarily, however, I concluded, that the ignorance of women 
MP's was just part of a general ignorance, even among active 
:party workers, of all politicians beyond their own local MP, 
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visi~le party leaders - Messrs Kirk, Muldoon, Marshall, 
Holyoake and possibly Talboys, Thompson and McIntyre, plus 
a handful of others visible to individual respondents. This 
conclusion was borne out by the general ignorance of persons 
like Deputy Labour leader Hugh Watt and Labour Party President 
Mr Rowling:. Ai.lso by the fact that those demonstrating the 
least amounts of information in answering the two previous 
questions were those who relied for most of their information 
on Gallery,, the NZBC news and scanning newspapers for their 
political information. Indeed, there was a marked distinction 
between those ten respondents who were most strongly partisan 
and earlier demonstrated a real motivation to keep themselves 
politically informed and those who obtained their political 
information only incidentally. The majority of women from. 
both political parties, though possibly more attentive to 
political information in the media than persons not belonging 
to a political party, still revealed a paucity of information 
on even the most elementary areas of political life - the 
leaders of the two political parties, for example. 
1!he low level of information demonstrated by re~pondents in 
my sample would also reflect the minimal amount of political 
inrormation and stimuli intruding into the average woman's 
(particularly housewife's) environment. The respondents 
whose worlds were primarily centred around their homes -(the 
majority}- who had received only a low level of formal 
education (as most of them had) and who were surrounded by a 
virtually apolitical peer group of female friends (as most 
of them were) would inevitably encounter few political 
stimuli in their immediate environment. Since only six Labour 
and four National party women could be said to energetically 
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seek out political information, it is not surprising that 
women in my sample were so ill-equipped for political 
activism in terms of political information, which, as has 
already been pointed out, is a basic pre-requisite of any 





Given the comparative basis of my sample, I thought it would 
be worthwhile to examine the wa:y women from both parties 
viewed their own party~ its policies and leaders, as well as 
the Opposition, to see to what extent their partisan beliefs 
and attitudes were based on objective assessment,. to what 
extent on bias and distortion. 
Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee, in their examination of 
'political perception' 1, hypothesise that each individual 
possesses what they term a 'perceptual screen' through which 
all incoming information is processed and screened. This 
perceptual screen serves, they contend, a definite psychologi-
cal function for the individual; one of its chief functions 
being the avoidance of potential stress. 
'Tne perceptual screen is therefore used as defence or 
protection against the complexities, contradictions and 
problems of political evaluation •••• It is used to escape 
from attitudinal cross pressures ••• in order to avoid some 
of the inconsistencies in partisan belief that might otherwise 
manifest. 12 
Perception, in other words, plays an important role in 
reinforcing partisan attitudes. The stronger a person's 
partisan beliefs, the less likely he is to perceive uncongenial 
or contradictory events or points of view, and hence, 
J 
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presumably, the less he will be likely to revise his own 
original position. With remarkable consistency, the 
intensely involved will 'pull' their own candidate or party 
and 'push' their opponent into extremes of goodness and 
badness, rightness and wrongness. Perception frequently 
operates to make differences between parties, candidates and 
policies seem greater than they actually are. Opponents are 
often made into more of an enemy by the individual's perceived 
enlargement of the opponent's position, or alternatively,. 
through professed lack of knowledge of one's own candidate or 
party's stand where disagreement is likely.3 
TJley conclude that the stronger the partisanship, the greater 
the (mis)perception of agreement with one's own side, the less 
the (mis)perception of agreement with the opposi tion •. 4 
On the basis of these hypotheses, I asked respondents to 
assess party leaders from their own and their opposition's 
side; to give their opinion on what they thought their party -
and it's 'opposition' stood for, and who they thought were 
the major supporters of both these parties •. 
Before evaluating these responses, I attempted to assess the 
degree to which women were able to objectively assess their 
own party's policies by asking them how nearly did they think 
their party and its policies match their own beliefs. - Were 
there any major areas of disagreement? The ability of 
respondents to criticise some facets of their party - and 
particularly its policy - was used as a rough indicator of 
the extent of partisan distortion, on the assumption that an 
honest, informed and reasonably intelligent party activist 
could scarcely find no fault with his party unless some methods 
of 'selective inattention' or 'conflict avoidance' mechanisms 
J 
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were employed by that individual. 
][n the Labour Party sample, only five respondents felt their 
views coincided to the extent that there were no major areas 
of disagreement. These five were all strongly identified with 
the Labour Party, so much so that two explained it had become 
'part of their lives'. Two others in this group subsequently 
demonstrated such ignorance of their party's policy stands 
that they would scarcely have been in a position to reflect 
upon possible areas of disagreement. 
The other twenty Labour party respondents, including some of 
the strongest partisans,, expressed what could broadly be 
described as ideological disagreement with the Labour Party. 
'It's just not a socialist party', complained one. 'It's been 
so watered down it's just a loyal opposition now - it's taken 
the place of the liberal party, that's all', another objected. 
'It's just boulstering up a decadent system', one of the 
women on the 'far left', despaired, while the majority 
criticised it more moderately for its 'attitudes of compromise', 
its 'expediency', 'lack of courage', and its 'insufficiently 
concrete ideas'. 
Only four respondents specifically mentioned disagreement with 
the policy of their party. Its stand on Manapouri, Vietnam, 
South Africa and particularly its absence of progressive 
policies regarding women were strongly criticised by these 
four women who were amongst those most highly informed members 
of their party. (see previous section) 
Labour respondents, in general, could hardly be accused of 
misperceiving the extent of their agreement with their party 
then. Most voiced considerable dissatisfaction and frustration 
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with the party, to the extent, in one or two instances,, 
that they could almost have been accused of misperceiving 
the extent of their disagreement. 
On the National Party side, the picture is quite different. 
Only one woman disagreed with her party on ideological 
grounds. This respondent thought the National Party'J~bit 
weak and inclined to chase votes instead of going straight 
ahead and not worrying whether their policy was popular or 
not, demonstrating more naivit~ than misperc~ption. 
Two women expressed disagreement with their party on policy 
grounds. One woman~ felt strongly that the National Party 
should have charged the Vietnam demonstrators with treason, 
and another criticised Rona Stevenson's stand on South Africa 
'I would disagree even if I. was told I was being disloyal', 
she added bravely. 
~wo other respondents consciously concealed their disagreements 
for 'loyalty' reasons. 'I just go along quietly and agree 
with what is right and disagree with what is wrong', one of 
these women explained. 'But I would express my disagreement 
quietly without making any fuss about it'. (She did not 
elaborate as to how this could be effectively done.) Another 
respondent who was not happy with her party's handling of the 
Oakley dispute5and the second channel decision6 said she had 
told her MP about her disagreements, but otherwise kept quiet 
about them'because loyalty comes into it, you know'. 
The only other critical party comment came fromi a younger 
member, who ex:plained that she occasionally ranted and raved 
to her MP or someone else about making unionism voluntary, but 
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she did not appear to take any more concrete actiom to get 
this policy implemented than occasional expressions of her 
opinion .. 
All other respondents said they were 'very happy with the 
party',. or that their views coincided closely, or that there 
was nothing in1particular they could think of that they 
disagreed. with. 
Four respondents mentioned in'their replies to this g_uestion 
their feelings of 'loyalty' to the party, which, they ex.plained, 
would prevent them fronr:voicing disagreements with their party. 
These four were all 'very strong' National Party supporters~ 
who implied in their responses that loyalty to the party 
necessitated misperception, or at least 'public' misperception 
and 'selective inattention'. 
This feeling of loyalty to the party, which many National 
Party respondents referred to at some stage of their interviews, 
appeared to stem from:the very strong feeling of 'group 
identification' among National Party women, many of whom seemed 
to identify with the National Party immuch the same way as 
people identify with their church or nation. The feeling of 
obligation to~ strong and loyal partisan is not unlike the 
obligations ex:pressed by church groups to be a 'good catholic' 
or nations to be a 'good citizen'. This feeling of 'showing 
the flag' or 'not letting the side down' in itself would tend 
to reduce the areas of perceived disagreement with one's party. 
Certainly, it provided respondents with a convenient rational-
isation for their misperceptions: they were simply being loyal 
by not voicing their complaints, and the feeling of satisfact-
ion derived from being a loyal supporter appeared often to 






Labour Party respondents, when asked to give individual 
assessments of Opposition leaders, expressed commensurately 
more criticism than their National Party peers, Their 
criticisms, in fact, verged frequently into that grey area 
of distortion, bias, and even what Robert Lane referred to as 
'legitimised aggression' - not uncommon among strong partisans.7 
Opposition leaders were 'pushed' into'enemy positions', to use 
the Berelson co,ncept?by misperceived enlargement of the areas 
of disagreement with them. 
Mr Muldoon, in particular, came imfor a frontal attack. He 
was variously described as a 'fascist in the making', a'big 
bully mistaken for a strong man','New Zealand's Enoch Powell~ 
and 'uncouth' and 'uncivilised'. One woman explained how she 
'despised, hated and feared Mr Muldoon, especially his 
'McCarthy tactics''. Another that she would be put into 
prison if she told me what she thought of him. Two confessed 
quite simply that they 'just couldn't stand him' and another 
that 'the less said about him: the better'. 
Indeed, the mildest comment used to describe Mr Muldoon came 
from two women who said they just 'did not admire him'. 
Obvious cases of extreme misperception came from two women 
who insisted Mr Muldoon had done nothing to help the country. 
'He's just dragged the country down. He's just led us down 
the garden path - the sooner he's removed the better', one of 
these women was adamant. Whatever one's opinion of Mr Muldoon, 
these latter statements cannot be said to square with the 
reality of the Muldoon financial regime •. 
Mr Marshall did not fare much better in the minds of some 
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respondents, although most were less extreme in their criticisms 
of him: One woman thought Mr Marshall was 'one of the worst 
evils', another that he was 'weak and crafty'; another explained 
that 'whenever I see him I am reminded of Uriah Heap' •. 
Others grudgingly conceded that he was 'shrewd, but not as 
bad as some' or that he was a 'cunning person who could act 
like a liberal if the occasion demanded it'. One woman felt 
he would make a 'better Prime Minister than Sir Keith', and 
another that he did have 'popular appeal'• Five admired Mr 
Marshall greatly, or considered him a gentleman. 'You've got 
to give credit where it's due', .. one explained rather 
cautiously. 
Sir Keith came off best of the three, according to Labour 
respondents. While one said he continuously confounded her 
'he's such a baboon', and another that he was 'absolutely 
inane', most were pretty tolerant of him. 'He's an honest 
man - he's just true to his class,'or 'he's a kind man, - he 
just hasn't the intelligence' or even simply, 'he hasn't the 
calibre for a statesman' were typical responses. 
S'ir Keith Holyoake and Mr Marshall,. both ageing politicians, 
liable to retire, and generally considered more liberal in 
their beliefs than Mr Muldoon, were possibly not regarded as 
quite the threat of a younger and more 'r•ightwing' M.r Muldoon. 
Presumably because Mr Muldoon threatened Labour respondents' 
perceived social and economic interests, he had become in the 
eyes of some Labour respondents an object of 'legitimised 
aggression' and extreme distortion. 




vehemently from• some of the strongest and weakest partisans. 
rt could be that the personality of the man was largely 
responsible for the negative reactions he provoked. Two of 
the strongest partisans, and one of the weakest, 'admired' 
Mr Marshall, which adds credence to the view that people's 
responses to party leaders are often entirely personal and 
have little to do witp the attitudes they hold towards the 
party these leaders represent. 
Even some of the strongest Labourites were critical of their 
l 
own leaders - particularly Mr Kirk. One woman described him 
as a 'little Holyoake', another as a 'fence sitter', another 
as a 'totally expedient person' and still another as a 
'thoroughly dishonest man'. 
Only six Labour respondents commented positively about him: 
two said he was 'without a peer' and one that he was'the 
equal of two men in Parliament', and another that he was a 
'really strong leader - just what the Labour Panty needed'. 
Most Labour respondents, however, were muted in their praise 
of him~ admitting that he was a 'good politician' or 'all 
right, but not strong enough to be a leader'. 
The majority of Labour women thought Mr Watt was 'adequate', 
or a 'good politician', although six admitted to not having 
thought about him much. Two felt he was 'just marvellous' -
sincere and honest - while one woman described him as nothing 
less than a 'bloated businessman in the wrong party - bryll-
cream I always call him'. 
Nine women did not know who Mr Rowling was. Only four knew 
sufficient about him to give any considered opinion on him, 
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and these were all most favourable. Only one woman, a strong 
critic throughout, was uncomplementary. 'He's a smart, slick 
little man. I distrust him because he was once in the army'. 
Although freely criticising their leaders and subsequently their 
party in private anonymity8, most women would probably defend 
their party when in public. Indeed, one woman, having 
described herself as a weak partisan, suddenly decided she 
was probably 'stronger than I think, because I always seem to 
be defending the party everywhere I go'. Another, who said 
she did not admire Mr Kirk very much, told me how she replied 
to some National Party friends' request to voice her opinion 
of Mr Kirk with a curt 'It's no good asking me - if he was 
sunk in iniquity I would never tell you'. In other words, an 
ability to criticise a party in private did not always mean 
weak partisanship or lack of loyalty, especially among those 
who were ideologically committed to a party. Indeed, strong 
ideological feelings seemed often to increase, ipso facto, 
criticism of a necessarily pragmatic party like the Labour 
Party, without reducinj the ideological commitment to the 
party of the 'left' o~the 'worker'. 
For when respondents were asked if they would describe 
themselves as being to. the left, right or centre of their 
party, (or would they not think of themselves in that way), 
nineteen Labour respondents replied without hesitation that 
they would describe themselves as being to the left of the 
Labour Party. (Three women described themselves as being to 
the 'far left'). · Three Labour women said they had never thought 
of themselves in that way, and three more said they thought of 
themselves as being to the centre of their party. 
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In the National Party sample, by contrast, only one woman 
considered herself to be to the left of her party. Eight 
women thought they would be to the right of' their party; 
twelve explained that they had never thought of themselves 
in that way before, while four thought they would be 
somewhere about the centre of their party •. 
There was, among National Party_respondents then, a much 
greater satisfaction and identification with the party status 
quo, evident in the above responses. This meant National 
Party women were far more satisfied - and f'ar less critical -
of their party than their more ideologically oriented Labour 
Party counterparts. Indeed,a slight confusion as to who should 
inherit the Prime Ministership after Sir Keith Holyoake retired 
?P:r;>eared as virtually the only ripple in an otherwise 
undistur"bed pool of apparent content. 
Sir Keith Holyoake was described as being a 'good man',. a 
'gentleman', a 'good diplomat', and a 'good leader at this 
stage'. One woman felt 'very proud of our Prime Minister 
when he is overseas', and another admired him because 'he is 
the senior Prime Minister in the Commonwealth'. Only one 
slightly critical voice was raised by any National Party 
respondent, and that was to the effect that Sir Keith had a 
poor television image and tended to sit on the fence. 
Mr Muldoon again aroused the strongest emotions from respondents. 
'I think he's just marvellous', one woman enthused. 'He's just 
the strong man we need' another concurred. He was variously 
admired for his 'forcefulness, honesty, directness, courage 
and outspokeness'. Only two felt he wasn't 'tactful' enough -
he stood on people's toes and was a'little bit brash'. He 
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emerged from my National Party sample as the apparent 
leadership preference. Mr Marshall was admired for being 
''gentlemanly', calm, cool, honest, fair, and for having 
'integrity''. Although five thought he was a 'bit too nice'· 
or 'not strong enough for the leadership', the rest were 
generally favourably disposed towards Mr Marshall (as well 
as Mr Muldoon and Sir Keith). 
I: shall briefly turn now to examine individual assessments 
of the different party stands, before arriving at conclusions 
as to the comparative degrees of 'perceptual distortion' and 
objectivity among respondents in my sample •. 
The question 'what does your party stand 1·or?·' proved 
difficult for many National Party respondents to answer. 
Most hesitated, remarked that this was a 'very difficult 
question to answer',,' one that they hadn't really thought 
about much', which frequently seemed to mean, not at all. 
One woman,. after a moment's anxiety and reiterations of 'let 
me see now', came to the conclusion that the National Party 
stood for the 'welfare of the state and its people'. When 
probed further as to what she thought the Labour Party stood 
for, she appeared defeated.:; 'The same I su])pose'. • •• 'I've 
never really thought about it'. Another woman said she thought 
the National Party stood ror 'everybody in the country'. 
Not for the good of the party, but for the good of everybody. 
When asked about the Labour Party stand, she too confided: 
'Well, to be quite honest, in my own mind I think Labourites 
think the same way as we do'. Another woman who said in one 
breath that she just couldn't say what the Labourites stood 
for because she never thought about it, added with no apparent 
recognition of inconsistency, that she definitely felt 
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happiest in the National Party because it was the party that 
stood for a 'good way of life for all of us'. One woman, who 
had joined the party late in life 'mainly to hear the music 
at the Women's Branch social meetings, 'was completely thrown 
by the question. 'Oh Glory!' she exclaimed. 'For the country 
I suppose • • • Labour?: For the same I suppose. Oh Glory! I 
don't know the difference I'm sure'. 
Most, however, were able to see, albeit in1stereotyped and 
rather superficial fashion, clear ideological differences 
between the two parties. 'It's the freedom party', 'It 
stands for freedom of speech and thought', 'It's for the 
individual,' 'It's for freedomt of business enterprise', 
'rt stands for individual and private enterprise'. 
Labour was viewed by most respondents as being in a diametric-
ally opposed position. 'It stands for the opposite as far as 
I'm concerned', said one respondent categorically. 'It stands 
to find fault with every thing we do,' another insisted. 'It 
stands for the working class and to help them'. 'It stands 
for the equalising of everyone, so that no one should have 
more than the other'. (This respondent felt that everybody 
who worked for their wealth should get every penny of it and 
not be taxed for social security.) 'It stands for socialism~ 
for state ownership', etcetera. 
Some were more specific. 'It's the self, self, self all the 
time,' one woman complained bitterly. 'All they want is more 
wages and more holidays and more pensions'. Another felt 
they were getting 'far too many handouts'. 'I'm sick to death 
of the worker and all his handouts. These people are having 
so much done for them they're losing the initiative. They're 
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all so lazy and they want everything for nothing. We've 
got too many leaners and parasites' o, 
On the Labour side, party differentiations were seen in no 
less 'black and white' terms. Answers ranged broadly into 
those who saw partisan conflict in ideological terms~ those 
who saw partisan differences imterms of an economic 
employer-employee confrontation, and those who saw differences 
(or at least euphemised them as such) in humanitarian terms. 
In the first category were nine respondents who saw the 
Labour Party as standing for 'social justice', 'to iron out 
inequalities between rich and poor in our society', and for 
'equality of opportunity'. Two in this category were critical 
of the Labour Party's stand - on ideological grounds. 'It 
just wants a wee bit of the cake - nothing radical'. 'Just 
better conditions, to make the capitalist society work by 
reducing the divisions between rich and poor'. 
In the second category were a majority of respondents who saw 
the Labour Party in economic employer-employee terms. 'It 
atands for the worker', 'It stands for everything that is good 
for the working man', said one party stalwart 'and they're 
always fair and reasonable'. 'It stands for a fairer deal for 
the less affluent parts of society', 'It stands for a fairer 
deal for the ones who really make the riches of this country -
the workers' •. 
In the humanitarian category were those who thought it stood 
for the brotherhood of man, the betterment of all, for 
humanitarian ideals~ for mankind, and on a more specific note: 




The National Party was perceived as standing for just the 
opposite~ 'It stands for the big feller all the time'. 'It 
stands to look after the interests of the business class, the 
employers and the moneyed people' ., 'It stands for making the 
rich richer.' 'It stands for themselves - a very narrow bunch 
of haves.' 'It stands for the continuance of privilege, and 
complete callousness with regard to the needs of the under-
privileged.' 'It stands for private enterprise and keeping 
the profit motive going.' 'It stands for a competitive rather 
than cooperative society.' 
Supporters of the National Party were seen in slightly les~ 
rigid terms. 'Those who think it's to their advantage to 
keep National in.' 'The getters-on! 6Those looking for security 
and status - the traditionalists of course.' 'People with money 
and workers, who once they've got a bit of money, their head 
swells a bit.' 'Status seekers'; 'People who think it's nice 
and respectable - who think it stands for the Establishment. ' 
'Mainly middle class people who identify with middle or boss 
class - quite often workers wanting to identify with something 
better, ambitious to be in the low middle class.' 
One woman reiterated fronn an old Savage quote: 'They came up 
in their rags to vote us in and. they drove up in their cars 
to vote us out' •. 'That explains it exactly', she felt. 
Another woman conceded the National Party must have been 
supported by a cross section of society to have been in for 
so long; 'you can't say it's only the rich who get in', she 
added reasonably. 





classes' with some support from the professional people, 
and the 'intelligentsia'. 'People who are not satisfied with 
the status quo.' 'People who aren't satisfied with things 
as they are - humanitarian people.' 'Working people and 
people with affiliations handed down to them'. 'People 
whom labour policies will affect grately.' It was once just 
the poor pensioners, but now it's a fair cross section; a 
lot of wealthy people support Labour now.' 
lit is abundantly obvious from, the foregoing that an immense 
amount of distortion and enlargement of the opposition into 
an enemy position contributed to the partisan beliefs of both 
National and Labour party respondents. Indeed, when placed 
side by side, activists' perceptions of each other's party 
sometimes appear quite absurdly biased. The immense dis-
similarities between the parties (mis)perceived by respondents 
is in sharp contrast to the reality of the similarities of 
the two parties' stands on various issues, necessitated by 
the pragmatics of a two party system where both parties are 
attempting to appeal to the widest possible cross-section of 
opinion for support. 
Almost as obvious as the biases in respondents' perceptions 
of their respective party images, however, was the apparent 
ignorance of the different party policy stands. As a further 
test of the extent of interest in and knowledge of party 
policy stands, respondents were asked what areas of politics 
they were most interested in •. Was there, for example, any 
specific policy or set of policies that particularly concerned 
them? 
This question from most women drew a blank stare, and frequently 




generally interested. Nothing specific that I can think of~ 
no,' one National Party respondent replied with some bewilder-
ment. 'Oh! Well, let me think now. No, I don't think so -
politics covers such a lot of ground,' another National 
Party woman finally decided. Only five National Party women 
said they were interested in a particular area of policy. 
One Maori woman was particularly concerned with the problems 
of the aged. An ex-teacher concerned herself particularly 
with education, and one farmer's wife with the problems of 
t . 
the farmer. One woman was concerned above all with our overseas 
• • image. 
Among the Labour Party sample, fifteen women mentioned a 
particular area of concern. Five women explained that being 
pensioners they were very interested in social security and 
pensions; four were very interested in 
and the 'promotion of peace'; two with 
citizens; three with women's problems; 
'commercial world'. 
international affairs 
the problems of senior 
and one with the 
Labour respondents, in other words, were significantly more 
issue-oriented than National Party respondents, although the 
interest of many activists fronn both parties often did not 
seem to extend beyond a slightly greater attention to inform-
ation in a particular area. Only five women - all Labour -
could be said to be actively working for the adoption of 
certain policies by their party. 
In general it would seem then that party policies had little 
effect in determining partisan beliefs and attitudes, since 
most respondents did not see party differences in policy terms. 





. in many instances, enabled respondents to misperceive party 
stands to such an extent. The woman who feared the Labour 
Party would 'put the working man on top' if it became the 
government,. had only to reflect realistically on what changes 
had occurred during the last three years of the Labour Govern-
ment, or, better still, to contemplate the politically suicidal 
repercussions of any· government that attempted to put the 
working man on top in New Zealand, to appreciate how 
irrational her fears were. She was saved from. such a 
realisation by her own political ignorance, her technigues 
of selective inattention, and misperception. 
Egually, the Labour respondent who asserted categorically 
that the National Party stood only to make the rich richer, 
would be hard pressed to continue misperceiving the situation 
in this fashion if she were to closely examine the taxation 
policies,, and the rise in average living standards under the 
present National Government. If she proceeded from1 there to 
an imparDial study of the financial policies of both parties 
she would perhaps. f'eel even less certain of the appropriateness 
of her rather emotive stereotype. 
However, had the error of their thinking been pointed out to 
, 
these respondents, it is possible that their strong partisan 
beliefs might have suffered a severe blow. Indeed, the 
ensuing disillusionment could have deterred the activist 
from further activity,. for those women in the Labour Party who 
were extremely conscious of the limitations of their party 
policy stands certainly suffered in partisan strength as a 
conseguence of their awareness. 
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Strong feelings of partisan loyalty, it could we,S:,l be 
argued, particularly where they prov.idea sustaining 
motivation for intense political activity, may well 
necessitate a degree of distortion and bias. This would 
particularly tend to be the case where a partisan felt 
strongly attached to a party of the status q_uo. It is much 
easier to feel strongly about utopia-around-the-corner, 
and infinitely easier to criticise existing structures, than it 
is to strongly defend a status q_uo as equitable when innumerable 
critics on all sides are pointing to anomalies in this 
'equitable' status g~o. 
In the latter situation (one faced by most National Party 
respondents) the most successful way to sustain faith in 
the desirability of the existing status q_uo would undoubtedly 
be to incubate oneself from one's critics by the aforemen-
tioned 'conflict 1·avoidance 1 'mechanisms and :rnerbhods of 
'selective inattention'. 
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PARTIS.AN PERCEFTIONS: FOOTNOTES., 
( 1) Berelson B.R. 
Larzars0feld P.F. 
M<e:Phee W.N. 
Political Perceptions. Readings in 
American Political Behaviour. Edited' 
by Wolfinger R.C. Prentice&Hall, 
New Jersey, 1,966. pp. 300-313 
~ 
(2) Ibid., PP• 308-309. 
(3)· Ibid., PP• 306-307. 
(4) Ibid., pp.306. 
(5) The Oakley dispute was triggered off by a strike 
of Oakley Nurses in June, 1971. 
(6) The "Second Channel Decision" was a decision 
made in August of 1971, by the National Government, 
to postpone introducing a second television channel, 
in favour of introducing colour television. 
(7) Lane. R.E. Op. Cit., PP• 118-11:9. 
(8) ~he interviews were confidential and anonymous. 
(9) Atl~the time of the interviews' - August, September, 
of 1971, a 'leadership tn--~le' as to who waa to 
succeed Sir Keith Holyoake in his imminent retirement 
was _proceeding. In February, 1972, the 'struggle' 
was resolved, when Sir Keith Holyoake resigned and was 
replaced in his office by Mr._ Marshall with Mr. Muldoon 






POLITICAL .AND PERSONAL EFFICACY 
Political Efficacl 
Political efficacy is a broad term used to describe a 
costellation of attitudes that provides an individual with 
a sense of competence necessary to become actively involved 
in politics. k:. sense of political efficacy would involve 
feelings on the part of an individual thatshe could successfully 
understand and make use of existing political structures to 
influence political decisions. A sense of political efficacy, 
in short, is essential if an individual is to translate ideas 
and objectives into successful political action and influence. 
To guage broadly individual feelings of political competence, 
respondents were asked whether they thought they could 
successfully understand the complexities of politics: 
whether they thought they had influenced their party in its 
policy or leadership selection in any way; whether they had 
been personally responsible for formulating remits that had 
been sent to Conf'erences, and whether they had attended an 
Annual Party Conference. 
According to individual responses to the first question - do 
you think you can successfully understand the complexities 
of politics - respondents were divided into three categories: 
those who thought they could; those who thought they could 
not; and those who answered the question equivocably. 






think they could understand theme Most answered with a precise 
'not yet' or 'no'r but a few explained their reasons for the 
answer they had given. -'I'm beginning to understand things 
better now that I read and listen more ••• but still, I don't 
at all really.' (In other words, she lacked that elemental 
resource - political information.) 'No, not yet,' another 
National Party respondent answered. 'I'm really ]just scratch-
ing the surface still., Till such time as I can understand I: 
will just tread g_uietly.,• (She had been treading thus for 
the past nine years.) Another thought she supposed she would 
be able to if she read a bit more but 'basically I'm just too 
lazy to read enough', she laughed complacently. (In other 
words, this woman lacked the motivation to deliberately seek 
out and gather the necessary political information.) 'No, I 
don't understand politics', a Labour activist for more than 
thirty years confessed. 'I have to struggle to follow - that's 
why I can't stand up and speak - I just can't think g_uickly 
enough.' (In other words, the resource she lacked was an 
interpretative ability to enable her to follow and understand 
political events.) 
In the 'eg_uivo:cal' category were five women who felt they 
could 'to a certain extent'. 'Surely I should have learnt 
something after all these years', one wondered out loud, but 
did not reach any ffrm conclusions of the matter. 'Well, 
sometimes I can't,' one woman with an MA conceded. 'I'm not 
very knowledgeable about finance or economics.,' 
Ten National Party and eleven Labour Party respondents answered 
the g_uestion affirmatively, although in some instances this 
answer appeared to reflect more a capacity for self-delusion 
than an ability to understand politics. Two women, in 
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particular, who said they felt sure they could understand 
politics revealed subsequently by their answers to other 
questions in the interview that they quite demonstrably could 
not: they lacked the political information and therefore 
knowledge and understanding to enable them to make even 
rudimentary political assessments. With these few exceptions, 
however, the rest of the respondents who answered this 
question affirmatively did display, in my judgement, a 
reasonable level of political knowledge and understanding. 
Five women in this category fro:rm the Labour sample were those 
who had earlier demonstrated a conscious motivation to seek 
out political information, a cons~quent 








least, strong partisan 
The National Party sample was considerably more diverse in 
this respect. Some of the most strongly partisan respondents 
who had not only served their party faithfully for some thirjy 
years, but who had also held a number of Executive positions, 
had not been able to overcome their lack of confidence, and 
general sense of inadequacy and inferiority to enable them to 
develop the necessary efficacious feelings essential to become 
politically influential •. Most had therefore contented 
themselves,, for two or three decades, with arranging morning 
coffee parties, organising fundraising socials, and assisting 
at Election time. Many did not seem to have made much effort 
at all to understand the 'complexities of politics' but had 
satisfied themselves with just 'doing their little bit'. 
This sort of attitude was particularly prevalent among National 
Party respondents because a fairly limited sort of political 
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activity was all that was expected of them by the men im 
the party, (see Chapter Six below) and they had, most of 
them,, merely lived up to, and perpetuated, this set of 
expectations. In addition~ as has been demonstrated in 
Chapter Two above, the social rewards of such activity were 
frequently sufficient in. themselves to sustai~ this sort of 
7 politicalt activity. 
It was precisely this low level of political aspiration and 
expectation that appeared to have been the major block 
preventing so many respondents in my sample from even 
endeavouring to understand political 'complexities', for in 
many instances they simply lacked the motivation to do so. 
As one Labour respondent remarked, -'I think many women really 
want to just play the role of the backbencher-· it's so much 
easier you know.' 
The replies to the second question - do you think you have 
personally influenced your party or its policy in any way -
I decided were worth quoting in some detail~ as they reveal 
quite remarkably the 'backbencher' attitudes just referred to. 
National Party respondents often answered the first part of 
this question rather obliquely or appeared to reinterpret the 
question to mean, what had they done personally to assist 
their party, and ignored the second half of the question, 
referring to their perceived influence on party policy. One 
woman replied, for example, that the thing she had always 
tried to do was to create a friendly atmosphere in the National 
Party,, leaving me the task of guessing how effective this had 
been. Another replied that, yes, she thought she had 
influenced the party by collecting the sick votes on Ele~xion 
) 
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day and helping cater for various social functions. In a 
similar vein, another answered that she was sure she had by 
'helping give afternoon teas and food to the helpers on 
Election day'. 
Six others saw their Election day contribution as the climax 
af their efforts to influence their party, which reflects 
partly the limited nature of the opportunities for influence 
among the rank and file, and partly the limited expectations 
of many of the rank and file members. 'Well, r went along to 
the party rooms for a month before Election day and on the 
day itself I fed all the men im my area.' - 'Well, I can't 
claim results, but I do think it all helps, especially at 
Election time', were further examples of this sort of attitude. 
Six women said they didn't think they had influenced their 
party at all. 'llwo women were categoric that they must have 
influenced their party over the years though they were unable 
to elaborate on how they had done this. Only one National 
Party respondent specifically answered the second part of the 
question - how she thought she might have influenced her 
party's policy.. 'Well, I wouldn't think I had, 'she ::·replied. 
'T think it would take quite a bit to influence policy; if 
you can get around the men you're all right but you've got 
to be fairly well liked by influential members if you want 
to get a good hearing.' 
]twas not surprising that none of the National Party members 
felt they had specifically influenced policy, since only two 
had ever initiated remits themselves, and of these remits, 
only one had made it to Conference, and neither into the 
policy of their party. 
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Labour respondents, with the notable exceptiom of five 
women who did feel they had influenced their party's policy 
by their remits, exhibited a similar 'backbencher' mentality. 
One long standing Labour member confirmed that she had 
influenced her party by 'asking her friends if they would 
vote, and by doing a lot of hack work'. Another felt she had 
influenced her party, but only by 'talking to people and 
trying to encourage as many people as I can to come along to 
branch meetings - otherwise I have no influence.' (She had 
'encouraged' one woman to come along to a meeting, but this 
woman had only attended two meetings before dropping out.) 
'Well, I don't see there's much more I could do than I'm 
doing now,' another old Labourite replied. 'I'm getting the 
money coming in each month from my pals and I still sell 
raffle tickets each month.' Six respondents replied negatively: 
they were 'afraid not', or 'hadn't yet'. The five afore-
mentioned women who had been responsible for initiating remits 
that had at least been discussed at Conference all felt they 
had influenced their party's policy. One woman, the wife of 
an MP, felt she had influenced the party through her husband 
and 'the people I've influenced as well as by discussions and 
remits I've sent to Conference'. Another woman replied that 
she had 'spoken on a couple of things at Conference,.' and 
another two felt they had had some influence by assisting two 
MP's into Parliament. 
Only two Labour respondents felt they had had some,. albeit 
indirect, influence on leadership selection. 'Well,. by 
influencing my husband', the MP' s wife supposed,. while another 
mentioned that she had 'sat in on-.. Eddie Isbey' s selection 
(as an observer, not a selector). Two National Party respond-
ents had been delegates to a selection meeting, and had 
l 
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voted for the present MP for Remuera. Otherwise none of the 
N;ational respondents felt they had had any influence in this 
direction at all. 
~hat respondents generally gave the impressiom that they had 
exercised little or no influence on their party's policy or 
the selection of MP's is significant, since these two functions 
are generally regarded as among the most important functions 
of a political party.1 
As a further index of political efficacy, respondents were 
asked whether they had been personally responsible for 
formulation remits that had been sent to Conference, or 
whether they had attended any Annual Party Conferences. There 
were, however, marked variations in the formal process of remit-
sending and Conference-going between the two parties. In the 
Labour Party, remits passed in local branches go dire~tly to 
the Annual Party Conference, with minimal censorship. In 
the National Party, remits from, a woman's section go f'irst to 
their main local branch before commencing their ascent up 
through the electorate executive, their divisional executive 
and head office, before reaching the annual party conference.3 
This more cumbersome remit procedure appeared to daunt 
National Party women. One woman said she 'hadn't the courage' 
yet to formulate a remit; another that she 'hadn't the nerve' 
to do so because it was 'such a complicated business'. The 
only two women who had been sufficiently 'courageous' to 
send a remit forward appeared discouraged by their endeavours. 
One woman's re·mi t had been eliminated somewhere along the line,. 
and the other had never made it into party policy .. We've 
tried getting remits through our branch, but they never get. 
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through to Conference' another respondent complained, 
although one branch was 'absolutely thrilled' because two 
of its remits - on vandalism - had been passed by the division 
and had gone through to Conference where they had been accepted. 
S;tructural deterrance was only part of the explanatiolili. for 
the dearth of remits emanating from the National Party women., 
Lack of efficacy had a lot to do with it. Most respondents 
simply did not really understand the political processes, even 
of their own party, let alone know how to successfully use or 
manipulate it to achieve certain political goals. The 
majority did not feel they could comprehend political events, 
nor did they feel they could effectively influence their 
party: they did not expect to succeed (in getting a remit 
passed, for,example) if active political action,was undertaken. 
Because they lacked those feelin~ of political efficacy 
essential for effective political action, most, not unnaturally, 
avoided this sort of action altogether. 
Tnstead, respondents in the National Party evinced a marked 
preference for staying inside the fairly narrow boundaries 
they haa carved for themselves in their party. Women in the 
National Party raised the funds and organised the socials, 
and appeared quite content to 'leave the policy-making up to 
the men', as one respondent put it. Unlike the Labour Party 
women, they had not become dissatisfied with the narrowness 
of their essentially supportive role, partly, one suspected, 
because this role earned them continuing praise from the mem 
in the party (see, Chapter Six below); and partly because it 
was, understandably, the role in which they could excel. It 
demanded of them considerable outputs of time and energy, but 
did not require them to familiarise themselves with their 
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party''s policy, to attempt to understand the 'complexities 
of policies', to initiate remits, or to do any of those 
things that required fairly high levels of information, 
political understanding,knowledge and political efficacy,, 
which ttlo~ so evidently lacked.. It was, in short, an easy 
but satisfying interpretation of their role .. 
T.he two remits that had been formulated by National Party 
women could hardly be described as far-reaching, or of 
potential significance for their party's policy. One 
{initiated some years back)called for the compulsory wra]Pping; 
of bread, the other for the compulsory dating of packaged 
food. 
In the Labour Party, by contrast, sending remits appeared to 
be one of the ¥raison d'etres' of the Auckland women's branch. 
When asked later what they thought was the main function of 
the vtomen's branch, sixteen respondents said they thought it 
was primarily to put forward in their party the women's point 
of view, particularly via remits. Five women referred 
specifically to the quality of the remits coming from the 
women's branch and seemed to regard these remits as one of 
their real 'achievements'. The Labour Party Auckland Women's 
branch had developed a tradition of concern for the 'cause of 
peace' in international relations, and it was beginning to 
diversify into new fields,. particularly social welfare, 
justice and the 'status of women'. The five Labour respondents 
who had been responsible for initiating remits to Conference, 
were all 'ideologically motivated' or issue-oriented women 
who were well equipped in my sample in resources such affi 
political information and understanding. {see Chapter Four 
above). The much greater numbers and wider scope of the remits 
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corning from the Labour Party women was a consequence of a 
number of factors. Firstly, the relative ease of getting 
remits through to Conference. Secondly, the ideological or 
'reforming' rnotivatiom of a number of the Labour Party women 
caused them to be much more critical of their party than the1r 
National Party counterparts, who were, as has been demonstrated, 
principally concerned with the retention of the existing social, 
economic and party political status quo. Thirdly, it was a 
consequence of the @B~iPel~ different orientations of the 
Labour and National party women's branches. Whereas the 
National Party women tended to see themselves as a reliable 
and loyal support force, many Labour women regarded their 
branch almost as a pressure group within their party. (see 
Chapter six below) Fourthly,. a general feeling among Laboun· 
women that they were not getting a fair deal in their party~ 
that they were not yet being respected by their Labour party 
male peers, contrasted with the feeling prevalent among 
National Party respondents that they were respected and 
admired for their efforts by their menfolk - at least from 
the lips forward, as one of the more perceptive National Party 
respondents remarked., (See also, Chapter Six below) Fifthly, 
Labour Party respondents lacked the many and various social 
gratifications enjoyed by National respondents (and which 
were often sufficient in themselves to sustain their activity). 
Consequently they had to look for alternative more directly 
'political' gratifications for their activity. 
But perhaps the most important factor of all was the fact 
that certain Labour respondents, not satisfied with playing 
a supportive role in their party, were much more motivated 
to learn how to be effective in the political arena, since in 
some cases influencing Labour's policy was the stated reason:, 
) 
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for their existence in the party. This generalisation, it 
must be emphasised, applied only to the particular group of 
more ideologically or issue-oriented women referred to above. 
For the majority of Labour respondents their lack of important 
political resources restricted them to 'backbencher' roles, 
whether they liked it or not. One woman, for example, who was 
ideologically oriented, but who did not really know how to go 
about influencing her party, (and therefore felt she would be 
ineffective if she did), had become cynical and thoroughly 
frustrated as a result. By contrast, those women who had,: 
v learned the political ropes',. and knew how to 'get things 
done', often found the Labour Party a relatively worthwhile 
arena withi:ro: which to work for specific ends. 
I also attempted to use attendance at Party Conferences gs a 
vague indicator of the political interest, and efficacy of 
respondents, but again differences in the Conference structures 
made it difficult to draw useful inter-party comparisons. 
Whereas in the Labour Party one had only to represent a branch 
as its delegate to attend the Annual Conference, in the 
N:ational Party there was only one woman delegate from each 
&lectorate, so delegateship was difficult to obtain and 
therefore carried considerable status and prestige. 
Party conferences not only play an important role in educating 
the rank and file party activist and giving him a sense of 
involvement in his party,. but they are normally considered 
one of the key arenas where the rank and file can attempt to 
influence their party's policy;makers, by speaking and voting 
on remits, as well as lobbying MP's and other 'influentialsv 
behind the scenes.4 
Seven National Party and thirteen Labour Party women had 
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attended their party's annual national conference. (Although 
three of the National women had attended in the capacity of 
observer, not as a delegate). Most respondents had attended 
only one or two although seven Labour respondents had beem 
to 1 innume~able' conferences, and quite a few more National 
Party respondents had attended, as delegates or observers, 
the Divisional Conferences in their area. Only one National 
Party respondent and five Labour respondents had ever spoken 
to a remit at Conference. The rest had merely sat, listened, 
looked and voted., 
Clearly one interparty comparison that can be drawn is that 
the majority of respondents had not availed themselves of 
the :possibilities :for political influence even in, this arena, 
generally considered by rank and file to be one or the most 
effective ways of 'having their say' and potentially 
influencing their party's policy. 
For speaking at a public conference meant speaking in public, 
which in turn requires a measure of self confidence and 
feelings of personal competence. Such feelings, as will be 
demonstrated below, were manifested by only a handful or 
party activists in my sample. 
) 
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Footnotes: Political Efficacy 
1 s:ee Eng,. G., op. cit., pp. 33-46. 
2 Results from local branches are reviewed by a Committee of 
the Executive,. which is supposed to refuse only those remits 
which fall within defined gategories - for example,. those 
that are already dealt with, or those that were dealt with 
last year. However,, some censorshi:p comes in the final 
wording of the remits, for it is the Committee's prerogative 
to rewrite (and therefore reword) remits if there is more 
than one on: the same topic •. 
3 Yn the National Party, there are two parallel remit proced-
ures for remits emanating from women's branches. The first: 
is the one laid down in the Constitution, which re~uires the 
women's branch to discuss the remit at its Annual Meeting, 
and if passed, to present it to the Electorate Annual meeting. 
It then becomes an Electorate remit and thus goes through the 
normal channels to the Divisional Annual meeting for 
consideration: by the Divisional Conference. If passed here, 
the remit can then proceed to Annual Conference. (Not all 
remits passed by the Divisional Conference go to the Annual 
Conference - some are referred directly to the relevant 
Minister for consideration .. ) The alternative procedure 
introduced in 1971 is that women's branches can now send remits 
direct to the Annual General Meeting of the Divisional Women's 
Organisation. If passed there, they then go on to the 
Divisional Annual meeting,. as a remit 1'rom the Women's 
Organisation., T.his is a similar procedure to that of the 
Young Nationalso 
4 See Eng, G.E., op. cit., p.44. 
PERSONAL COMPETENCE 
Feelings of political efficacy are related to feelings of 
personal efficacy - that is, personal feelings of confid-
ence, competence and effectiveness. 
Milbrath nypothesises that politically eff'icacious persons 
are those who are 'particularly well equipped to deal with 
their environment. They feel personally competent. 
They know themselves, and f'eel conf'ident of their skills 
and knowledge. Their ego is strong enough to withstand 
blows. They are astute, sociable, self-expressive and 
responsible. 1 (1) 
They are, in other words, persons who approximate the 
characteristics of Professor Maslow's model of the 'high 
dominance' personality. Such persons, according to 
Professor Maslow, have self confidence, self assurance~ 
a high evaluation of themselvee:, feelings of general 
capability or superiority: they lack shyness, timidity, 
self~consciousness or embarrassment. (2) 
Persons with minimal or no personally efficacious feelings 
on the other hand, are likely to display the characteristics 
of 'low dominance' personalities described by Maslow: 
1 Such persons lack self confidence, self esteem or self 
assurance; they display extensive feelings of general 
and specific inferiority, shyness, fearfulness, self 
consciousness, and a general feeling that anything they 
could say would be stupid or laughed at. They do not 
therefore have the nerve to say what they think ••• such 
a person does not want to be a leader, except in her 
fantasies, for she is afraid of being,{n the forefront, 
afraid of responsibility, and feels she would be incompet-
ent. 
Low dominance persons usually admire others more than 
they do themselves, and along with this tremendous respect 
for others goes hatred and resentment, jealousy, suspicion 
and distrust.' (3) 
I have quoted at some length Professor Maslow's model of 
the low domina:ce personality because, as will soon become 
ap12arent, some women in my sample evinced every charact-
eristic described by Maslow above. It was, I came to 
the conclusion, these feelings more than any other single 
factor that prevented most of the respondents in w.y sample 
from developing a sense of political efficacy and other 
attitudinal resources necessary to enable them to become 
actively involved at all levels of their party organisations. 
The development of a sense of personal efficacy begins at 
a very early stage, when an individual gradually develops 
a sense of his own capacity to manage the world around 
him (4). Family socialisation is therefore crucial to the 
development of these sorts of feelings. In adulthood, it 
has been found that persons of higher socio-economic status, 
particularly the better educated, are more likely to develop 
efficacious feelings than persons of lower socio-economic 
atatus, (5), and that men are more likely to develop 
efficacious feelings than women. (6) 
To test these feelings of personal competence, respondents 
were asked whether they would stand for Executive Off'ice 
in their Branch (if nominated); whether they would stand 
for the position of Dominion Councillor or Women's Represent-
ative on the National Executive in their respective parties~ 
Whether they would stand (or would have stood) for Parlia-
ment, and if so, would they have f'el t sufficiently qualified? 
This latter question, in particular unleashed the whole 
) 
gamut of 'low dominance' feelings of inferiority, shyness, 
timidity, fearfulness, lack of self confidence and self 
consciousness earlier referred to by Professor Maslow. 
Only six women - two National Party and four Labour Party 
women said they would definitely like to stand (or would 
like to have stood) for Parliament. Two other Labour 
Party women and one National Party respondent equivocated 
on the ~uestion, while the rest asserted categorically 
that they most certainly would not. 
The six women who answered affirmatively displayed feelings 
of self confidence and personal competence. Twoithem had 
stood as candidates already, and two of the Labour Party 
respondents had unsuccessfully compe.ted for the ]!losi tion 
of Women's Representative on the National Executive. 
Three women now considered themselves 'too old' but they 
most certainly 'Would like to have stood' if they had 
been given the chance. 
The reason they had not been given this chance was not 
primarily their lack of resources, but what could loosely 
be termed 'circumstances'. None, for example, had delib-· 
erately set out to pursue a political career from an early 
age~ most in fact, had 'left their run too late in life' 
as one of them explained it. 'I'hey had not been able to 
build up a 'name' for themselves, or the qualifications 




Further reasons why these - and other -
women had not made it to Parliament will be 
chapters Six. and 3'2Ya-i below. 
In the equivocating category were two.women who initially 
denounced the idea of standing for Parliament altogether 
as being 'far too boring' and 'a waste of time'. (Both 
had been fulltime housewives and did not appear to have 
spent their lives in visibly more productive pursuits). 
Subseg~ently however, one of these respondents conceded 
that she would not have minded the 'honour and glory' of 
it all, and she did think she would have been sufficiently 
competent to successfully carry out the job. The other 
later confessed that tshe would like to have if she had been 
good enough,' and eventually came to the conclusion that 
she really had rather 'wasted' a lot of her time. 'I 
would have got into it more perhaps but I got tied up as 
a woman and my husband was discouraging.' Adding in 
a rather wistful note, 'I do feel I could have done a lot 
more with my life than I have ••••• ' 
The third National Party woman in this category definitely 
thought she would have beenaiequately qualified to stand 
for Parliament. 'Oh yes, of course! she sai~, 'buttthink 
my talents could be better directed in other ways. In 
Parliament you don't have time for other commitments and 
you have to be in for so long before you've learnt the 
ropes.' A sound enough reason although it may have been 
merely a rationalisation, since three National respondents 
specifically referred to this woman during their interviews 
as a 'frustrated parliamentatian.' The responses of the 
rest of the respondents, however, ranged from shrieks of 
laughter to exclamations of horror. 
'Me!' exclaimed one. 'No,, I'm a very shy person and 
really have to be aroused to make myself speak at all. 
I tf/ I 
I refuse to take any positions in the party even though I 
know the rules better than most of them... It just 
worries me to my grave if I have to get up and speak.' 
(N .46) 
'Who me?' asked another woman after shrieks of laughter. 
'I feel I wouldn't be good enough to stand for our local 
Women's Executive, let alone Parliament. 
haven't got the confidence.' (N68) 
No, I just 
'No, I just don't have any confidence,' another was adamant. 
'1ve never felt sure enough of myself. I've never felt 
capable of speaking in public. I've always been far too 
nervous and self conscious.' (L.60) 
Another woman who had just got used to speaking in her 
local branch, but who was still too 'petrified' to speak 
at the main Remuera Electorate meeting, explained that 
she still ha:dn't managed to find her voice. 'Im beginning 
to feel at home with my own group but I don't have the con-
fidence yet to speak anywhere else. I just stutter away 
and I just can't get it out, which means I can't take a more 
active part which I'd like to. I simply wouldn't dream 
of standing for Parliament,' she added, 'because I'm not:. 
educated enough or sufficiently sure of myself for any-
thing like that •••• ' (N51). 
'NO, I'm a very shy person and I'm only just beginning to 
start voicing my opinions. 
been equipQEd for anything 
self conscious.' (L32) 
I don't think I would have 
like that •••• I'm far too 
'No, I'm far too timid and unsure of myself. I get 
tense and nervous very easily ••• I can't cope with sit-
uations ••• I just don't feel good enough', yet another 
lamented. 
Twelve respondents altogether (four Labour and eight National 
women), mentioned 'lack of self confidence' as a major 
deterrant to seeking any form of high office, and eight 
(five Labour, three National) mentioned that they simply 
were not sufficiently qualified, which usually meant they 
haa/Mlfficient educational and occupational experiences. 
'No,. I didn't feel I ever had enough education to do a ny-
thing like that! My lack of education made me feel ignor-
ant and afraid to express my opinions.' said one very 
honest Labour reapondent. (L62) 
'No I wouldn't stand for any position - I. never felt I 
knew enough.' (L56) And so on and on it went. Two Labour 
Party women felt they w~ren't sufficiently committed to 
their party or interestl'ln politics to even consider stand-
ing for any political office, while three women (two 
National and one Labour respondent) said they would never 
aspire to high office because they'didn't want too much 
to worry about.' In other words, they were reluctant 
to take on such a responsibility. 
The great majority of respondents - forty two women 
specifically revealed those characteristics of 'low dom-
inance' personalities. The broadest lable used to expresS3 
these feelings - namely 'lack of self confidence' encomp-
assed,of course, lack of self assurance, lack of self esteem, 
feelings of specific and general inferiority. 'I hate 
speaking in public' meant the respondent feared being in 
the forefront, being publicl;t,'exposed~as self conscious 
when in the public gaze. 
Those who felt they were 'incompetent.' and inca:pabie of 
taking on responsibility and 'insufficiently qualified' 
did not possess that basic resource - pers.onal competencer 
a pre-requisite to the aevelopment o,f' feelings of political 
competence and efficacy. 
Six respondents in my sample specifically referred to their 
early socialisation experiences to explain their lack of 
confidence. 
'When I w.as a girl, if I made a remark, I 
or ignored,' one;,voman who still suffered 
feelings of lack of confidence explained. 
was either squashed 
from profound 
'My father 
made me leave school after two years, even though I topped 
the class and I just had to help;on the farm feeding the 
shearers and that sort of thing.' (N78) 
This same woman, when asked wby she thought there were so 
few women in Parliament, replied: 
'It's not that women haven't the ability that explaina their 
absence. It's because they've generally been regarded 
as inferior creatures. It's the general attitude towards 
women in New Zealand - we're still there to make a home for 
,a man. We've not been educated to take a larger part. 
Women have to learn to assert themselves and to express 
themselves - let men see they have ideas and brains and 
that they're quite capable of using their brains.' 
Yet this same delightfully modest old woman had tried to 
'wriggle out' of accepting a lif'e membership of Plunket, 
and was herself 'quite unable to speak in public.' 
The lives of some respondents(tragically epitomised by 
the four widows who had 'lost interest in politics, and in 
most other things as well since the death of their husbands), 
had obviously been lived primarily through husbands and 
children, not through the development of their .own indivual 
ca:m:acities. 
Professor Maslow observed: 
'Growth has not only rewards and pleasure but also many 
intrinsic pains, each step forward is a step into the 
unfamiliar, and is thought of as possible dangerou$ ••• ' 
Growth forward is in spite of losses (for example giving 
up; something that is familiar and safe), and therefore 
requires courage and strength in the individual, as well 
as protection, permission and encouragement from the 
environment ••••• (7) 
The importance of a reinforcing husband, mentioned earlier 
by respondents,becomes immediately obvious. Politics, an 
area of challenge, stimulation and social contact, would 
obviously be a formidable world for those respondents who 
had been denied opportunities for development and growth 
in other areas, unless they were assisted and reinforced 
~ 
by/husband and peer group. (A form of reinforcement which 
many respondents did, in fact, lack.) 
Another woman explained that she had had a 'dreadful 
childhood' which had left her with an 'inferiority complex 
for life'. 'It was years before I could open my mouth 
even,' she explained. (L65) Two other National Party 
women mentioned how they had been brought up in the trad-
itional way, that a woman was 'to be seen but not heard', 
and that this had caused them to lack confidence in them-
selves for the rest of their livese 
'I personally would only push myself so far,' said one of 
these women. 'I have lacked confidence ever since my 
early childhood. (Even though she had gone to University 
and acquired a Batchelor of Arts degree.) 
'I was very shy and I always just used to listen. At f'irst 
I would never speak in the party but over the years' (she 
had been in th~arty :ror forty odd years) 'I have gradually 
developed confidence until I can even chair meetings' she 
pointed out with visible pride. The value of women's 
branches1in her opinion, was that they enabled shy women 
like herself to become involved politically and to have 
their say, 'which a shy person wouldn't be able to do in 
a mixed brancht, she added. 
In addition to the frequently negative childhood socialisation 
patterns experienced by respondents, mosjwomen, as earlier 
demonstrated, were poorly qualified in educational and 
vocational terms'", Most respondents had. acquired only 
minimal levels of formal education and taken on unskilled 
jobs that neither required nor developed skills, qualifi-
cations or experience that could be considered of direct 
political advantage or relevance. 
On marriage, almost all had become fulltime housewives. 
Such an unskilled, isolated, unpaid and low-status occuRa-
tion would not exactly encourage and foster the development 
of self confidence, self' respect or other characteristics 
associated with 'high dominance' personalities, since 
these feelings come only through the development and use of 
individual talents and potential. 
Professor Maslow's concept o:r an individual's hierarchy of 
needs is valuable here. He conceptualises five categories 
of needs in human beings, which range from the lower needs -
physical - food, sleep, sex etc.; safety - order and 
predictability in an environment; love - affection and 
belongingnes$, to the higher needs that come only through 
human growth and development. (7). 
These latter needs - the need for self esteem (that is, a 
desire for achievement, adequacy and competence in the face 
of the world, for independence and freedom) and the need for 
self actualisation (the full use and development of human 
capabilities and potential) cannot be developed within the 
exclusive confines of a home. For as Professor Maslow 
emphasises, these are 11.vnamic needs, needs which depend 
upon the successful achievement of goals, the continual 
development of intellecutal and social capacities, the 
fullest possible use of human potential. (8) 
Self realising personsJhe found
7
usually have a commitment, 
a sense of mission injLife, that makes th.em live in a very 
large human world, a frame of reference far beyond the 
narrow preoccupations of domesticity.' (9) 
Betty Friedan, in her widely read book 'The Feminine Mystique' 
argue$ that since 'occupation housewife' does not demand 
t •. or permit the realisation of anything like a womans, full 
abilities, it'cannot provide adequate self esteem, much 
less the way to a higher level of self realisation.' 
As Milbrath points out; 'The political arena is not an 
hospitable place for insecure, timid and withdrawn persons 
who do not have great faith in their ability to deal effect-
ively with their environment.' (11) Itiis utterly under-
; 
standable, therefore, that many respondents in my sampare, 
insecure~ timid and without confidence in their ability 
to personally influence political events or decisions, should 
regard politics as.: a rather nerve-wracking arena, and settle 
gratefully for the less demanding tasks of raising money 
and making the suppers. 
The circumstances of many respondents had, in brief, milit-
ated against their development of a sense of personal, and 
therefore political, competence. Significantly, those 
women who had reached a stage where they felt they did 
possess the capabilities and confidence to present them-
selves as Parliamentary candidates were, without exception, 
women who had worked for most of their lives, and who had 
involved themselves actively in organisational and other 
'learning' situations. Through these experiences they 
had been able to develop, the self-confidence and self-esteem 
that somes through the successful utilisation of individual 
resources and an ensuingfeeling of competence and achieve-
ment in dealing with their personal - and political -
environments. 
These women were the exceptions in my sample, however. 
Most women, devoid of these feelings of p~rsonal competence, 
r¢v,,rJ' 
lacked the ability to initiate!, make political decisions, 
competently chair meetings, speak in public (from local 
branches through to National Conferences) to organise 
successfully major functions - or political campaigns -
JLet alone to act as a party spokeswoman - or stand for 
election to Parliament. 
It is significant that the: : 'low dominance' feelings e,f (ecpo~l:s 
outlined above transcended socio-economic status and 
educational attainment of individual women, providing thereby 
ex<:q)tions to the hypothesis that persons of higher social 
status, particularly better education are likely to develop 
efficacious feelings. (12) 
This corroborates the thesis that men are more likely to 
develop effica.,.cious feelings than women. Sex roles, 
more than education or socio-economic status, seemed to 
determine the feelings of personal and political efficacy 




(1) Milbrath L.V. Op. Cit., P89 
(2) Maslow, A.H. Dominance, Personality and social 
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WOMEN'S BRANCHES. 
Having examined the effect of certain demotraphic factors 
and attitudinal resources on the political behaviour of 
women activists, I shall now briefly turn my attention to 
the women's branches themselves - how the structure and 
purposes of these branches influenced the roles played out 
by women activists in the National and Labour parties, and 
whether these roles varied between the two parties. 
Maurice Duverger, in his seven nation study, pointed out 
that 'the very fact that there are associations (within 
political parties) open only to women and safeguarding women's 
interests as such, is in itself significant. No such assoc-
iations of men for the defence of men's rights are in existence. 
There are women's associations because women are conscious 
of constituting a separate group in our society today, 
subject to a certain degree of discrimination, and therefore, 
under the necessity of organising themselves independently 
for the defence of their interests. The fact that the 
legal equality of women has not yet been fully achieved 
in practice, the fact that a certain amount of an~-feminism 
in outlook and mentality exists, the fact that women's 
political and civic education is still less advanced than 
that of men, all furnish good reason for the existence of 
these defence organisations.' (1) 
To ascertain how respondents perceived the functions of 
their respective women's branches"-if they did, in fact, 
see them as 'defensive organisations' - respondents were 
asked a set of questions regarding the 'raison d'etre' of 
women's branches in their political parties. 
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Did they think women's branches were necessary in their 
party? What did they think their major function was in 
their party? Did they think they had any influence over 
leadership selection or policy formation in their party? 
How well organised and influential did they consider 
women's branches were generally? Did they think member-
ship of a woman's branch would assist woman's political 
advancement? How did they think the men in their party 
generally regarded women's branches? 
National party women, it rapidly became apparent, considered 
themselves necessary - even indispensable - to their party, 
but not as 'defensive' organisations at all. They saw them-
selves in a traditional, supportive role, and frequently 
perceived no discriminations or even 'special' women's 
interests that needed to be defended. 
Labour women certainly did feel themselves subject to 
discriminations, and most considered women had 'special 
interests' which required defending by women in their 
party. Some also perceived women's branches as arenas for 
women's political education. 
NATIONAL PARTY WOMEN'S BRANCHES. 
All but two National party respondents agreed that women's 
branches were 'necessary' in their party, although the reasons 
for their perceived 'necessity' varied considerably. 
- 'Well, I think they are - I don't think the men could 
function without us•'' 
- 'Well, they seem to be necessary :from a financial and 
fundraising point of view', another respondent vennured 
hesitantly, adding that 'actually, she had never really 
thought about it much. ' ( She had been a member of such a 
branch for thirty two years.) 
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- 'Yes definitely, because women do the social work behind 
the scenes, ' 
- 'Yes, because we're always being told we're the backbone 
of the _party. ' 
- 'Oh yes, I do think women's interests are represented 
and the men do say. they c.o.uldn' t get along without ua. ' 
- \twomen are the ones who raise the money and there are 
also things which might seem too ±.ri yi aJ .to bring Jll? iti, 
men's committees. that you can do in the women's sections.' 
- 'Yes, definitely, because women foster the well-being 
and spirit of the Electorate and bring women together. 
Through women you influence their husbands as well.' 
Two women, who admitted to _;not having given a great deal of 
thought to this matter (despite the longevity of their 
service in these branches) said they weren't quite sure 
whether they were necessary or not; two more were quite 
certain they were not. 
- 'I really don't think they are,' said one of the more 
sceptical National party respondents. 'There's a lot 
of expended effort and energy and very little result. 
They make quite a bit of money but you could make 
infinitely more by paying a canvasser. A great deal of 
time and energy could be spent in more profitable ways.' 
- "Well, as a general rule they could be quite good', 
another non member decided, 'but in Remuera they don't 
seem to get beyond bridge _parties and cake stalls and 
all those other stereotyped women's activities.' 
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It is interesting to note how many women relied on the 
interpretation of men to decide their worth in their 
party. 'The men do say they couldn't get along without us', 
is an example of a woman who values herself and other women 
according to the degree of t~..e:..c- acceptance by men; also 
how many viewed themselves as having essentially appendage 
roles to the men in their party. For most National party 
women still appeared to regard themselves as constituting 
a behind-the-scenes fundraising force, with clearly delin-
eated areas of activity, working on behalf of National party 
men. These attitudes of dependenc~ are even more vividly 
revealed in the responses given by National party women to 
the second question - what did they consider the function 
of their branch to be? I shall quote the replies in some 
detail and underline particularly revealing or significant 
remarks. 
- 'Women do the social work behind the scenes. Any function 
that is on the women prepare all the meals and do the 
things that men wouldn't do. Men need the support of 
women to back them up - especially at social functions.' 
- 'It's the women's job to keep up interest in the party 
by looking after the social side of things - even if this 
is done by tea and buns. Women are awfully useful at 
catering.' 
- 'Well, we're the ones who arrange the functions and have 
the social do's. This activity must strengthen the party 
as well as enlarge the membership, - by inviting as many 
people as we can to the functions, where they become 
interested in the party. We do much more work than the 
~'' this respondent added proudly. 
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- 'I always say I don't feel dressed without a ;Elate,' 
another woman explained. ,That's what we mostly ,do - all 
the social work and fundraising. When the men put on the 
functions we more or less work in the background. Women 
do all the catering really, and we are very prou: td of our 
efforts in this area.' 
'Fundraising by socials - that's what women's part in the 
National party is - plus serving the tea! ' one woman 
explained with a hint of despair. 'Mainly a public 
relations function of keeping everyone working on a friendly 
basis I suppose. It's keeping the wheels moving - that's 
all. For there is still a very strong feeling of the 
little women behind the scenes in the National party.' 
- 'Our main function is fundraising and social things, and 
showing members that the party is alive. Raising money 
is very important in the National party where each branch 
has an assessmen£Tio meet. Also it gives women something 
to do.' 
- 'Fundraising, bridge parties, fairs, trading tables, 
picture afternoons and speakers - it does keep the interest 
up - especially for those women who need this sort of 
thing to keep them occupied. We do the fundraising, the 
addressing of envelopes, manning of booths, and things 
that men don't have time to do.' 
- 'Women's branches are there to keep the party going, to 
provide money and put on socials, and do the things that 
men - who work fulltime - don't have time to do. The men 
do appreciate us moneywise.' 
National party respondents were obviously well aware of the 
carefully delineated nature of their work. They were there 
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to do the catering and put on socials, and to do the 
chores that 'men did not have time to do.' It appeared 
that the women were very happy to see themselves as the 
'little-wives-behind-the-scenes', as one woman put it. 
Rather than feel any resentment or put up any resistance to 
this background role, women appeared almost to compete to 
excel in it. One woman referred to the 'competitive sponge 
making 'thing' in the National party, and another complained 
that 'women even bring plates along to meetings. It does 
seem to me quite unnecessary and ridiculous that you've got 
to give the men their supper. But they (the women) always 
do it. It satisfies them and they feel they've played their 
part.' 
Women in the National party in New Zealand, in other words, 
generally play a role that resembles that of the Liberal 
Party women in Australia. Dr. Peter Aimer, in his study 
of the Australian Liberal Party, concluded that 'women 
play predominantly traditional and culture-bound roles 
within the party. It is their place to present a woman's 
point of view in certain policy areas, and to continue to 
carry out many of the chores of the election campaign.' 
'With respect to political activities, it is widely 
acknowledged within the party that it'sV10men members under-
take a disproportionate share of the routine tasks associated 
with an election. According to long-established custom, 
the folding and delivering of manifestoes, the staffing 
of committee meetings, fall largely to them.' (3) 
The reason for the continuing satisfaction of National party 
respondents role was clearly related to their frequently 
narrow, home-centred horizons, as well as to the assumptions 
of subordination to the men in their party inherent in the 
answers of the majority of respondents (see my underlining). 
\ 
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It was these assumptions that enabled National party women 
to regard their hardworking, but supportive role (remote from 
decision-making, policy-formation and other organisational 
activities that require decision-making capabilities, respon-
sibility, 'leadership' qualities, ideas and so forth},as the 
normal, acceptable and 'appropriate' role women should continue 
to play in their party. As many women were quick to point out, 
it relieved men of much of the work they 'wouldn't have time 
to do' (like addressing envelopes) thereby enabling them, 
presumably, to get on with policy making and organisational 
roles, secure in the knowledge that the women in their 
party were 'right behind them'. 
When asked how they thought men regarded them, National party 
women recounted with visible pride how the men 'loved' them, 
because they were (or had made themselves) 'indispensable'. 
- 'Oh, they're very pleased with us because we're hardworking.' 
(Note the assumed transaction here). 'We do all the jobs. 
they don't have time to do.' 
- 'They think we're the cat's whiskers! ' another respondent 
proudly proclaimed, 'They really appreciate all the work 
we do.' 
- 'They're very happy with us. They love to have the 
women behind them.' 
- 'Men love us because we do all the work - they know that 
we're a necessity and that they couldn't function without 
us. And we're right behind them in all the things they do. 
- 'They' re very lli£ about us. They think we' re very essent-
ial for the money we raise - though I'm not so sure if they 
think we are essential for our opinions.' 
- 'In most cases men find women very useful..' 
- 'Oh yes, we're receiving bouquets all the time from the 




- 'They know jolly well the women do all the work and 
that's all there is about it.' 
- 'They're very praiseworthy about what we've done towards 
the supper arrangements.' 
Only four women - two who did not belong to the women's 
section, were not so certain about how much they were 
respected by the men. 
'They support us from the lips forward,' one woman 
explained. 'They say over and over again "we couldn't 
do without you" and when I hear the teacups rattling I 
agree.' 
- 'They treat us as a bit of a joke really,' one woman 
declared, because all we do is raise money and stay in 
the kitchen. Very useful to have around but a bit 
inferior they think.' 
- 'Well, I think they're beginning to take more notice of 
us now - they're no longer simply tolerating us,' another 
respondent cautiously remarked. 
One woman who was not a member of a women's branch, but who 
was reasonably high in the National Party hierarchy /linew 
many of the party officials, and who claimed not to have 
any women friends at all, was adament - 'Men despise the 
women in the women's branches. They just ridicule and dis-
parage them behind their backs, though they're very good at 
flattering women when the occasion demands it. If they had 
to do all the cooking and catering for 'dos' she added, 
'they'd think it was a waste of their time and talents and 
energy. They'd call in professional caterers, but they 
don't have to because the women do it all for nothing - they're 
voluntary domestics.' 
This same woman, in response to the question - do you think 
woman's political advancement is assisted by membership of 
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a woman's branch, was categoric that it was not. 'It's, 
a definite detriment. The closer you get to the women, the 
sillier you are', she insisted. 'And what a terrible waste 
of time to climb up through the women's organisations - so 
much social nonsense. The only way to get on is to ignore 
the women - they'll always let you down anyway - and just go 
along with the men.' This is an obvious example of womanly 
disparagement, of a woman who believes success will be 
achieved if she can only disassociate from her own (inferior) 
group, and consider herself 'different' from them. If she 
can, in short, identify 'up' with the men, rather than 'down' 
with her own sex. 
Most respondents, however, as earlier pointed out, avoided 
discussing the question of political advancement. The idea 
of competition and political striving seemed to carry with it 
a distasteful flavour. The majority replied to this question 
with a perfunctory 'I suppose it could', with only two 
women deciding that they were quite sure it could. 
- 'Your would obviously gain experience from participation 
in a branch, and you would have the women behind you all 
the way in whatever you did' one respondent insisted, in 
sharp contrast to the aforementioned respondent's negative 
assessment. 
The other woman who was positive about this function of the 
woman's branch explained how it had definitely assisted her 
own advancement onto the main Remuera Executive, although 
'I've had to tolerate a lot of bridge parties to get where 
I've got.' 
All respondents, nevertheless, considered the women's section 
to be extremely well organised, although most conceded they 
did not have much influence on their party policy, and very 
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little on the selection of candidates. Suprisingly, only 
two women had been delegates to a National party selection 
meeting. It was pointed out that they did send remits and 
resolutions f'orward from their branches, but most were un-
certain as to how irufauential these really were. 'We send 
remits forward, butVliho knows what influence they have' one 
respondent wondered out loud. 
To compensate for the lack of specifically political rewards, 
National party women received many social gratifications (see 
chapter three) - continual invitations to socials, almost 
unlimited o_pportuni ties for socitt.l contact and meeting people. 
In many respects then, it appeared to be an equitable arrange-
ment. Women worked hard and consistently in their prescribed 
areas, in return for which they were rewarded with a multi-
plicity of social gratifications, the apparent admiration of 
the menfolk in their party, and, perhaps most importantly of 
all, the feeling that they were assisting their party to 
remain in power. 
Although built into the National party constitution is a 
measure of eq_uali ty for women ( see the introduction), women 
did not seem to take full advantage of these opportunities,, 
nor did they view their separate semen's sections as 
'Defensive organisations' in the Duverger sense. 
As in the Australian Liberal party, so in the New Zealand 
National party; 'In a cultural environment in which politics 
is generally thought of as a man's vocation, not even the 
dmtrine of equal representation of men and women in the 
party's elective structures can ensure that they play equal 
parts in it. There is a division of roles within the party 
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even when the rules do not prescribe it •••• Equal representa-
tion thus protects the women's opportunities for participat-
ing at all levels of the organisation from being encroached 
on by the men, but this has not apparently changed the 
women's perception of their role in politics. (4) 
Until such time as National party women actively desire to 
influence policy and to play an egual - as compared to 
separate-but-equal-role in the party, National party women 
will undoubtedly continue to strive hard to excel as the 
'backbenchers' of the National party. 
A National party male activist who preferred to remain 
anonymous went even further in a written memorandum -
'women have not taken advantage of the o:p:portuni ties guaranteed 
them in the constitution! he insisted, 'indeed,they have done 
a lot less in the party than the constitution has entitled 
them to. Possibly they would have been better off without 
these constitutional guarantees because then they would have 
been forced into a position where they would have had to have 
fought for their rights. For instead of using their consti-
tutional guarantees as a springboard for political action they 
have tended to use it as something to sit and bounce upon, so 
they have remained in very much fetch-and-carry roles:. 
Women who have advanced their positions in Auckland (for 
example
1
one woman who is a chairman of an Auckland Electorate, 
and another a publicity officer for an Auckland Electorate) 
have tended to eschew the women's side of things and preferred 
to operate from the male section of the party., 
LABOUR PARTY WOMEN'S BRANCHES. 
Labour respondents had a clearer picture of the role of their 
women's branch within their party, and one that more nearly 
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approximated Maurice Duvergerk· concept of a 'defensive 
organisation' existing to protect the special interests: 
of women and to encourage women to become more effective 
political actors'. Some viewed it as a sort of pressure 
group for women within the Labour party, as was revealed 
by their comments regarding the 'necessity' of their branch 
in the Labour party. 
- 'Yes, I think it's necessary because women's specialised 
interests need representing and it's necessary to comple-
ment the general Labour policy with an emphasis on women's 
affairs.' 
'Yes, essential at this stage to improve the status of 
women by working together. Women must support and rein-
force each other if they are to play a more effective 
part.' 
- 'Yes, very necessary because women have special problems 
and require special forms of encouragement. They're 
conditioned to aceept a Lackward role and so they need 
special encouragement to accept equality.' 
- 'Yes, I think they should exist, not because I'm a feminist, 
but because I think women are reticent about putting points 
across. I think they're necessary until such time as women 
have the confidence not to need them.' 
'I'd prefer not to have them - I don't like segregation in 
any form. But now that women are at last coming out of 
their hiding places I think they need to be encouraged.' 
'Most decidedly necessary because women have a different 
viewpoint. I think you need to have women's branches to 
show the men our side of the argument.' 
'Yes, def'initely necessary,6' I wouldn't feel I knew enough 
in male company to speak whereas I don't worry so much with 
women'. 
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Two women considered them to be necessary because they 
'brought up good remits.' One woman wasn't at all sure why 
there were separate men's and women's branches (although she 
had belonged to a woman's branch for several decades), while 
three women expressed open doubts as to their value within 
the Labour party. 
- 'I have strong reservations about them,' one explained, 
'because although I recognise the special problems of women, 
we can't do without the men in the party. We need the men to 
get things through, even if we initiate things.' In other 
words she recognised that women by themselves were powerless. 
Another woman didn't think they were at all necessary because 
she didn't think there should be any distinctions between 
people who were intereste~ in politics. 
Labour women, with a few notable exceptions, were far more 
'self conscious' and aware of women's 'special problems'. 
Some of their members, recognising how politically under-
developed women generally are, viewed these branches as a 
means of developing women's self confidence and self esteem 
- a sort of political training ground in fact. 
This perception of the role of women's branches in the 
Labour party came out even more clearly in the responses 
they gave to the question - what did they think was the 
major function of their branch? 
- 'Their function is to make women outside the party aware 
of women's special problems and to raise esteem among 
Labour party women through organised activity and support. 
In the past women have only done those traditional mundane 
chores, and they need special assistance if they are to 
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play more equal and significant roles.' 
- 'Women are a sort of supply force to be brought when 
necessary. They're the dishwashers and raffle ticket seller~ 
and pamphlet distributors and money raisers and f~te org-
anisers - that's what women are for. Mind you, and awful 
lot of women are perfectly happy just doing that: It's 
easy and you don't have to exercise_ your mind. Women 
haven't really had to use their minds at all yet - just 
their hands and feet.' 
- 'Well, up until now it's just been catering really, hasn't 
it? You can't deny it. Every time I went to the L.R.C. (5) 
when I was secretary of it all I ever did was to make the 
supper. I didn't really mind, but I would have liked to 
have stayed and listened to the discussions and things.' 
'It's still very much tea and raffles - but it's their 
fault. I refuse point bt~nl<: to have anything todo with 
that side of things. It's so old-fashioned - it's all 
tea and buns still.' 
- 'Their function should be to put forward the woman's point 
of view and push it to make sure men take notice of it.' 
- 'I don't really know what their chief f'uncion is - but 
I do think they could take a much bigger part than they do 
- I think women let men get away with far too much.' 
- 'I think women should be the conscience of the party - but 
up until now they've so often just been like social clubs.' 
Although it is evident that in many respects women in the 
Labour party played a behind-the-scenes role that remarkably 
resembled ~hat of the National party women, they displayed, 
nevertheless, a greater self-consciousness about their 
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status within the party and the need to 'defend' their 
interests. This self consciousness had undoubtedly 
developed out of the frustrations and dissatisfactions felt 
by Labour party women at continually being regarded, as one 
respondent expressed it, as the 'sandwich-makers of the party.' 
The rejection of this traditional role was in turn closely 
related to acute dissatisfactions and humiliations felt -
and expressed - by Labour women about the treatment they 
received in this traditional role by the Labour party men. 
For when asked how they felt they were regarded by the men, 
in their party, their answers were in sharp contrast to their 
National party peers. 
- 'With patronage and amusement and brief moments of 
gratitude,' one former Labour party candidate declared. 
- 'Possibly as workhorses - the domestics of the party. I 
suppose you could say the collective wife of the party,' 
I 
one ~uiet little woman blurted out. 
- 'With cond~nsion and ridicule.' 
- 'With disdain.' 
- 'They treat us with a courteous attitude but they're 
patronising just the same. It's making cups of tea for 
them - that's all,' a 78 year old announced with a certain 
bitterness .. 
- 'They're very patronising. New Zealand men don't take 
women seriously.' 
- 'They look down upon us as buns and tea, and we're taken 
for granted. I think women lower their status and waste 
their time on fundraising and social functions;.' 
- 'They don't take much notice of us. They think we're 
there to do our little bit - make the tea and bring the 
supper and those boring things. To some extent I think 
it's women~; fault that they continue to do these things.' 
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'I don't think men are in the slightest bit interested 
in us. It's women in the background out here. Men look 
on us as a body to be there when we're wanted for tea and 
scones. I'm dead against kitchen work and refuse to do it.' 
- 'En masse men laugh at us - they treat us with a certain 
I 
amusement. Yet their antagonism is had to pinpointQ 
Individual M.Ps, make snide remarks about women but they 
can act as charming gentlemen when the occasion demands it.' 
- 'At least Mrs. Pankhurst knew who she was up against. We 
have lip-service-adherence, but scratch an M.Ps. surface and 
there are all the prejudices.' 
Three women only, all of whom had been active for many years, 
thought men in the Labour party treated women quite reasonably. 
- 'They seem to regard us perfectly alright because women 
help.' 
- 'They're accepting women more and more I think - they 
tolerate us pretty well I think,' another respondent 
decided. 
Labour respondents felt they did have some influence over 
policy - via their remits, but did not feel they had any 
influence at all over the selection of party leaders, except 
for one woman who thought she sometimes influenced her hus-
band, an M.P. Nor, apart from becoming a Women's Represent-
ative on the Party's National Executive did most feel a 
woman's advancement would be enhanced by membership of a 
specifically woman's branch, because, as one of the older 
members pointed out - 'You get lumped in as one of the 'old 
ducks' and dismisse~ just like that.' 
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The sharp differences emerging between the perceived 
treatment of respondents by National and Labour party men had 
obvious repercussions on the political behaviour of the two 
groups. While the National party women still accepted, almost 
unconditionally, their domestic role, Labour women were 
becoming so dissatisfied with this role that they were 
beginning to withdraw this traditional area of support. As 
earlier observed, individual support for a party is specific 
to the returns obtained from that activity. ('J5). Once a 
supporter no longer believes himself to be benefiting from 
a particular activity, he is likely to withdraw from this 
activity. For many Labour respondents, this is exactly 
what was happening. Feeling disparaged for their back-
gr.ound and 'traditional' role, Labour women were beginning 
to seek an alternative, more satisfying, role which would 
bring them greater recognition, influence and esteem. In 
the meantime, a certain ambivalence was evident about 
precisely what this role was to be. Whereas National party 
women could relate in detail exactly what they did in their 
Party, those Labour women who had begun to reject the tradi-
tional role could point to no such precise achievements. 
For they had not as yet carved out for themselves an alterna-
tive 'raison d'etre'; they sent remits to Conference once a 
year; periodically invited speakers to their monthly meet= 
ings; and performed the normal low-key activities of an 
average branch, such as discussions of party politics and 
activities. Individually certain women were active canvassers, 
raffle ticket sellers, and so forth, but unlike their National 
party counterparts, they did not work together in these 
activities. 
This meant they lacked many of the social satisfactions 
received by National party respondents for their activity. 
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Membership of the Auckland Woman's branch did not provide 
constant social functions, nor the continual activity that 
kept National party women feeling ·busy and 'useful'. The 
much greater degree of cynicism and dissatisfaction expressed 
by Labour respondents is probably partly attributable to 
this. Auckland Woman's Branch members had to ~atisfy them-
sehres with more intangible, 'purposive' satisfactions which 
appeared much less immediately rewarding than the specific, 
easily visible achievements National Party women could point 
to for their efforts - another one hundred dollars towards 
the branch assessment, for example. 
Although the Auckland Women's branch represented a more 
self-conscious 'defensive' organisation of women, and the 
National party a still largely traditional support organisa-
tion, neither branches can be said to have discharged many of 
the conventional functions of the rank and file; Neither 
could be considered a source of ideas to inject into their 
party policies (although Labour women scored much higher in 
this respect); nor a budding pool of potential leaders, (al-
though, again, Labour women manifested a few promising excep-
tions). Certainly, both branches exercised minimal or no 
direct influence over party selection of leaders, or 
policy formation, nor did they aspire to in any determined, 
or systematic way. 
In short, although the roles of Labour and National party 
women did vary somewhat as a consequence of the different 
structures and purposes of the respective branches (and the 
way in which women were treated in their respective parties), 
in general the political behaviour of respondents seemed 
to be far more influenced by their own individual feelings 
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of inade~uacy, lack of political competence and so 
forth, than by the party structures per se. Sex roles, 
therefore, appear to offer a more plausible explanation 
or women's political activities than the respective 
organisational structures, doctrines and traditions of 




(1) Duverger M. Op. Cit., P.114 
(2) Assessment. Each branch is expected to provide 
a specified amount of money towards the Electorate 
budget. The amount is decided by the Electorate 
and varies according to the size of membership, 
known potential etc. etc. 
(3) Aimer P.E. Liberal Party Organisation in 
Victoria. 1945 - 1968 p.226. 
(4) Ibid., p.220. 
(5) A local Representation Committee is one on which 
both branches and local affiliated trade unions 
are represented in proportion to their membership -
their function being to act as a governing body 
for the party in its area. Normally this area is 
an ElectorateQ 
(6) See chapter three above • 
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WOMEN'S POLITICAL PERCEPTIONS. 
To gain a broader perspective on the way respondents' 
perceived the role of women in New Zealand politics, a 
further set of questions relating to women's general 
political role was interspersed throughout the second 
half of the interview. 
Respondents were asked why they thought there were so 
few women in Parliament, whether they thought it would be, 
more difficult for a woman to become a politician than 
for a man, and if so, whether they thought there should be 
more women in parliament; whether they thought there were 
equal opportunities for men and for women at all levels of 
their political parties; why they thought women comprised 
such a high percentage of the non-vote, and why they thought 
women generally voted more conservatively (approximately 60% 
for the National party) than men? 
Answers to the first two questions relating to the special 
difficulties of women entering parliament fell broadly into 
seven major categories listed below. 
Women's Lack of Confidence. 
Women's Own Fault. 
Women's Lack of Support from Other Women. 
Women's Family Gommittments. 
Women's Lack of Opportunities. 
Cultural Reasons. 
Discrimination Against Woemn. 
I shall examine responses in each of these different 
categories separatelyo 
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In this first category st~ents which remarkably 
resembled earlier comments relating to women's lack 
of personal competence were common. (see chapter 
five above.) 
Typical comments included in this category were: 
- 'On the whole women have no confidence in themselves 
they're far too timid. (N.68) (1) 
- 'So many women can't communicate in public but they're 
as garrulous as anything in their kitchens.' (L.55) 
- 'Inside themselves lots of women are as capable as 
men, but they've never had the opportunity to develop 
confidence in themselves. In my day we would have 
been laughed at by both sexes if we'd said women were 
capable of being Prime Ministers, but now we accept 
that they are.' (L.59) 
'It's the same old story, women haven't learnt to 
assert themselves yet. I do think it's up to the 
women themselves - they've been too self-effacing 
perhaps.' (N. 65) 
The second category - it's women's own fault - was the 
second most commonly recorded explanation by respondents 
from both parties for New Zealand women's minimal 
political role. The clich6 'women are their own worst 
enemy' was used explicitly by eight respondents, (five 
National and three Labour), leaving me to conclude that 
one of the tritests cliches in our language might also 
be thought to be one of the truest. 
- 'It's largely women's own fault that there are so few 
women in Parliament. It was my ovm fault that I decided 
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against i t.t (In her youth, she told me, many had predicted 
she would enter politics).' I decided against it because 
I hate speaking in public and, of course, because m;r my 
family.' (L.56) 
- 'Women always sit back, so possibly it's their own fault. 
There are too many people like myself inclined to stand 
back. Mind you, we've been pushed that way from the 
start, haven't we? (N.48) 
- 'We're too lazy, it's as simple as that. You can't 
say that there are barriers to prevent you from getting 
there if you tried. 
" 
(N. 62) 
~ 'It's women's own fault - they're just not interested 
in it to the same extent as men. (L.57) 
- 'I think women have largely themselves to blame. I 
think men would be prepared to accept them as equal 
partners if women themselves tried to broaden their 
outlooks and stop being. so passive and apathetic. (N.51) 
Closely aligned with the previous category was the oft-mention-
ed lack of support for women from other women. 
- 'The attitude of other women is largely to blame. 
Women are so jealous and competitive - they're their 
own worst enemies. (N.48) 
- 'Women won't support other women. There's jealousy 
among men as well as among women, but men have got 
more sense - they know when they've got to~ull to-
gether. They know when they' re use.ful to each other, 
whereas women are separated in their homes and never 
learn to work together and support one another.' (N.68) 
'Women make it tough for other women. We've been 
brought up to support men - not other women. (L.32) 
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- 'Women won't even vote for women. It's a funny womanly 
thing this jealousy. It's not worth even trying to get 
women to support you - they'll always gossip and bitch 
and let you down. (N.45) 
- 'A woman activist is always isolated. One of the worst 
things about my life has been this feeling of isolation 
and lack of support. Women miss out a lot because they 
lack 'mateship' and the support that comes with it as 
well as the politcal discussions and contacts this 
gives the men.' (L.60) 
- 'Women are hampered by other women who become jealous 
and envious of you as soon as you start to succeed in 
anything. When I first became involved in politics 
other women spread rumours around that I was sleeping 
with every MP. This sort of thing happens a lot with 
women • .And when you do start to really succeed, women 
keep saying 'ah, but you're different ••• they're their 
own worst enemies. (L.48) 
Women's family commitments were mentioned by many women as 
the major reason for politics remaining a more difficult 
vocation for women that for men. 
- 'Yes, it's more difficult for a woman because she's 
always got her family ties. No matter what a woman 
does, her loyalties are always divided •• and your family 
always comes first. (L.56) 
- 'It's more difficult for women because of this tradition 
of women looking after families and being domestics. I 
think many leaders of the party - men of course - are 
influenced by this tradition and their own circumstances. 
At home they have an unpaid domestic servant so why 
shouldn't all other women stay at home too. I think 
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this is the main thing that restricts women.' (L.60) 
- 'It would be more difficult for a woman unless she 
was a free agent and didii{t need to worry about her 
family, so she could give her whole time to her job 
and not need to always put her family first. (N.32) 
- 'If a woman has a family she's more or less stuck. It's 
only if she's very smart and intelligent that she can 
combine the two jobs - and there are not many of that 
s:ort of woman around. (N. 68) 
- 'If a woman enters politics she must have no children 
and have a secure husband. Because even if she doesn't 
happen to be saddled with children a woman has to 
perform all the domestic chores - whereas a male MP. 
has a wife at home to do all his cooking, sewing, 
answering ~hones and those sort of trivial but time-, 
consuming things. A woman generally has nobody to 
assist her. (N.45) 
- 'It's more difficult for a woman because she knows she 
has this duty to her home. The majority of women just 
can't shake off this duty to their home. (L.78) 
- 'Having a family is a tremendous disadvantage for a 
woman whereas it's an asset for a man to project the 
'family man image.' If a woman has political ambitions 
she mustn't have a family. It's not only that a family 
is time-consuming - it's other peoples' attitudes. 
When I stood as a candidate the attitude of most women 
was, 'what's she doing standing for parliament with a 
family? Get home to your kids! Stories about my children 
were made up by women who seemed to think it was a cheek 
for me not to know my place - in the home. 1 (N.48) 
This experience was remarkably similar to that of another 
Labour Party parliamentary candidate - Sonja Davies - who 
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explained in an 'Evening Post' interview that when she 
stood for Parliament it was the women in her Electorate 
who made up the stories. 'Stories got around that I was 
out campaigning with my six children running wild and my 
husband was living on f'ish and chips.' (Mrs. Davies has 
one teenage son and one daughter.) tSome women genuinely 
thought I had a cheek in standing. They were adament I 
should have been at home.' (2) 
By far the most common reason cit~d by WQmen from both 
parties as the reason for the small percentage of women 
represented in Parliament were those that could broadly 
be lumped under the eclectic label 'cultural'. 
- 'It would be much easier for a man because we expect 
him to stand for parliament whereas woman are just not 
expected to stand.' (N. 70) 
- 'Possibly because it's still a man's country. They 
~on't give women much of a chance do they?' fL.69) 
- 'I think it's probably because of the general attitude 
towards women. Women in many homes are just there to 
be like table and chairs. Just like part of the 
furniture, and they're treated like that too. It's 
not that women haven't the ability that explains their 
absence from parliawiu1 .. tt, - it's just because they've 
always been regarded as inferior creatures. They've 
got to learn to assert themselves and express them-
selves and to let men see they have brains as well as 
hands and that they're quite capable of using their 
brainse 
- 'It's mainly brainwashing by society. Men have been 
equally brainwashed as women. We all expect women to 
grow up and become mothers and grandmothers and that's 
about it. (L.32) 
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- 'Because it's something very new for women and they're 
just starting to prove themselves.' (N.45) 
- 'Women have been brought up for so long to believe that 
politics has nothing to do with them anyway. (L.43) 
- 'It's far more difficult for a woman because it's just 
not the accepted thing for a woman to do. It's much 
more difficult simply because she is a woman. (N.75) 
Mrs. Sonja Davies, in the interview referred to earlier, (3) 
spoke of 'cultural' causes for existing discrimination against 
women. 'It is unthinkable et present that we could have a 
woman as Prime Minister, yet Israel, India and O~ylon all 
' -
do - and there's Barbara Castle in Britain too. Yet we 
in New Zealand are going backwards - there are less women 
,, 
in parliament now than there were. There does not yet: 
seem to be a climate of opinion where women are welcome 
in political parties ••• --.rhe attitude of women as house-
wives is ingrained in young girls from their formative 
years. They were conditioned to believe that men earn 
the bread and women butter -. it.' 
Lack of opportunities (particularly for making a 'name') 
was mentioned as a deterrant by seven women. (Three 
National, four Labour). These women all emphasised the 
difficulties for a woman in getting herself selected. 
- 'She can't just decide she'd like to stand and become 
anf MP. She's got to first become someone of standing, 
with prestige and a 'name', and experience behind her. 
Then she's got to be asked to stand. The woman who pushes 
herself forward because she thinks she could be effective 
would be considered pushy and self opinionated and men would 
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regard her as a'menace', a National party respondent 
who said she would have liked to have become an MP 
herself explained. 
'This is where it's so difficult for a woman - getting 
herself into a position to be selected. It's far 
easier for a man to get backing and make a 'name', 
and very difficult for a woman to get a safe seat -
almost impossible really. (L.32) 
'Possibly because males are more active 'extra-murally' 
- in service clubs, business clubs, ,sports clubs, 
rotary and that sort of thing. There are far more 
opportunities to use as stepping stones to parliament.'(L45) 
'Far easier for a man because he has 
and a basis for a political career. 
these if they're particularly lucky 
power, experience 
Women only have 
- if they happen 
to be married to an MP1 or to be the daughter of one.' (N32) 
'Oh yes, it's all put into a man's lap if he's at all 
presentable.' (L.52) 
The final category - discrimination against women - was 
the least frequently offered explanation. 
One woman declared that 'women have no chance to get into 
Parliament unless they happen to be the daughter or widow 
of an MP. They're only given a seat that is considered 
hopeless, because there are too many wanting seats and 
men stick together - women don't. (L.78) 
'Yes, at present it's very much a man's world. This 
is especially so in the National party which is the 
traditional party you know. The more conservative 
the place, the less likely it would be for a woman to 
stand as an MP, unless she was really outstanding.' (N. 68) 
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'The discrimination can be so subtle and indirect,' 
Labour party respondent explained. 'I've just recently 
been told that one of the women I particularly admire 
has been called the 'Labour party bike' and other 
derogatory things. All completely unt·irue of course, 
but this is the sort of slur that so often is caste 
upon 'pushy' - that is1 success:ful - women, and it's 
something you can't do anything about because it's only 
whispered behind ~veryones' back.' 
Sonja Davies, active for twelve years in the party and 
twice a candidate for marginal seats, has declared publicly 
on several occasions that - 'discrimination is a fact of 
political life in New Zealand. It's not a matter of how 
able a woman is, women are discriminated against. You 
think of the number of women who are given a seat they can 
win. And think of the number of women in parliament. 
Only two of them are in there in their own right - the 
rest as daughters or wives of parliamentarians.'(~) 
'Discrimination at the top', Mrs. Davies informed me in a 
personal interview 'makes you give up. You think it's not 
worth the candle. I was always put on the useless committees 
and I encountered a great deal of prejudice from individual 
MPs. In fact that's where it mainly exists - in the minds 
of individual men.' Mrs. Davie's remarks may be compared 
with the ]>Ublished statements of two National party-women 
who have achieved the rank of MP. 
Mrs. Stevenson, MP. for Taupo explained, in an interview 
with Margaret Burgin, that - 'It is not easy for a woman 
to be selecte~8S a candidate for it is still a man's world. 
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I had four men against me in my selection ••• The general 
attitude is - what does a wo.man know about this;? •• It is 
tougher for a woman to make the grade, as she is in 
competition with all men.'(5) 
Mrs. Esme Tombleson, in a speech reported in the 'Dominion' 
in 1966, conclii:ded that - 'In short, public affairs like 
business, has traditionally been a man's world.' She 
observed that as a result, those women who did feel they 
had a contribution to make in the public sphere faced 
difficulties ranging from inexperience through indifference 
or antipathy in the party machines, to doubt on the part of 
the voters. Thei~ average age tended to be higher than 
that of male candidates for parliament (she pointed out 
' that she was the y~est women so far elected to the New 
Zealand Parliament), and they were seldom known outside a 
fairly narrow or confined circle. 'The comparative isola-
tion of women from the upper echelon&~of the business 
world and the trade unions and from the real sources of 
political power has often meant that their campaign ~as 
'· 
had an air of well intentioned ingenuosi ty.' FinaJ,ly, 
she pointed out that only a very small proportion of 
women had any interest in, or w~ encouraged to have any 
interest in holding public office, outside the voluntary 
organisations 'where public opinion approves of womads r 
participation.'{') 
As an additional check on the degree to which women felt 
they were discriminated against in the two political 
parties, I included in this section responses given to 
the question - do you think there is equality of opportunity 
at all levels of your party? 
) 
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Labour party respondents were divided on the question, 
with fourteen confident that there was eg_uali ty of -
opportunity within their party, and eleven not at all 
sure: 
- 'I think women do have equality of opportunity in the 
party - it's just that the opportunities aren't grasped', 
one woman replied, and most seemed to agree with her. 
if there's not equality of opportunity, then it's in 
women's own minds', another added emphatically. 
Some, however, argued that the reverse was true, and agreed 
with the contention that 'discrimination is a fact of New 
Zealand political life.' (7) 
'No they do not - I can't see where they do. The men 
just don't like strong-willed women - that's the basis of 
it I• 
-'Definitely not,'said a woman who was still simmering from 
an 'act of blatant discrimination' she had recently 
received. 'Nothing seems equal, even in the branches. 
Men like us to make the suppers but fhrri's all. ThereYs 
no real opportunities for women all the way through.' 
'Men seem to have better chances at the selection level', 
one relatively new member suggested cautiously. 'Perhaps 
they have better chances of getting to know and lobby 
MP~.?' 
'There's no equality of opportunity in the party,' another 
woman asserted. You're handicapped by being a woamn. 
The higher up you are the more of a minority you are, and 
the more difficult it is to be accepted as an equal. You 
stand out because you're a woman and they try to make you 
stand down because you're a woman.' 
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The majority of National party respondents thought there 
did exist equal opportunities for women as for men in their 
party, which is not surprising given the greater number of 
constitutional guarantees of equality written into the 
National party Constitution. (See Introduction). Nineteen 
National party respondents thought there were equal opport-
unities, two that there were not, and fow::: didn't know. 
- 'Anyone has an equal opportunity in the National party', 
one woman insisted. 'The,e,.are equal chances of standing 
and getting nominated and selected.' 
- 'Yes, I think so, another replied with a little less 
certainty. 'certainly the men are beginning to appreciate 
that women can do more than just was the dishes.' 
- 'I wouldn't like to say equal opportunities, but there are 
opportunities for women in the National party - just not 
at all levels. A woman might be good at committee level 
but wouldn't be able to head the party,for example. You 
would need a man to do that'she added. 
One woman pointed out that it had so rarely been put to the 
test it would be very difficult to know. Four had no idea 
and only two were insistent that there w~lit equality in 
their party. 
- 'Equal opportunities? They don't exist. Obviously, or 
--they would have shown some results.' 
- 'Well I think it's better than the Labou~ party but there 
is still prejudice in most quarters. Men don't expect 
women to have the same ability as them and if she does 
they resent it. 
In the main then, equal opportuni ti.es were seen to exist -
at least theoretically. Mrs. Davies·~ comment that discrimina-
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tion, where it did exist, was mainly in the minds of men, 
might well have been closest to the truth. Certaiinly, 
unlesa MPs... attitudes have significantly altered since 
1967 (and there is little evidence to suggest that~)then 
a degree of prejudice would seem to cloud the vision of 
many of them. 
Margaret Burgin in her thesis 'Women in Public Life and 
Politics in New Zealand' recorded the following comments 
made by various male MPs" in 1967, when asked why they 
thought there were so few women in Parliament.(8) 
'The women who have been in Parliament are a good reason 
for women not being in Parliament,' a senior Member of 
Government commented jocularly. 'Now you can take it as 
fact', he added, 'Parliament is no place for a woman ••• 
Politics is a man's world and woman's is to look after men.' 
Ji.nether was emphatic that Parliament was not the place for 
a woman because women were not aggressive enough - they 
were too emotional, and feminine weapons were not the 
weapons that could be used in Parliament ... 
'Women are too inclined to take remarks to heart. Some of 
the women MPs" don't speak to each other for weeks - this 
can't be done in politics, where politics and bluntness 
~ necessary characteristics of an MP.' 
One MP" made the observation that t'o get into Parliament or 
Cabinet, it was essential to be involved in politics by 
30 years of age. £ Most married women would have to wait till 
they wer 35-40 because of family responsibilities, and 
unmarried women might well have to encounter the prejudice 
that she was in there 'because she couldn't get married.' 
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~ertainly these remarks were only randomly recorded at 
an informal gathering, but comments made by parliament-
arians in such circumstances might well be thought to most 
nearly reflect their true opinions. (Once in a public 
environment the opinfuons of individual MPs~ are frequently 
subordinated .-f:gii the interests of party policy or expediency.) 
If this is so, then it would seem that the most subtle 
prejudice 'hard to pin point, but if you scratch the surface 
it's there' - namely prejudice in the minds of men - might 
! 
well be the primary external obstacle facing women in the 
political world. 
It is significant however, that most of the reasons offered 
by respondents were those that could broadly be labelled 
'se]f~exclusion' reasons: Women's lack of confidence, 
women's lack of support for one another, women's apathy and 
general family responsibilities arenone ot1?:fternal~barriers 
but rather ones that could be termed 'self inflicted 9 or 
'self generating.' 
It is also significant that many of the characteristics 
cited by respondents as impeding women's political advance-
ment - their lack of confidence in themselves, their feelings 
of jealousy, envy and resentment, are exactly those character-
istics described by Professor Maslow as the 'characteristics 
of low-dominance persons.' And low-dominance persons, as 
has earlier been pointed out, lack the sense of personal 
and, therefore, political competence to enable them to 
become effective political actors. 
It is prima:rily then in women's own attitudes~hat the major 
i-nt@rna-:1.. obstacles to political advancement are to be found. 
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Germaine Greer's observation 'If women are to be better 
valued by their men, they must first learn to value them-
selves more highly' (9) has obvious relevance in this 
<rontext. But before proceeding to an evaluation of the 
reasons given by respondents to explain the small numbers 
of women in our parliament, I shall briefly outline answers 
given by respondents to the following questions: Do you 
think there should be more women in parliament? Why do 
you think women comprise such a high percentage of the non-
vote? Why do you think an estimated 60% of women generally 
vote for the National party? 
Some interesting, and what Maurice Duverger would undoubtedly 
term 'anti-feminist', attitudes were elicited in response to 
the first of these questions - particularly by National 
party respondents. 
'No, I don't think there should be - I think men represent 
women's interests just as much as we would ourselves. I 
think women's homes should come first. I think the 
contribution women have to make is in smaller and more 
uninteresting ways than men.' 
- 'I don't know if we need more women', another National 
party respondent concluded. 'I think we need more wives. 
I always think behind every good man there is somebody in 
the background helping him along. For a man to get ahead 
he's got to have a stable homelife. He's got to have some-
body behind the scenes helping him along.' When probed as 
to how importantly she regarded a 'good husband behind 
every successf'ul woman', this respondent answered, 'Oh 
no, all men are selfish and egocentric anyway. You just 
accept this because he's the breadwinner. And most 
mothers just want to devote themselves to their children and 
do as good a job there as they can. Oh no, I think women 
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will always remain behind their husbands.' 
- 'I'm not sure there should be unless they are particularly 
able women,' another National party respondent replied. 
'I mean our present women MPs" have hardly been conspic.:-
uous by their success have they?' 
- 'To me men seem more capable of carrying things out,'the 
one Labour party woman who disagreed with the notion that 
there should be more women in parliament explained. 
The rest in both parties either enthusiastically or half-
heartedly agreed that more women should be in our Parliament. 
Home respondents were ambivalent or luke-warm about the idea: 
- 'I suppose so - if they're the right kind of women. If 
they're the equal of a man then I think they should have 
their say as much as anyone else - but there shouldn't 
be a preponderance of women all the same, because in 
many cases I don't think women are sufficiently qualified 
to supplant men - personally I prefer male politi~ians 
myself.' (L.54) 
Others were quite definite: 'Most decidely there should be. 
Women are just as important in the community as men, so.:1they 
should take an equal decision making part.' f·L.45) 
- 'Definitely - women should be as equal in parliament as 
they are in population - but they've got to be the right 
kind of women.' (N.55) 
- 'Yes I think women could really improve things if they 
were given a chance, because women are concerned with 
people and the future, whereas men are more power-oriented. 
Tney've been brought up to believe in war and warriors. 
I think women could make a tremendous contribution but 
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they're up against a ruthless system.' (L.52) 
- 'Certainly I do because they're 51% of the population. 
Men are conditioned to concern themselves more with 
power than with people and women have a completely 
different set of priorities. The qualities that a:rre 
supposedly feminine - concern for people, sensitivity, 
a sense of humanity and so forth are the qualities needed 
to improve and save the world today.' (L.60) 
Others thought there should ~e more women because 'women 
understand the problems of women that men are quite divorced 
from', or 'to bring the women's viewpoint before the men,' 
or 'because a completely different approach from men would 
be valuable in parliament.' 
Many, however, were extremely vague in answering this 
question, indicating that they had given the matter little 
thought, let alone any real concern. 
Two dominant reasons were given by respondents in both 
parties in response to the second question about non-voters. 
Ten women (six National and four Labour) attributed the 
low voting figures among women to women's dependence on 
their husbands, and seventeen (ten Labour and seven National) 
to 'woman's apathy.' 
In the first category, repsondents explained how 'so many 
women just won't vote unless their husbands take them along 
and tell them how to'. 
- 'It's the same old story - a woman won't vote unless 
she is led by the hand to the booth. She wouldn't think 
of asserting her independence - women haven't yet reached 
a stage of development where they're thinking for themselves 
yeto' (L.50) 
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- 'So many women just leave voting and politics to their 
men. They're so often busy with the mundane chores and 
haven't even formed an opinion for themselves. My next 
door neighbour turned to her husband and asked - who 
did you say to vote for Earnie? (L.68) 
In the second category of responses came simple exclamations 
of 'apathy and indiff'erence', or 'they'rejust not interested -
so many women just live their own little lives and don't 
look beyond themo' (N.72) 
'Laziness, no doubt about it, women are mentally lazy. 
Mind you, I think the home makes you soggy if you stay 
in one f'or too long. You need stimulation to keep going. 
It's no wonder women degenerate when they're home all 
day. You can't really blame them for their lack of 
political interest. (N.32) 
- 'They just can't be bothered - that's the trouble - they're 
not interested. Not interested in anything, some of them.(N6( 
- 'Lack of interest - absolutely - in politics. I know a lot 
of' women who don't have the first idea about politics. 
They don't even know who Mr. Marshall is. Surely you'd 
think they'd pick up something about politics - they 
can't sit in their kitchens all day. (N.38) 
Only one respondent offered a substantially different 
explanation for women's non voting. The Labour respondent 
attributed women's lack of political interest to womena 
general feeling of ineffectualness. 
'Because they feel so hopeless in their own situation 
generally,' she explained. 'If you feel powerless in 
your own situation where you have no money, and no social 
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powers and where you're totally dependent on another 
person, then you tend to feel similarly in a wider 
environment. In other words women are generally 
bound by circumstances - it is their husband who 
decides where they will live and so forth, and this is 
reflected in their attitude to politics - it's attitude 
of helplessness and impotence.' 
This respondent was the only one who attempted any analysis 
of the reason for the high percentage of women non-voters. 
Most tended in replying to this g_uestion to disply attitudes 
that verged on contempt for their 'unenlig~ned female peers,' 
and the significance of this disregard or even contempt 
for their own sex will be examined below. 
The appendage explanation (women's dependence on their 
husbands) offered by ten women is eg_ually noteworthy. 
Given the extreme dependence on husbands manifested by a 
considerable number of respondents, one suspected that a 
strong element of projection pervaded these answers. 
Looking finally at responses to the last g_uestion, most 
women were quite unable to explain why women tended to vote 
more conservatively. Not having appreciated that this was 
an established voting trend, most women simply remarked 
that 'that was interesting' or 'I just wonder why?' A 
handful gave answers that were slightly more thoughtful! 
- '.The National party represents security which is so 
important to women, one Labour party respondent suggested. 
'Industrial disputes are the death knell of the Labour 
party because all women's resentments at their powerless-
ness and dependence on men come out when they see the men 
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on strike. It is seen as a threat to their security, since 
they rely on men to feed them. What women seek above all 
is security, and they hope somehow the National party will 
deliver this.' 
Another Labour respondent attributed women's conservatism 
to much the same thing - women's quest for security. The 
National party image represents the Establishment. And 
they think ther's safety in our way of life - a safeguard 
to our homes and security in general.' 
Six Labour respondents thought it was because the National 
:party offered 'upward mobility.' It's a very social party 
and I think many people who want a bit of status will join 
the National party.' 
'I think a lot of the support for the National party is 
for snobbish reasons. 7 
~Yemen are more conservative and think it's respectable to 
vote for the National party. Often National party candidates 
are more respectable too - a bit more handsome and smooth -
the brylcream boys, I call them. I've heard my neighbours 
say - isn't he nice looking - I think 1 Ii1 vote for him, 
whereas men wouldn't vote for a candidate just because he 
was good looking.' (L.54) 
'Because their husbands vote for it: a National party 
respondent decided. 'Women are so restricted in their out-
look they'll vote for what their husband or parents did, 
whereas men will more often reach out and think for them-
selves.' 
Seven respondents al tgether ( three National and far Labour) 
conduded that women's conservatism stemmed from women following 
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passively in their husband's (or parents:') party allegiance. 
What is obvious from the foregoing are the broad similar-
ities in responses given by National and Labour party 
respondents. Apart from the fact that National party 
women considered there existed more equal opportunities in 
their party (and, constitutionally speaking, there did), 
women's perceptions of the reasons for women's limited 
political role are remarkably similar in both the National 
and Labour party samples. 
Again, one can only conclude that the reasons for the 
limited nature of women's political participation in New 
Zealand politics have less to do with the particular frame-
work of the major New Zealand parties than with the 
problems faced in the political arena by individual women 
simply because of their sex. Family commitments, lack of 
support from o:ffier women, lack of confidence, cultural 
conditioning, all exist as political deterrants to women 
in politics because of the status and conventional sex: 
roles of women in our society, irrespective of political 
party structures,. 
Indeed, what has emerged consistenfly throughout this thes~rs · 
is the lack of significant inter-party differences between 
respondents in my sample - either in terms of their back-
grounds, (that is their ages, occupations, partisan feelings, 
peer group and family support); their attitudinal resources 
(feelings of personal and political efficacy level of 
information), or in their political behaviour generally 
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( as manifested in the slnk~ty similar roles they played 
within their parties, as well as in the similarity of 
their perceptions of ~omen's role in New Zetland politics 
generally). 
Those ~ifferences which have emerged have not affected 
in a fundamental way the comparative political behaviour 
of activists. The higher degree of organisational 
activity among National party women, or the higher socio.-
economic status of National party respondents as determined 
by their husbands' occupations, for example, had not 
brought about fundamental inter-party differences in the 
political behaviour of activists. The higher degree of 
social activity and 'solidary "' rewards for activity 
found in the National party sample, the variations in the 
perceived treatment and status of women in the respective 
parties, similarly had not brought about signifii.cant 
changes in the political behaviour, of National and 
Labour party activists; although National party women 
were1overall, more satisfied with their political role~ 
Women in both parties played essentially domestic, supportive: 
and backbencher roles, which is consistent with the Thomas 
and Jennings findings reflecting women in the Democratic 
and Republican party elites ( -Q. They concluded that: 
"the office ambitions of women (in both ·parties) 
even in the elite, are markedly more timid than 
meno Consequently the kind of political game 
pJLialyed by women differs from men. In the absence 
of explicit office ambitions, women are content 
with other rewards and attainments, many of which 
are symbolieo (11) 
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The only exceptions to these generalisations in my sample 
were a small number of Labour party activists who were 
consciously rejecting this rather narrow trad:iti.ona1· __ 
interpretation of woman's political role in their party, 
and deliberately seeking an alternative, more influential 
position. Two of these women had sought higher office in 
the Labour party, five had deliverately attempted to 
influence Labour policy by initiating and,.in two cases, 
speaking on remits at the Annual Party Conference. 
For the remainder of my sample, the lack of necessary 
political resources prevented them from playing a more 
responsible, influential and politically effective role. 
Since the reasons f-br the lack of political resources 
amongst respondents appear throughout to be rooted in the 
sex roles and the associated expectations, statuses, and 
cultural interpretations of these roles, I shall now 
direct my attention to the cultural envireoment of 
respondents, to try to explore the reasons why these 
sex roles had such widespread negatiwe ef~ect on the 
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WOMEN'S POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AS A 
CONSEQUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTo 
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From whatever standpoint political participation is 
concerned, women's participation in the political life 
of a society cannot be separated from the general concept 
that society holds of the role of women. Women's participa-
tion in political life brings into play deep-rooted beliefs 
which are often unconscious and as often repressed but which 
are none the less present and which give the problem anr" 
emotional overtone. (1) 
The cultural or value system of a society provides the 
framework within which its members must operate and the, 
standards to which they must broadly conform. It sets the 
boundaries for all behaviour, political or otherwise. So 
I shall direct my attention in this chapter to the behavioural 
conseg_uences of different facets of the cultural environment 
of respondents - specifically, the effect of status, sex 
typed characterisations, sex typed oc~upations and social-
isation patterns on,iolitic~l ~ehaviour of women respondents 
. "" 
in my sample in particular and/New Zealand in general. 
One component of our cultural framework which has obvious 
repercussions on the political behaviour of our citizens 
is the allocation of status in our society. All human 
beings have an array of statuses which both shape and 
reflect their behaviour and expectations in life. (2) 
In almost all societies for example, maleness and femaleness 
are institutionalised as statuses, and most individuals 
learn at an early age their sex status and appropriate sex 
roles. 
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Robert Merton, studying this question, (3) explains how 
some statuses are more dominant than others and may, as 
a consequence of their salience, limit or facilitate the 
acquisition of other statuses. Sex status he suggests, 
is one such salient and frequently dominant status which 
often limits the occupant in the acquisition of further 
statuses. 'For mt woman sex status is primary and pivotal 
and it inevitably determines much of the course of her 
life, especially because of the rigid cultural definitions 
which limit the range of other statuses she may acquire.(4) 
Women's sex statuses in our society have been integrally 
related to the statuses of wife and mother. For women, 
American feminist Mrs. C,:F;, Epstein points out, the 
obligations attached to these family statuses are considered 
in Western society to be first in priority, while for men 
occupation demands normally override all others. Thus a 
woman's duties as wife and mother normally supersede most 
other roles obligations; her obligations as .. ai. wife normally 
creme second, and other s.tatus obligations a definite third. (5) 
'If a woman gives any indication of being more absorbed in 
her work than in her husband and family, she is neither 
understood nor forgiven. The woman, unlike the man, cannot 
spend too much time with her family, for her role demands 
as wife and mother are such that they intrude on all other 
activities. (6) 
In contrast to women's extremely limited range of accepted 
behaviour in mother-wife role, the New Zealand male has 
a wide range of aceeptable behaviour in which he may 
fulfill his husband-father roles without incurring social 
disapproval. His duties as husba~father tend to fall 
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primarily in the occupational sphere - so long as he is an 
adequate breadwinner, his obligations and duties are more 
or less discharged, according to curre,nt cultural norms. 
It is in this cultural context that the remarks made by 
respondents regarding the priority of 'family responsibilities' 
as a factor inhibiting a political career must be seen. 
Responses such as 'woman's loyalties are always divided 
because it doesn't matter what you do, your family always 
comes first' or 'women's home considerations must always 
come first', merely reflect how the still-prevalent 
cultural norm that 'for a woman the obligations attached 
to family status are still considered to be first in 
priority' affected the political perceptions and behaviour 
of respondents ~rom both parties in my sample. 
The indignation felt towards two women cS1didates who 
stood for parliament- while having a family, and the 
insistence that they should be back at home looking 
after their children similarly underline the strength and 
resilience of this cultural norm, and its effect on the 
political behaviour of New Zealand women. 
It is in this context also that remarks like 'if a 
woman enters politics she must be a free agent' assume their 
full cultural significance. Social norms determining 
'appropri·';ate 'womanly statuses are still so rigid that 
they will undoubtedly continue to put pressue on any 
woman with a family who attempts to become politically 
active, not only the women in my sample. 
Margaret Mead (Anthropogist) (1,l), has clarified that 
preferred female atributes and behaviour patterns vary 
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significantly from one culture to another. Qualities defined 
as female in one culture may be defined as male in another, but 
in most societies there is what she describes as a core of 
preferred and imputed feminine attributes. 
In New Zealand, where our ideal woman would possibly straddle 
somewhere between last year's Miss New Zealand and Mrs. Lawson 
Mother of qu.ins, the core of feminine attributes would closely 
approximate those described by Mrs. Epstein as the character-
istics of the 'feminine' American woman.(~) These qualities, 
she suggests include charm modesty, warmth, deferrance, 
dependence and sensiil'ivity. T.o these could be added passivity, 
a pleasing 'personality! and an ability to 'get on well with 
people' - superficially at least. 
Our image of the feminine woman would also include those 
~-characteristics described by Mrs. Epstein (9) - lack 
of aggressiveness, lack of personal involvement and egotism -
(unless it be for the benefit of a family membei) lack of 
persistence, and lack of ambitious drive. 
Thus,M±ss New Zealand is not judged for her drive, her 
ambition, or her audacity. Indeed, should she possess these 
qualities, they would need to be carefully concealed. Miss: 
New Zml..and must appear to be the epitome of the ..,£eminine 
women - wholesome, self effacing, pleasantly mannered and 
g_uietly charming, for she represents, as Germain Greer points 
out, Oo)'the dominant image of femininity which rules our 
~ulture and to which most women aspire.' 
It is evident that those characteristics normally considered 
essential for effective political careers are also those 
characteristics considered in our culture to be 'unfeminine' 
or 'manly'. While ambition is considered a desirable 
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attribute in a New Zealand male, particularly a politician, 
the epi thets2 'ambitious;' and 'assertive' when applied to 
women are transformed into prejorative descriptions of 
women who have overstepped the bounds of preferred feminine 
behaviour. As one National party respondent earlier 
explained: 'A woman who pushes herself forward because she 
thinks she could be effective would be considered pushy and 
self opinionated, and even men would regard her as a menace.' 
This occurs, according to Kate Millett because 'the formation 
of personality along stereotyped lines of sex category 
(masculine and feminine) in our culture is based on the needs 
and values of the dominant group (man) and dictated by what 
its (that is, male) members cherish in themselves and find 
convenient in subordinates: aggression, intelligence, force 
and efficacy in the male: passivity, ignorance, docility, 
'virtue' and ineffectuali ty in the female. ( 11l) 
Such a hypothesis would explain the reluctance, verging on 
affrontery, with which respondents greeted the question 
asking them if women's sections in their opinion would assist 
a a woman's political advancement. It also explains _-i. the 
lack of ambition manifested by most respondents, and the 
visible pleasure with which many rep~ondents cited such 
cliches as 'behind every successful man there is somebody in 
the background helping him along.' 
The comments of politicians -'Parliament is no place for a 
woman because women are not aggressive enough(or 'feminine 
weapons are not the weapons that could be used in Parliament? 
equally reflect the narrowness of our cultural ·., defini-
tiori of femininity, and how pervasively it affects the 
perceptions of women's political role. 
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These female attributes, embedded in our culture, are 
unlikely to be eradicated inc::the near future. While they 
persist (they are already under challenge) they will 
continue to present a major hurdle to women anticipating 
political careers, for as political scientist RobertLane 
has pointed out: 'A major feature of our cultures typing 
of the sexes is the assignment of the ascendant, power-
possessing role to the man and the dependent, receptive role 
to the woman.~.Politics is precisely such an arena of power, 
and a woman enters politics only at the risk of tarnishing, 
to some extent, her femininity ••• The woman who seems too 
active in (political) areas seems, to some people, to have 
moved from the properly dependent role of her sex and to 
seek the masterful and dominant role of men,' (12) 
Helen Hacker (13) in her examination of the sex character-
istics of male and female roles in the United States, 
concluded that Amercian women displayed many of the character-
istics of 'minority groups'.' - self haired, contempt for :/ 
oneself and members of ones own sex, which stem from the 
subordinate groupk acceptance of stereotyped concepts of 
itself held by the dominant group. Women's generally low 
evalution of themselves she sees as one of these minority 
characteristics common to all groups who, as a result of 
continual, nowever subtle, reiterations of their inferiority, 
come to accept it as a fact. So women, having internalised 
the 'gj_§esteem' in which they are held, despise themselves and 
each other.' 
A circuitous syndrome is set up when women's low self evalua-
tio:ns,reinforced by cultural stereotypes, allow men to regard 
them with the contempt earlier described by respondents -
particularly Labour respondents. Women in turn begin to live 
up to male expectations and so the cycle is perpetuated. 
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It has been shown (14) that children who are given a low 
expectation of themselves do badly. So with women -
ultimately, they do less well because they expect to. As 
Maurice Duverger observed over a decade ago 'the female 
sex has come to believe in their own inferiority because they 
have been persuaded of it in justification of their subordin-
ate position in society. (15) 
As a consequence of these internalised beliefs in feminine 
inferiority to the dominant New Zealand group - men, a pattern 
of womanly disparagement has developed in New Zealand to the 
extent that cattiness, jealousy and disloyalty, referred to 
frequently by respondents, have come to be regarded as a 
'female trait.' This behaviour pattern was frequently 
mentioned by respondents as a factor impeding their political 
participation. 
- 'It's a funny womanly thing this jealousy. It's not worth 
even trying to get owmen to support you because they will 
always gossip and bitch and let you down.' 
- 'Women make it tough for other women. We've been brought 
up to support men not other women' 
are all direct references made by respondents to this so 
called feminine trait. 
Women elaim to dislike other women, to prefer to work for 
men, to~ male politicians - as two respondents specific-
ally mentioned - and to deride other females and female 
gatherings,as most respondents did at some stage of their 
interview. 
- 'They're old ducks' - 'they're old bores' - 'they're so 
dumb I think they enjoy raffles and making tea' - are examples 
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of feminine derision and contampt for their own sex. Indeed 
strikingly apparent throughout most interviews was the 
extent to which women themselves internalised and perpetuated 
dominant group stereotypes about their own sex. 
Significant,too,is the fact that those characteristics 
described by Helen Hacker as 'minority group' character-
istics'are exactly the same as those earlier described by 
Professor Maslow as the characteristics of 'low dominance' 
persons. 'Such _persons, ( to recapitulate) usually admire 
other people more than they do themselves, and aJ.c:>n9- with 
this great respect for others goes jealousy, suspicion and 
distrust •••• feelingsfgeneral and specific inferiority, lack 
of self confidence, shyness and a general feeling that any-
thing that they might say would be laughed at •••• ' (16) 
In other words, the cultural characteristics of the unasser-
tive, unambitious, self' effacing, dependent and :pleasing 
feminine woman in many respects parallel the characterisitic$ 




Profess.or Maslow himself drew to our attention the fact that 
high dominance women were not 'feminine' in the conventional 
sense ••• 'since many of the qualities that are considered in 
our culture to be 'manly' were seen in them in high degree -
leadership, strength of character, strong social :purposes, 
emancipation from tri~ialities, lack of fear or shyness.'(17) 
'Such women', he went on, 'prefer to be treated like a 
person, not like a woman.' 'They :prefer to stand on their 
own two feet and generally do not care for concessions that 
imply they are inferior, weak or that they need special 
attention and cannot take care of themselvese' 
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Until the attributes of femii1t\ ty and the approJ.)riateness 
of the female role begin to change fundamentally, therefore, 
it is obvious that the political role of New Zealand women 
will continue to be limited, and those women who 'make it' 
to Parliament will remain disproJ_Jortionately few. 
So long as dependence remains a caltpal feminine attribute, 
as well as the socially acceJ.)ted life style of the majority 
of New Zealand women, then so long will, presumably, women 
remain a political minority. 
Duverger asserts that a woman's feeling of dependence on 
man is J.)robably the fundamental obstacle to her J.)laying a 
full part in political life~' Political activity in a 
democratic society J_Jresupposes that anyone engaging in it 
takes full responsibility for his fate, and does not leave 
it to another to decide for him. It is diametrically 
opposed to any form of paternalism in social relations. 
But while women have, legally, ceased to be minors they 
still have the mentality of minors in many f'ields, particularly 
in politics,where tney usually accept the paternalism of men.'(1~ 
Respondents in my sample frequently cited women's dependence 
on men as a factor influencing their political behaviour -
particularly their voting behaviour. 'So many women won't 
vote unless their husband takes them along and tells them 
how to;' 'It's the same old story, a woman will not vote 
unless her husband takes her along and tells he who to 
vote for' - 'Women haven't yet reached a stage of development 
where they're capable of thinking for themselves', were 
typical comments made by respondents. Yet many women who,~· 
were critical of their peers in this respect were themselves 
financially, and in many instances it see~sychologically, 
dependent on men. Their own political behaviour, in other 
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words, was considerably affected by their dependence on 
( 
men. Particularly in the National party, wo~ appeared to 
accept utterly their reliance on the paternalism of men. 
In general they seemed quite satisfied to make the suppers 
and leave the decision making and policy formation to the 
men. Comments such as 'when men put on the functions we more 
or less work in the background' or 'we do the things men 
don't have time to do', emphasise the extent to which their 
political behaviour was geared to and shaped by the expecta-
tions and requirements of the men in their party - to the 
extent where they were able to assess their own function and 
value in the party" only according to the comments and 
criteria of their menfolk. 'They do say they couldn't get 
along without us' - 'In most cases I think men find women 
very useful' - 'they keep telling us we're marvellous', are 
explicit examples of a minority group dependent for approval 
and status on a dominant group. 
Helen Hacker also found that 'women who select the domestic 
life often resent and deride those of their own sex who 
choose careers, in the same way that lower class negroes 
who have acquired dominant group attitudes towards the 
Negro have often resented upperclass Negr~s pretensions to 
superiority. 'Domesticated women also feel the career 
woman is neglecting her 'proper place', (19) which helps 
explain why the women who had stood as candidates had so 
frequently been told by women in their electorates to 'get 
back to their homes~ - that is to'their place.' 
Obviously the a,,pendent status of the housewife is in i ts,elf 
largely responsible for the continuing dependency of women 
on men. Occupation housewife, as already noted, does not 
encourage the development of self confidence, or other 
characteristics of 'high dominance'. Rather the reverse; 
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- for occupation housewife tend to limit the development 
:political resources - attitudinal resources in :parl1~ar, 
as well as specific skills such as the 'building up of a 
name', contacts, :prestige and1power base :previously referred 
to by respondents. Occupation housewife, conventionally 
interpreted, does appear to present a structural restraint 
militating against woman's :political participation, as 
Campbell et al. observed. ( see the introduction). 
Duverger himself remarked upon the unsuitability of the 
housewife's role for the development of political resourc-es: 
'The traditional woman's world is closed and limited •• this 
withdrawal into a small restricted group, this semi-exclusive 
concentration on a microcosm, are :i!ltl.:edfu:oect conflict with 
an interest in politics, where problems must be stated and 
seen in general terms - in an overall perspective. (20) 
Certainly, in my sample, it was those women who had participat-
ed actively outside their home - eitherToccupational or 
organisational activities - that were the most actively 
involved in politics. 
The mere fact that politics has persisted in New Zealand as 
a 'male preserve' for so long would obviously have a signifi-
cant effect on women's perceptions of our political world. 
According to Robert Merton, oceupations can be described as 
sex typed when a large majority of those in them are of one 
ser, and where there is an associated normative expectation 
that this should continue to be so. When occupations become 
sex typed, the sex status of the person who is of the minortiy 
sex becomes as salient, sometimes more so, than the occupa-
tional status itself. (21) 
Sex typing occurs in all cultures when some occupations 
become known as male and some as female. Because sex typing 
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incurrs society's rationalisations about the male nature 
of some work and the female nature of other work, many 
occupations become to be viewed as extensions of a sex 
role. 
'A century ago', Campbell et al, observed, 'political sex 
roles, were clear cut. A man was supposed to be the political 
agent for the family unit. A woman not only had no need to 
concern herself with politics - to one degree or another 
political activity was unseemly for her.' (22) Still today, 
politics in New Zealand remains an example of a sex typed 
occupation, because the characteristics it demands of 
occupants are those that are generally considered inappropriate 
in our society for a 'feminine' woman to possess. 
Ea~lier quotes by respondents offered as explani,ions as to 
why there are so few women in our Parliament refer directly 
to politics as a 'sex typed occupation'. 'We expect a man 
to stand for parliament whereas women are just not expected 
to stand.' - 'Women have been brought up for so long to 
believe that politics has nothing to do with them anyway.' 
'It's far more difficult for a woman because it's just not 
the accepted thinR_ for a woman to do.' - 'It's much more 
difficult simply because she happens to be a woman.' 
These s:ort of pressures present intangible but neverthe-
less formidable deterran~ to women aspiring to a political 
career, parlicularly because - as Mrs. Epstein points out -
'the more nearly a profession is made up entirely of one 
sex, the less likely it is that it will change its composi-
tion in the future and the more affected will be the perfor-
mance of those few members who are not of that sex.• (23) 
Sex typing, therefore, tends to be s:elf-perpetuating. 
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As long as certain occupations are implicitly or explicitly 
designated male, women seeking entry into them will be 
def'ined as 'exceptions' or even 'social deviants! and 
consequently subjected to social pressures and sanctions. 
Failure to perf'orm successfully on the part of any female 
will be used as a reason for the continuing exclusion of' 
all members of her sex. One MP" earlier advanced precisely 
this rationalisation when he said - 'the women who are in 
there now are a good reason why there shouldn't be any more.' 
'Women in these occupations', Mrs. Epstein continues, 'will 
tend to be discouraged from s:eeking advancement when they 
perceive that the opportunity structure is limited for them.(24) 
Exactly these feelings of discouragement were experienced and 
described by a number of women, especially those 'higher up' 
their party hierarchy. 
- 'There's no equality of opportunity in the party - you're 
handicapped by being a woman. The higher up you go the 
more of a minority you are and the more difficult it is 
for you to be accepted as an equal. You stand out because 
you are a woman and they try to make you stand down because 
you're a woman,' one woman announced rather bitterly. 
Another insisted: 
'Discrimination at the to.P • makes you give up .. So many 
women decide it's not worth the candle.' 
In other words, because politics in New Zealand is a sex 
tyJ;)ed occupation, the sex status of women frequently becomes 
- or appears to become - more salient than the qualifications 
and experience of a woman, with the result that some women come 
to feel they are being discriminated against simply on the 
grounds of sex. 
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Mrs. Epstein, also points out that while in most societies 
highly regarded work seems to be reserved for the male, within 
these high rankingoccupations specialised sub groups often 
develop which are considered appropriate for\ltramen. (25) 
Woman's branches, particularly in the National _party epitomise 
this tendency, and institutionalise in politics the supportive 
function that is characteristic of women's cultural role vis-
a-vis their husbands occupations and social activities. 
Thus, women were gratefully accepted in the National party 
so long as they remained in their 'sphere' of the party. A 
sort of separate-but-equal doctrine had evolved in both 
parties, (although it was being challenged and undermined 
to some extent in the Labour party), based on the assumptions 
regarding what was the most appropriate role each of the 
sexes was best qualified to pfq.y. Women could make the 
suppers and use the domestic skills - sometimes the only 
sills-they possessed, while men concerned themselves with 
decision making and organisation - things they were more 
qualified by vocation, education and socialisation - to 
undertake. 
One of the predictable consequences of this division of 
labour was that the @ajority of women appeared quite 
content to have 'done their little bit' by catering for 
functions, and did not actively strive to contribute in 
other more directly political ways. Men,in turn, seemed to 
assume that women would not be qualified to extend their 
contribution far beyond the bounds of fundradsing and 
domesticity, and so the separate-but-equal division of labour 
was perpetuated, by a sort of reciprocal'gentlemarls 'agreement'. 
Sonja Davies' comment 'Women are no longer prepared to Tue 
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members of a political party purely to make the tea and 
to bring the cabbages to the party bring-and-buy'-'We are 
happy to help with the fundraising but this will not be 
the be all and end all of our contribution', represents a 
direct assult on this separate-but-equal doctrine in the 
Labour party. 
~.aurtc.e. :D1:1verser.s' conclusion, arrived at in 1958,still 
has contemporary significance in the New Zealand context. 
'If the majority of women are little attracted to political 
careers it is because everything tends to turn them away 
from them. If they allow politics to remain essentially 
a man's business, it is because everything conduces to 
this belief-tradition, family life, education., religion 
and literature. From birth, women are involved in a system 
which makes them think of themselves as (above all) feminine. 
The publicity which blazes around the few who are outstand-
ingly successful in 'non feminine' ftelds accentuates the 
fact that they are exceptions as well as the gulf that 
divides them from the normal woman's 1 life.' (26) 
The 'system' Duverger here refersir1 to would be described by 
political scientists as the 'socialisation process' whereby 
attitudes and orientations are acquired through upbringing. 
The early years of upbringing are generally considered 
particularly crucial in this :process. 
Thus Mrs. Epstein remarks that 'discrimination is more complex 
than is commonly supposed, and it acts to limit women's 
hori~ons much earlier in the life cycle that at the point of 
looking for a job •••• it begins in the cradle where boys and 
girls begin receiving different messages about their future 
roles. v (27) 
Fred Greer,stein, in his study of the Sex Related Differences 
in Childhood, elaborates on the subttt.hes of the early 
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socialisation process. 
Children's political sex differences do not flow from a 
developmental sequence in which the girl learns 'politics 
is not for girls' and, therefore, 'I am not interested in 
politics.' Rather a much more subtle and complex process 
in which,through differential opportunities, rewards and 
punishments which vary with sex, and throu~)'i mechanisms 
such as identification of one sex with the one parent or 
another, a sex identity is acquired.· Among other things 
this learning process associates girls with their immediate 
environment and boys with the wider environment. Political 
responses developing as they do late in childhood fall into 
the framework of already present :political orientations.(U} 
A similar conclusion is reached by 
study of political socialisation. 
ego ideals, media behaviour, level 
Hyman in his classic 
Using the choice of 
of political knowledge 
and responses to direct quesfions as indexes of political 
partiG:ipation rates, Hyman concluded that 'already at an 
early age boys are direc:ted towards politics, and here 
lie the seeds of the adult differentiations everywhere 
found in studies of political participation.' (29) 
The lack of motivational images for women in the media, OCU'". 
) 
) 
,J. narrow cultural image of femininity, act to :perpetuate, 
ehildhood behavioural patterns into adult life. The constant ) 
possibility (still sugared with social acceptability) of 
abandoning a career and becoming a fulltime housewife, has 
an obvious effect in reducing women's motivational and 
achievement drives in,:pn-domestic occupational spheres. As 
Mrs. Giillott observed 'Largely because marriage lurks ahead 
of girls like a gilded battery cage, they can drift through 
their education at the half-yawn. Happiness is a warm baby 
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and nobody has to pass an A level to breed. This is a. 
prospect that applies to all women, no matter how clever, 
how plain, how rigorously educated ••• some schools adopt 
the threatening approach, saying girls must have something 
to fall back on to beat certain boredom or even divorce 
later on in life ••• but this is like asking the living to 
contemplate death. (30) 
No statistics need be produced to assert unequivocably that 
marriage remains the primary social objective of the majority 
of New Zealand girls, reinforced by family and peer groups 
as well as our entire value system. Men as well as women face 
the marriage mandate, but marriage for them is not normally 
seen as an end in itself, a state that excludes other role 
commit;.':;ments. For a woman, the opposite is frequently the 
case, when marriage and motherhood are viewed as ends in 
themselves, and her statuses as wife and mother are expected 
to take prece: dence over all other statuses. Once married, 
even achievement - that is, the establishing of one's place 
in society by one's ovm accomplishments,is reinterpreted 
for women. Women, as has been earlier demonstrated, are 
held to achieve primarily through their husbands. Their 
status, prestige and income and socio-economic level come 
primarily as a result of their husbands accomplishments ana. 
rank in society and very often bear little or no resemblance 
to the accomplishments and rank achieved by the individual 
v1toman herself. ( See chapter 1. - Section Jf) 
Childhood ego ideals referred to by Hyman (probably among 
New Zealand girls 'Cinderella' and'Snow White') are more 
likely to be superseded in adulthood by Princess . .Anne or 
Mrs. Onassis than by Mrs. Gandhi or Mrs. Gold-Meir, if the 
media - particularly the women's media - are used as a yardstick~ 
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It is for this reason that we continue to hear more, 
particularly in Women's magazines, of Mrs. Td:rikatene-
Sulli van's baby or the midi she wore to Parliament than we do 
about her political ideas and achievements_. Mrs. Esme Tomblesom 
complained in an interview that 'women's organisations are more 
interested in 'what does it feel like to be an MF,rather than 
my ideas about what was happening in the field of education 
or overseas markets. (31). 
Indeed, considering the tremendous amotj.nt of self selection 
which takes place in becoming a politician (and these self-
selection factors would presumably be especially crucial for 
a woman for the very reason that politics is.t.till a sex 
typed occupation), I can only agree with the Jennings & 
Thompson conclusion that 1 high motivation and deviance from 
conventional norms would seem to characterise those. women 
who enter the political arena as politicians.'(32) 
For politics, to reiterate in conclusion, remains a sex-typed, 
occupation, and this is particularly the case the higher one 
proceeds up the occupation ladder. 
This thesis has looked at some of the manifestations of sex-
typing as they typically occur within the lower echelons of 
political parties in New Zealand. It was found at this 
level, in both political parties, that women still opt for 
appropriate 'womanly' domestic and receptive roles, and do 
not generally seek to climb much higher than the bottom :eew 
rungs,. :: . · Women who step 01.±side these 'sex-typed' 
boundaries continue to be regarded as exceptions and treated 
as such. This generalisation applies equally to both political 
parties. Indeed, it was found througgout this thesis that; 
the political environments of the National and Labour parties 
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had less effect on the political behaviour of respondents 
+"1£ .. 
than did various facets of/Wider cultural environment 7 -
particularly the sex role and status of respondents, and 
the sex typing that occurs in politic& - in which respondents 
operated. 
All of which merely corroborates Duverger's conclusion that: 
'It is useless1therefore, to seek to give women a larger part ; 
in political life by special reforms in this particular field., 
The small part played by women in politics merely reflects 
and results from the secondary place to which they are still 
assigned by the customs and attitudes of our society and 
which their education and training tend to make them accept 
as the natural order of things ••• Political reforms are 
effective here only to the extent that they gradually tend 
to modify this situation, to counteract the effects of 
habit and tradition, to help women free themselves from them, 
and to awaken in them a sense of their own independence.' (33) 
It will be interesting to see the degree to which the new 
femininist wi~~currently gathering momentum in New Zealand 
succeeds in changing the customs and attitudes of our society 
on which, as Duverger argues, women's secondary place is 
based and perpetuated. Unless the new movement does: succeed, 
politics in New Zealand will remain a sex typed oceupation, -
women in New Zealand political parties will remain unequal 
participants in the political processes - radically under-
represented, engaged in subordinate activities, and generally .. 
playing what Thomas and Jennings describe as a 'markedly 
different kind of political game than men'. 
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.APPENDIX ONE. 







2. What is your marital status? 
3. Do you have any children? If so, please indicate 
their ages, sex, occupation. 
4. What is/was your father's occupation? 
5. What is/was your husband's occupation? 
6. Would you p~ease indicate the highest level of 
education you have reached. 
Some primary. Proficiency. Some Secondary. 
Matriculation. Technical Edcuation. University Degree. 
7. When did you first become interested in politics? 
8. Have you always supported this party? 
9. When did you join this party - was it before or 
after marriage? 
100 Why did you join when you did? 
11. How long have you been a politically active member? 
12. How long have you been a member of this branch? 
13. Have you been a member of the party continuously, or 
have there been gapsR 
1i4e Are you afu.ember of other branches? 
1;5. Do you regularly attend meetings - approximately how 
often? 
16. What positions have you held in the party branch? 
1i7., What sort of work do you do in the party? 
180 Can you remember if either of your parents supported a 
political party; if so, which one? 
19. Did either join a political party? 
20. How active were they? 
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APPENDIX ONE - cont ••• 
21. Was there much discussion about _politics in your home? 
22. Did your father hold any form of _public office? 
23. Is your busbandinterested in :politics? 
24. Does he support a political party? If so,which one? 
25. Is he active - more active than you are? 
26. Do you and your husband tend to share political views? 
27. Is there much political discussion in your home? 
28. Is it very demanding on your time? Would you be more 
active if you had more time? 
29. What was your occupation before you were married? 
30. Did you work after you were married? For how long? 
31. What was your reason for working then? 
32. What made you stop working? 
33. Do you have any part time or fuJ.l time employment at 
present? 
34. What other clubs, or organisations do you belong to? 
35. 
Would you call yourself a regular attender, not so 
regular, or an infrequent attender? 
Would you think that other members at the clubs you 
1i(,,1,hdiNftf 
belong to are LabourFsupporters? 
36. Do you discuss politics with them? 
37. Are your children interested in :politics? If notjwhy not? 
38. Which of your children? 
39e Which party do they support? 




How active are they? 
How do your children) Husband) view your :political activity~ 
How does your political activity fit in with your 
family, home life? 
44. What do your female friends think of your political 
activity? 
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45. Do you discuss politics with them? 
46. Do you have many friends w~o are politically active? 
47. Do any of your friends belong to this branch? 
48. Do you have friends who belong to the National Party? 
49. Are there persons you avoid talking about your 
political activities wi th1 Which sorts of persons; 
are these? 
500 What persons or group of persons do you think has 
most influenced the way you feel about politics? 
Your parents, husband, friends? 
ROLE OF WOMENS ORGANISATIONS. 
51. Do you think women's organisations are necessary in 
your party? 
55. What is their major function within the party? 
56. In what ways do they influence party policy? 
57. Do you think ·they have any influence over leadership 
selection? 
58. What part did your branch do last election to increase 
your party's vote? 
59. How well organised and influential do you think women's 
organisations, and branches generally are·.· in your party? 
60o Does membership of a woman's branch assist a woman's 
political advancement? 
61. How do you think the men in your party generally regard 
women in your party1 
62. Do y~u feel you can successfully understand the 
complexities of politics? 
63. Do you think you have influenced your party in any 
way? Do you feel you have any influence over your 
party policy or leadership selection? 
64. Have you been personally responsible for formulating 
remits that have been sent to your Annual Conference? 
) 
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65. Would you stand for Executive Office in your branch if 
you were nominated? 
660 Would you stand for the position of Dominion Councillori 
Women's Representative if you were nominated? 
67. Would you consider standing ( or would you have conside,red 
standing) for Parliament? If so,would you have felt 
sufficiently qualified to do so? 
680 To what extent do you think that your party and its 
policies match your own beliefs~ 
69. Do you have any major areas of disagreement with 
your party or its policies? 
70. What is your opinion of Mr. Marshall, Mr. Kirk, 
Mr. Muldoon, Mr. Rowling, Mr. Watt and Sir Keith 
Holyoake? 
710 What do you think your party stands for? 
72. What do you think the National/Labour (that is the 
opposition) party stands for? 
7 3. Who do you thin..1c are the main supporters of your 
party? What sort of people do you think support the 
National/Labour party? 
740 Who do you think are the main supporters of the 
(opposition) party. 
75. What do you think of our present women Members of 
Parliament? 
760 How do you think they compare with other Members of 
Parliament'l 
77. Why do you think there are so few women in Parliament? 
78. Do you think there should be more women represented 
in Parliament and at the higher levels of both political 
partiesi? 
79. Do you feel that equal opportunities exist for women 
as for men at all levels of your party? 
800 Do you think it is easier for a man to become a 
politician than it is for a female? Why/Why not? 
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81. Why do you think women comprise such a high 
percentage of the non-vote? 
82. Why do you think an estimated 60% of women traditionally 
vote for the National party? 
83. What sorts of satisfactions do::::you derive from your 
political activity? 
84. What aspects of your party activity do you most 
enjoy? 
85. Are there any aspects of your party activity you 
dislike? 
86. V\That would you miss most if you had to give up all 
your party activity tomorrow? 
87. What do you think the average member gets in return 
for their political activity? 
88. Do you hope to become more or less active in your 
political activity? 
89. Do you follow politics and political debates? 
90. Do you read the metropolitan newspapers daily? 
91. Do you watch television or listen to the radio? If 
so, approximately how often? 
92. Do you listen to current affairs programmes on the 
radio or television? If so which ones? 
93. Do you subscribe to any magazines? 
94. Do you read much in your spare time? 
95. Where do you think you acquire most of your political 
information from newspapers, television, personal 
discussion, radio, or attendance at party political 
meetings? 
96. How,c strong would you describe your political views? 
97. Would you describe yourself as being to the left, 
right, or centre of your party, or wouldn't you think 
of yourself in that way? 
98. Are there any areas of politics thatparticularly 
interest you? 
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99. Is there any specific policy or set of policies 
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